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Calloway County
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I it Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
By the way, just in case
anyone thought that the
reference Monday to "wrapping
the drapery of his couch about
him and lies down to pleasant
dreams" was original, we
hasten to point out that these
lines come from William Cullen
Bryant's "Thanatopsis." He
wrote these lines when still
quite young.

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, February 14, 1973

U.S. Charges Viet Cong With
Violation of Peace Accord By
Stalling In Prisoner Releases

10' Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 38

Calloway Library Faces
Serious Cutback In Funds
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SAIGON AP i-The United
States today charged the Viet
Cong with violating the Vietname peace accord by stalling
in the release of U.S. prisoners
and declared it will tolerate no
more delays in future releases.
A protest was handed to the
‘riet Cong as U.S. and North
Vietnamese military
representatives met to lay the

POWs To Be Offered
Free Use Of Auto

Proposed Cut In Federal
Spending Will Hurt Here

groundwork fur release of
another 20 American prisoners
of war from North Vietnam,
probably before the end of the
week
The complaints handed to the
senior Viet Cong military
representative concerned
Monday's release of 27
American prisoners who had
been held in South Vietnam,
Maj. Can. Gilbert H. Woodward, chief U.S. delegate to the
Joint Military Commission, said
the day-long delay was "caused
solely by the Provisional
Revolutionary Government,"
the Viet Cong.
Joint
four-party
"The
Mihtary Commission agreed
that the release of 27 U.S.
prisoners at hoc Ninh would
occur at 9 a.m. Feb. 12,"
Woodward said in his protest,
also filed with the International
Cornnussion for Control and
Supervision. -However, these

Murray Optimist Club
Named as 'Honor Club'

Black History Week Now Being
Observed at Murray High School

Mrs. Stephen Stern
To Graduate From
School On Sunday

Critics Acclaim Recently Released
Biography Of George C. Marshall

Dr. Samuel G. Bell
To Attend Meeting

The Weather

4

Four Persons Charged
With Break-Ins Here

Lights Tickets
Available At
Door Each Day
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R) ROBERT MI sEl.
— A man
stopped by Chammel NI ifolev,•.
table in the sandwich bar in
Which he holds court Sundays
to ask ishether he knew he
retientblell a niagician is !wise
tries ision act isms a nationwide
talking point a few •ears ago.
:1 nu mean that chap. Chan
-That's the riamr,•' said the
man.
People art. alisayS asking

By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD

***********************************11

An Important And Vital Medium
For many years it was popular among newspaper
advertising men to blame advertising agencies for
buying television time rather than newspaper space
for their clients, only because it was more profitable
for those agencies. Other reasons were cited but the
net thrust of complaints was that many agencies
were myopic iqiktheir view of newspapers.
It is refreshing therefore, to see the media
department of one of the -oldest and -Sorge* eelagencies come forth with some complimentary
comments on the value of newspapers and
newspaper advertising, quoted by Advertising and
Publisher magazine:
"Newspapers are an important and vital medium
to our American way of life. They are read regularly
by virtually everyone who can read. It is the one
place that everyone turns to for in-depth coverage of
national and international news and news of their
local communities.
"While some great newspapers have ceased
publication and some others have lost circulation in
recent years, the average newspaper today is bigger
than ever before with more circulation and more
pages of editorial and advertising news. And, with
the advent and desire for newspap.eys on the part of
their readers
"The newspaper is the primary medium of the
local and retail advertiser but it also has important
characteristics and values not found in other media
to offer the national advertiser."—Jackson (Miss.
Clarion-Ledger

‘Idialew, an artist with a
excusing reputation 'and a
unique way of using

MAYFIELD, Ky. — Kentucky continues to rank
near the bottom among states in spending for each
school child and in average teacher salaries, according
to figures released by the National Education
Association. Kentucky reportedly will spend an
estimated $693 per pupil this school year. That
to
amount is up $25 from last year but is not enough
in
47th
to
46th
from
dropping
keep our state from
national rankings. Kentucky remains 47th in average
teacher salaries with $7,825. That figure is up $463
from last year. A ranking of 47th in the nation in
both categories should be embarrassing to every

LEDGER•11116E8 FELE

AI (Bub) Doran, prominent tobacco man and
business man of Murray, died this morning at 12:30

following a heart attack.
The Murray-Calloway 6ounty Industrial Fund has
reached $160,850. according to a report today from
James Johnson, executive secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
The Murray Lions Club will join clubs throughout
the state in an annual drive for eye pledges
February 11-16 in order to step up the sight restoring
program that they sponsor.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Outland are the parents of a
baby girl. Lynn Ebb, born February 9 at the Murray
Hospital.

20 Years Ago Today
FILi

I.EDGER

The home of Mr. and Mrs. William Hornbuckle,
North Second Street, was destroyed by fire on
February 12.
Pvt. Prentice Earl Tucker., Pvt. Charles H. Tidwell, and Pvt. Thomas L. Walton have completed
qh basic training at the Quartermaster Replacement
Training Center, Fort Lee. Va.
Miss June Butterworth, senior, was selected as
"Miss Murray Training School."
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.T.
Bonner on January 25, girl to Mr. and Mrs. W.E.
Perry on January 27, boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Riley Burkeen on January 31, girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Cunningham on February I, boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Owen on February 3, boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Norman Coursey on February 7, girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McDaniel, girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Edmonds, and girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Hugh Burkeen, all on February 10.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
So God created man in his own image. in the
image of God created the man.—Genesis 1:27.

Spirit and dust are strangely intermingled; at our
best we approach His likeness

by Carl Riblet Jr.

The romantic attitude towards weddings sooner
.or later sends most people into marriage, probably
-because from childhood • the teaching is that
matrimony brings a state that is destrable—
imaginatively called connubial bliss. The fact, of
course, is that in most marriages the connubial part
- 4-emphasized and the bliss part is left to Heaven.
"God helps them who help themselves."
—Benjamin Franklin

h,

Donation M
The Murray
The Executive Boa
!Hurray Woman's
Monday, February 5,1
house at eleven-thirty
the morning for a a
and monthly busuier
with Mrs. J. Matt
MI
presiding.
LaFollette, chairma
Home Department,
invocation.
In the absence of 11
Crafton, Mrs. I.
reported on corres
received by the cl
included a request fro
Scouts for a donation.
members agreed to
to this organization
was also presented
KFWC supported Jei
Home for Girls expre
thanks for the variour
to the girls from (17
Woman's Club.
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187 books of S & H Gre
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-11111110hilkt tot the Ube
Kentucky resider
amount sent from ti
Club was twice that ol
club in Kentucky TN
by the Theta Departr
Doris Nance, chairrn
In progress Mrs
expressed appreciaO
who assisted on this ;
said that 1500 books ,

Canasta •tiTr-Nurfacee•e"

now and then in a theatre or
club with an act that niagieians
say is %cry different because
.iiivisse in not built into tiers
trick. There is always a margin
for failure — which sometime.
happens. It depends on how
%sell he reads the character of
his subjects. an art he learned as
an intelligent'. officer in interrogation. in Israel.
Good chow
lifeless has just staged
another successful one•nlan
exhibition of his work at •
gallery off Grosvenor Square.
His pictures are hard to
categorize. He paints fanciful
ships on oceans that never were,
no.ers that nature may get
around to 0.0rIle day, street
scenes and the interiors of
houses that represent his % Cr)
own Ore; of these things.
The word -paints- is a bit
misleading. \I if•lee has
devek•ped a method of using
crayons so that the finish on the
board base on which he works is
diamond-hard without losing
the brilliance of the original
coioes, lie commands prices
around the $7,00 and up mark
end Wan, of London's more
astute cdpectors are the says)
stockpiling for the future.
11ifalew has tic it gi•en ui
magic. lie was thinking about It
when he heard a well-known

•••

Kentucky Education Association delegates, meeting
last Saturday in Louisville, voted to continue the
group's five year fight for professional negotiation
rights for teachers. Some of the teacher delegates, led
by Charles McDowell of Providence, opposed bringing
up the PN bill during the 1974 Kentucky General
Assembly but they were outnumbered. Gov. Wendell
Ford vetoed a PN bill last year after the measure had
cleared both the House and Senate. The bill sparked
hot debate in both chambers and was vigorously
opposed by the Kentucky School Boards Association.

Copley Now, terries

'Come and get it-I'm not going any higher !'

Michael Auxier of Floyd County, president of
KEA, says at least $100,000 is being expended this
year toward efforts to pass a PN bill for teachers next%
year at the state capitol.

School Lunches To Be
Free To More Students

S 'S

Parks Commissioner Ewart Johnson, a successful
Winchester food catering executive, has said he has
saved Kentuckians approximately $1 million in six
months in the operation of our state parks. He claims
the savings are the result of effective management of
time and resources. "Most of the savings is in labor,"
Johnson added.
Gov. Wendell Ford has defied the federal Pay Board
and ordered a total- 15 per cent pay raise for an
estimated 2,600 policemen in Kentucky. Ford
described the Pay Board decision as setting 11 per
cent as the maximum raise any police officer could
receive over the next two years. Ford charged the
board's decision was "discriminatory" and asserted
that only. an impoundment of the federal funds
involved would stop his order. Involved is money
earmarked by the 1972 legislature for the pay
increases.
• ••

State Public Defender Anthony M. Wilhoit says
that Kentucky's public defender program is now
working. Gov. Ford appointed Wilhoit in October and
set a 90-day deadline for operation of the program.
• ••

Two of Kentucky's three Railroad Commissioners
made the news last week. George Alex Ford of
Hickman said in a WPSD-TV interview that he doesn't
think Kentucky needs a Railroad Commission,
explaining that he has done very little thus far as a
public official. Meanwhile, Chester L. Rigsby of
Louisville has been sued by the state Department of
Revenue for alleged unpaid state income tax for 1969
through 1971.
One of the three Railroad ammtsilioners series as
chairman and draws a yearly salary from the state of
commissioners draw
$3,600.00 and the other two
$3,000.00 annually. Each of the three is also paid
that achial,-isteeisary traveling expenses while in the
discharge of their duties.

SAFETY -PIN GEMS
Linda West displays
necklace math from safety
pins, beads, discs and
metal bits according to
Scoyill Manufacturing Co
The fad is form of Indian
style jewelry
POPULATION GROWTH
By the year 2000, it is estimated that the world population will exceed 7 billion.

•••

The Cedarmore Baptist Assembly (near Bagdad) tax
HEART VICTIMS
case had its day in court recently but a decision on
Heart attack claims 674,000
the case is not expected until early next fall. Involved
lives annually. about 25 per
in the suit is an attempt to place the 1,265 acre
cent of them among men and
Kentucky Baptist assembly grounds on the Shelby.,.... women under 65 years of age
County tax rolls at an appraised value of $950,000.
The Kentucky Baptist Convention contends that the
real estate is exempt from taxation under the
According To Boyle
Kentucky Constitution not only as a worship center
but also as an educational institution. Louisville
attorney Glenn McDonald, counsel for the state
Department of Revenue, seeks to declare the zero
property value of Cedarrnore by the Shelby County
Fiscal Court as an illegal act, claiming a violation of
section 170 of the state Constitution.
Section 170 reads in part: "There shall be exempt
purposes, places
with the grounds attached thereto and used and
appurtenant to the house of. worship, not exceeding
one-half acre in cities or towns, and not exceeding
and institutions of
two acres in the country
education not used or employed for gain by any
person or corporation, and the income of which is
devoted solely to the cause of education "
The Cedarmore case could have a significant impact
on church property taxation in Kentucky in the
future.

The equal rights for women amendment to the U.
S. Constitution needs the approval of 38 state
legislatures to become law. Thus far it has passed in
Kentucky and 26 other states with the most recent to
act being Minnesota and Oregon, where ratification
was completed last Thursday. Two states, Idaho and
Nebraska, are now considering rescinding their prior
ratification.
The language of the proposed amendment is
simple: "Equality of rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States orsby any
'state on account of sex." The issues it has raised are
complex and controversial.

WASHINGTON I AP — Free
school lunches, already accounting for me out of three
served each day, will be made
available to more needy children regardless of family income under a new Agriculture
Department proposal.
The rule change, ordered by
Congress in liberalized childfeeding legislation last summer, will give discretionary authority to local school administrators for determining individual hardship cases among puPUB.
A child from a family of four
currently must be served free
or reduced-price lunches if the
famtly's income does not exceed $4,110 a year. States may
set income eligibility as much
as 25 per cent higher for free
meals and up to 50 per cent
reduced-price
for
more
servings.
Under the proposed regulation, a child could be eligible
for free meals when income is
more than the guidelines if
there is undue financial burden
on the family.
The department said the proposed regulations will be open
for public comment until March
16, and set July 1 as the deadline for putting them into effect.
That means the new authority for giving special attention
to hardship cases would not be
in effeet generally until school
begins next fall.
The Nixon budget for the fiscal year beginning July 1 calls
for free-lusch spending of NV
million, an increase of $43 mil-

Things Worth Knowing
From The Post Office

.from taxation public property used for public --4actually used for religious worship,"

•• *

Isn't It The Truth!

is

as much
an inno•ater when he dazzled
lay nien and magicician alikc
with his new '4-clangor.
Of course, they are the same
person. It would take noire than
a change of name and dress ‘lifalew affects a dramatit .
broad-brimnied black artist's
hat -- tii make people forget the
bony face and intense e.ses the•
saw sto often on the stage tor on
.
lekvision,

.7'

• *•

Ten Years Ago Today

he

materials, whether
Canasta who was just

•
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By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK r AP) — Things
si columnist might never know
If he didn't open his mail:
Deer in America, just like
people, are having a population
explosion. There are more than
30 times as many deer in the
country today as there were
were in 1900, the National
Shooting Sports Foundation estimates. The statistics: 500,000
in 1900, 15 million now.
How liberated are U.S. women really getting? Well, when it
comes to liberating their figures, they are getting more liberated all the time. A survey
by Today's Health magazine to
which 11,000.of its readers responded found that 40 per cent
of them are now willing to venture outside their homes without wearing a bra
Salvaging its waste has become one of civilization's.critical problems. If a way could be
found to burn in power plants

2 billion tons of waste
/
the 21
produced each year in the
United States, the National Geographic Society says, it would
generate half of today's nationwide output of electricity.
Quotable notables. "Life
means living, not escaping. I'd
prefer to die young than to sniff
around life." - Pianist Artur
Rubinstein.
Safety note: Among dangerous driving habits, tailgating occupies an especially
deadly place. A California
study of 1,000 accidents showed
350 resulted from rear-end collisions. In cities, they led chiefly
to vehicle damage; on superhighways, they often led to carnage.
Pert answer: When Dr. Jonas
Salk, discoverer of the polio
vaccine that bears his name,
was asked why he devoted his
fife- to research, he replied,
"Why did Mozart compose music?"

Duplicate Bril
Club Meets T
The Murray Open
Bridge Club will me
Wednesday, Februa
Gleason Hall, North 1
All bridge player
dially invited. For
formation or a part/
call Wallace Swan,
Winners for last
Mrs. Albert Tracy
Beck Wilson, first
and Mrs Charles Rk
place, and Mr.
Wallace Swann, thir

lion from the current year.
The department's Food and
Nutrition Service said it has no
estimate on how many additional children might be brought
into the free-lunch program because of the rule change. About
8.5 million now receive free or
cut-price meals out of a total of
25.2 million children eating
school lunches
"When schools determine
magician was (livening his'act'b•
whether children are eligible
for free or reduced-price meals, .a•ing -Chan Canasta started a
era in magic.they would not count that por- new
"IX ho could quit after that?"
tion of family income spent for
he asked.
unusually high medical expenses, shelter costs in excess
SALTY SEAWATER
of 30 per cent of income, special _education expense due to — Throughout the world, the
the mental or physical condi- —salinity of seawater averages
tion of a child or disaster and about 35 parts per thousand casualty losses," the depart- 35 pounds of salt per 1,000
ment said in explaining the pro- pounds of seawater
posed rule.

e

STALLONS
Mr and Mrs. Juni
Dexter Route One
parents of a baby It
Suzanne, weighing e
4,-.• ounces, born or
February 10. at 515
Murray-Callowir
Hospital
The new father is
the Kenlake Boat D
Grandparents ar
Mrs. Noah Stallonr
Route One and Mr
Albert Ahart of D
One. Great grandr
Mrs. Fannie Scott
Route One and Mrs.
of Paducah.

FOR 2 BIG WEEKS!!
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WINNER!
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CIAIPTIPI I
Trinity's
back in
the saddle
again and
Still
horsinE
kurpli

thru
TUE.

NOW

A
1P•swe

Levier and Aka. sitkas.• Provnil An halo ZiricaMt Fria

"TrinityIsStill AgylV'sairee"

ass N.11 Del••••

COLOR

.#

an **gm imbees, solo*.
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MIMI

DEVINE C
A baby girl, w
pounds 711 ounces,
Mr and Mrs Lanr
Route Three, Purl
on Saturday, Fehr
10.41 p.m. at t.1
Calloway County
They have anoth,
Tiffany, age eight
The father is serv
U.S Air Force,
Force Base, Honol
Grandparents a
Mrs. Crafton Devi
Oake, Ind, and rd
Harry Taylor of
Puryear, Tenn.(
parents are Mr.
Herbert Devine i
Taylor, Sr. all of
Ind., and Mrs Pe
Chicago, Ill,

RUDD E
Larry Craig
chosen by Mr. an.
Rudd of Benton Rc
their baby boy,
pounds 1Pi aunt
Sunday, Februar
a.m. at the Mum
County Hospital.
The new father
by the Modine
Paducah.
Grandparents ,
Mrs. Henry Rod,
Route Eight and
Pat Wilkins of B
Three. Great gra,
Mr. and Mrs. Si
Benton Route 0
Pearl Rudd of B(

Me CUM;
Mr. and Mrs
McCuan of Wing
announce the WI
girl, Jennifer I
Friday, Februar
Murray-Calloa
Hospital.
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Donation Made To Girl Scouts By
The Murray Woman's Club Board
The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Monday, February 5, at the club
house at eleven-thirty o'clock in
the morning for a sack lunch
and monthly business session
with Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman
presiding.
Mrs. A.C.
LaFollette, chairman of the
Home Department, gave the
invocation.
In the absence of Mrs. Arvin
Crafton, Mrs. LaFollette
reported on correspondence
received by the club which
included a request from the Girl
Scouts for a donation. The board
members agreed to give $25.00
to this organization. A letter
was also presented from the
KFWC supported Jewel Manor
Home for Girls expressing their
thanks for the various gifts sent
to the girls from the Murray
Woman's Club.

Wedding Vows To Be Read

WEDNESDAY—FEBRUARY H, 1973

Mrs. Joe Ginn Elected Valentine Queen
For 1973 By The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Wednesday, February 14
Evening circles of the Ftrst
United Methodist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Heneah at 6:30 p.m, for a
progressive dinner; Ruth
Wilson with Mrs.
Maurice
Humphrey, Hazel Road, and
Wesleyan with Margie Crass,
1003 Main Street, both at 7.30
p.m.

By majority vote the Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi has elected Mrs. Joe Ginn
as their Aplentine Queen for
1973.
This annual event is one of the
highlights of the year for Beta
Sigma Plus throughout the
world. Each Chapter elects, by
secret ballot, one niember to
represent their Chapter in the
International Valentine Queen
contest.
The honored person's picture
was sent to International where
it was judged by a celebrity for
a Queen and her court for Beta
Sigma Phi International. Mrs.
Ginn was selected by secret
ballot by her Sorority Sisters to
represent them in the International contest, and was
selected as a finalist in the
International Queen's Court.
Mrs. Ginn is the former Diane
Wilson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Morns Wilson of Kirkwood
Drive. She is married to Joe
Ginn, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.C.
Mahan, Mr. and Mrs. Ginn are
the parents of two children,
Shane, age four, and Shannon,

for a machine.
Mrs. Sam Knight and Mrs.
John Belt gave reports of the
recently held Mid-Winter state
board meeting they attended in
Lexington. Mrs. Belt told of
films shown of the nation's past
winners of the Shell Oil Civic
Improvement award and told of
her plans, as second vicepresideqt and club contest
chairman, to gain one of these
awards for the Murray
Woman's Club with the
presentation of a two part
program, including the purchase of the "Jaws of Life"
power tool for community use
and promotion of the continue
service of abmulances in this
area.
A report on the student and
adult contests to be sponsored
by certain departments of the
club in sewing, art, music, short
stories, and essays was given
by Mrs. Belt.

Almo School activities will
begin at 5:30 pin. with the
serving of hamburgers, chili,
The Mason's Chapel United hotdogs, etc., in the lunch room.
Methodist Church Women are The talent show will begin at
scheduled to meet at 730 p.m. seven p.m. The public is invited.
at the church.
Thursday, February 15
The Jaycettes will meet at the
Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at 6:30 p.m.

Mrs. Joe Ginn
—Valentine Queen

age two. They reside in Sherwood Forest and attend the 7th
and Poplar Church of Christ
The Western' Kentucky
where Mrs. Ginn is active as a
Poetry Society will meet in
Sunday School leader in the two Room 215,
Wrather Hall, MSU,
year olds department.
at seven p.m.
Mrs. Ginn Is also a volunteer
worker at the St. Leo Nursery
Senior Citizens will meet at
School. She Ls a graduate of
ten a.m a at the Ellis Center. A
Murray College High.
Mrs. Ginn has been a member potluck luncheon will be served
of the Xi Alpha Delta Chapter at noon.
-4 -for ewe years end-Puts•perfeetWomen of the Moose will
attendance record since Joining
the Soririty. During these two meet at the Lodge Hall at eight
.
years she has worked with the p.m
service, ways and means and
The fiaptist Young Women of
The Executive Council of the social committees.
Mrs. Ginn has been an asset the First Baptist Church will
Calloway County High School
Chapter' of the
Future to Xi Alpha Delta Chapter and it meet at the home of Mrs.
Homemakers of America held was with great pride that she Richard Walker, 1710 Audabon,
Its monthly meeting on Thur- was selected as their Valentine at 730 p.m.
sday, February 8, at three-ten Queen, a chapter spokesman
The Home Department of the
said.
o'clock in the afternoon.
Murray Woman's Club will
Theresa Rudolph, president,
meet at the club house at two
presided Announcements were
p m
Hostesses will be
made of the Mother-Daughter
Mesdames Carl Lockhart,
banquet on March 26 and that
Walter Wilson, Humphrey Key,
Chapter Beau voting ended
and Paul Maggard
February 12
Mrs John Peterson of
The chapter will visit the Kirksey Route One has been
Thursday, February 16
Convalescent
Home
on dismissed from the Western
The Lynn Grove PTA wM
February 19 with Melinda
Baptist Hospital, Paducah
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the school
Taylor as chairman.
The February meeting will be
on scholarship with the
Recently dismissed from the
Friday. Februa.
.-y 16
scholarship fund day to be Western Baptist Hospital,
The Sunshine Homemakers
February 9 Mary Beth Hays Paducah, was Mrs. Inez
Club will meet at the home of
will have special entertainment Claxton of Murray.
Mrs. Veronica Elkins at 1 30
for this month's meeting.
p.m.
Officers and the advisors,
Mrs Leon Henderson of
Sirs. Bess Kerlick and Miss
The International Women's
Lucy Forrest, evaluated the last Murray Route Two has been a
meeting and discussed the patient at the Western Baptist Club will meet at the Baptist
Hospital, Paducah
Student Center at 6 30 p
spring district meeting.

Mrs. LaFollette said the club
had collected and sent to KFWC
187 books of S & H Green stamps
The board members selected
toward the purchase of a kidney
a nonunatmg committee to
-machine log the.wie..oL_Walligla draw
up a state of 4117844,elKentucky residents. The
beers for the Murray Woman's
amount sent from the Murray
Club. Members of the comMiss Sandra Raspberry
Club was twice that of any other mittee. are Mrs. J.I. Hosick,
led
drive,
The
Kentucky
club in
chairman, Mrs. Jack Bailey,
Mr and Mrs James Raspberry of Hazel announce the
by the Theta Department, Mrs. Mrs. Glen Grogan, Mrs Bob
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Sandra
Doris Nance, chairman, is still Billington,
and Mrs. A.C. Raspberry, to Danny Dodson, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Lee
in progress. Mrs. LaFollette LaFollette .
Dodson of Route Three, Buchanan, Tenn
expressed appreciation to those
The bride-elect is a senior at Calloway County High School_
Mrs. Bob Billmgton reported.
who assisted on this project and
Mr Dodson graduated from Buchanan High School and
on
the
of
the
current
newly
sales
needed
are
said that 1500 books
published Murray Woman's Murray State University He is now employed as audio visual
Club cookbook and said that all technician for the nursing department at Murray State.
The wedging will be solemnized Friday. February 23, at
expenses incurred by the
publishing of the book had been seven o'clock in the evening at the Hazel Church of Christ The
paid. She also announced that a reception will be held at the home of the bride-elect immediately
new order of place mats had following the wedding.
All friends and relatives are invited to the wedding and the
The Murray Open Duplicate been received and were reception.
Bridge Club will meet tonight, available to any one wishing to
Wednesday. February 14, at purchase them.
Gleason Hall, North 12th Street.
Advisory Council member,
All bridge players are cor- Mrs. Bethel Richardson,
dially invited. For other in- reported that the club house
formation or a partner, please kitchen
were
finances
call Wallace Swan, 7531838.
stabilized.
Winners for last week were
The board voted to pay off the
Mrs. Albert Tracy and Mrs.
Beck Wilson, first place, Mr. loan incurred by the purchasing
and Mrs. Charles Rang, second of a club house air conditioning
By Abigail Van Buren
system.
place, and Mr. and Mrs
Wallace Swann, third place
dub
Sparkman,
Mrs.
president; reminded department - chairmen to appoint
departmental nominating
conundttees at their March
STALLONS GIRL
meetings. She also made anMr and Mrs. Junior Stallons,
nouncements of the general
Dexter Route One, are the
meeting to be held March 21
parents of a baby girl, Crystal
with the Alpha and Sigma
Suzanne, weighing eight pounds
DEAR ABBY' I am a young guy 21) years old and I will
departments as hostesses and
44 ounces, born on Saturday,
be _inducted into the Army soon This is fine with me as I
the First District Mid-Winter
always wanted to he a soldier. but I have a problem. OFebruary 10, at 5 15 p.m at the
workshop to be held in Paducah
Murray-Calloway County
nly hair fell out about a year ago and I wear a hairpiece.
on February 19.
It is a really good one II paid $580 for it and it is custelm- -Hospital
The new father is employed at ,- Members of the board present. made far. mc,_and_ L alipest, never., take ,it off. I go swimmirg in it, play football, and even hditiey'in it I
atthe meeting were Mesdames
the Kenlake Boat Dock.
worried about what the Army will do to me If t refuse to Grandparents are Mr. and Bob Btllington, J.I. Hosick,
take it off Abby', I don't need anyone to laugh at me
Mrs. Noah Stallons of Hardin Glen Grogan, A.C. LaFollette,
Maybe I am nuts for feeling that way about it, but I
Route One and Mr and Mrs. Joe Prince, Raymond Dixon,
honestly
don't have any hair on my head at all Why it fell
Nance,
Outland,
Purdom
John
Albert Ahart of Dexter Route
out. I don't know It Just did_ My dad was bald at my age.
One Great grandmothers are James Frank, Thomas Brown,
too, so it could he hereditary. Anyway. I am not asking to
Mrs. Fannie Scott of Dextse Harold Beaman, Gus RobertIre a longhaired guy because I know the Army doesn't go
son,
Jr
,
Sara
Knight,
John
Route One and Mrs. Ellie Baker
Wor that, but if they try to make me take it off they sill
Belt, Bethel Richardson, J.
of Paducah.
need six guys to knock me out as it would destros me
Matt Sparkman, and Richard
emotionally to go around baldheaded
W.
Knight.
DEVINE GIRL
Please hurry your answer, and thanks for your time
A baby girl, weighing six
UPTIt;HT
pounds 71,2 ounces, was born to
UPTIGHT:
You're
DEAR
lucks
it's the Army because
Mr and Mrs. Lanny Devine of
they allow men to wear hairpieces, cut to regulation length,
Route Three, Puryear, Tenn.,
even in training. The Marine Corps shaves all heads for the
on Saturday, February 10, at
I2-week training period, so you'd be baldheaded for the
10:41 p.m. at the Murrayfirst three months whether you liked it or not.
Calloway County Hospital
They have another daughter,
Lane-Changing: A Menace
Tiffany, age eighteen months.
DEAR ABBY. I would like to meet a lady between 2.
Watch out for the driver
The father is serving with the
and 35 years old who is mentally okay but has some kind
who continually changes
of physical handicap. I mean someone who maybe has one
U.S. Air Force, Hickam Air
lanes He's a Menace
arm or leg. I woulOn't even mind a person who is deaf and
Force Base, Honolulu, Hawaii.
He drives the same was
everywhere, whether on a
can't talk, hut I would like' one who can see.
Grandparents are Mr. and
quiet residential
------1-am mentally and physically okay myself and could
Mrs. Crafton Devine of Cedar
main artery through the renreturn as much love as she could give me. and I feel that
Oake, Ind., and Mr and Mrs.
ter of town, or on a multia handicapped woman would appreciate a good, solier.
lane freeway
Harry Taylor of Route Three,
hard-working bachelor more. I live alone on a ranch. hut
You recognize him the inPuryear, Tenn. Great grandstant you see
'please don't publish my name. LONELY ANO LOOKING
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
him. switchHerbert Devine and Thomas
) n g from
DEAR LOOKING: The National Society for (-rippled
lane to lane,
Taylor, Sr., all of Cedar Lake,
Children, and Adults lsome agencies are known as the
and
in
out
of
Ind., and Mrs. Pearl Baker of
Faster Seal Society! have clubs where handicapped torn
the regular
Chicago, Ill.
and women socialize. %bat. Goodwill Industries who emplo.
flow of traf•
Iii'. going
the handicapped may he able to help sou. I suggest that
hell-bent to
you apply in person and bring current character reference,
RUDD BOY
heaven
.
T
along. You sound sincere. and .1 wish you luck. hut 1 urge
Larry Craig is the name
knows where
you to be very. very careful.
He has absnchosen by Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Littelx no regard for other
Rudd of Benton Route Three for
rivers.
their baby boy, weighing five
DEAR ABBY About en Is who wear glasses: When I
p pa Ten t I y he doesn't
pounds 133i ounces,- bornwas-io-college lltadclille-laiel we used iss
W. or f•a re, that mole Thin,—
•
Sunday, February 11, at 9:38 MO percent of all fatal auto"Men don't mind the glasses
mobile
:occident'', are caused
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
If you have the chassis."
hsr improper driving.
County Hospital.
JEAN
OWENS, BETHLEHEM, PA.
The lane.ehanger may he
The new father is employed an acceptable driver, me.
DEAR
JE
3S:
Cute.
But
you
were topped '
ii. Mr. 1 .1
by the Modine Company at rhaniciilly hut psychiatrists
Conlon who wrote:
say his attitude will evenPaducah.
tually get him into trouble.
"Men who seldom make passes at girls who wear glasses
Grandparents are Mr. and
He is hostile. angry. overly
Are asses."
Mrs. Henry Rudd of Benton :igen-14,6W. Or has a strong
CrIfER OF' A BEAUTY, N. Y
Route Eight and Mr. and ,Mrs. desire to show off his driving ability.
Pat Wilkins of Bentoir Route
Not ill of these laneCONFIDENTIAL TO "HEART VS. HEAD" IN •-.5%.
Three. Great gran9illiarents are chanters ore kids. They may
TEXAS: 1 vote on 1h.. head. Use yours and 1,11
ANGEIA).
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Darnall of lie successful professional or
him to get out of your life and 'lay out. A man who can tic
business' mein whose rompeliBenton Route One and Mrs. five
spirit has ,been a factor
engaged to three girls at one time has a long line and - A
Pearl Rudd of Benton.
in their sticeess They are so
aloft memory.
competitive that they are un
willing to follow another car
Mc CUAN GIRL
Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your chest
even if it is traveling at the
Mr. and Mrs. Eddy Gail maximum speed limit,
For a personal reply, write to ABBY Box No. 1111700. I,. A •
McCuan of Wing° Route Two
When you see a lane.
Calif. -900411. Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope.
announce the birth of a ktaby changer. stay away from him.
•
girl, Jennifer Lee, born on He/s dangerous Slow down' please.
and let him go on his way.
Friday, February, 9, at ite. Above all.'never try to comFor Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Murray-Calloway CouTT, pete with him You'll never
win
.
.
send SI to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, t'al, Me.
Hospital.

Executive Council
Calloway FHA Meets

Duplicate Bridge
Club Meets Tonight

41)

ars

'Dealt-Achbg--

FBIRTHSJ

Hairy situation is no
problem for inductee

Saturday, February 17
Couples Bridge will be held at
the Oaks Country Club at 7:30
p.m. Call Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Andersen 753-7932 days or Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Brown 753-3888
nights for reservations by
Friday evening.

A nAdmak,

. Chapter M of the P E.O.
Sisterhood will have a 12 noon
luncheon at Oakhurst with Mrs.
Harry Sparks and Mrs Maurice
Christopher as hostesses. Mrs.
Henry' McKenzie will be in
charge of the program.

Local Clubs Plan
To Attend First
District Meeting
The Kentucky Federation of '
Women's Clubs First District t
mid-winter workshop will be •
held at First Christian Church,
Blandville Road, Paducah.
Monday, Feb. 19
Registration and coffee hour
will begin at 930 a.m. The
Paducah Juniors Woman's Club
will be hostess club.
Members of the Murray
Woman's Club and the Hazel
Woman's Club plan to attend 1
the meeting at Paducah.
Mrs. James R Austin, First'
District governor, will preside ,
during the business session •
which will begin promptly at 10
a m. Club presidents are
reminded to bring colored slides
and commentary of their clubs
favorite project, as the five ,
slides selected by the members
resent will be presented at the
governor's report at state
convention in May.
All club members are invited
to attend the workshop and
luncheon Reservations should
be nulled to Mrs. Hugo Latta-163 Albany Ave. Paducah, Ky.------ —
42001 by Feb. 15

a.c. Esm•°""
104474

FURNITURE
CARPETING
DRAPERIES
ACCESSORIES

Box 412
PhonelPoct Office Chestnut
Tenth and
Kentucky 42071
Niurras ,
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desire and
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to
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out,
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ready
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whilR we get
and the
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Murray High Tigers Take Big
Overtime Win Over Carlisle
by Willis. With 28 seconds
By MIKE BRANDON
showing in the overtime, Lane
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Robert Martin might not have had an opportunity to ice the
been superstitious before last game for Murray but he joined
night but today the 6-2 the crowd and missed his bonus.
John Marilie grabbed the
sophomore might be walking
rebound and drove the length of
High
County
the halls of Carlisle
School with a rabbit's foot in his the court for a five tooter to give
the Comets an 83-82 edge with 20
pocket
With a tie score of 8040, ticks remaining.
Murray spread the offense
Martin stepped to the charity
out and tried to work for a lit
stripe with a chance to give his
second shot. Willis got loose
team a win after the time had
and drove through the left
expired in le final period. But
wing and stopped for a five
Martin, who had
12
looter that gave the Tigers a
consecutive free throws, fell
one point edge.
short on his 13th effort and the
Carlisle County coach Tom
Murray High Tigers went on to
Buchanan tried to signal for a
take an 84-83 overtime win.
time with seven seconds left,
trailed
Murray
had
but his players failed to see hini.
throughout the second half
Martin drove the length of the
and did not gain a lead until
floor and tried a 13 footer at the
Glen Jackson scored with
buzzer but the ball fell off and
3:13 remaining in the fourth
pertetttsgtve Murray alS-It- the Sornets dre•pped-their-efrhgame in 27 outings.
edge.
The Tigers led throughout the
reverse layup by Marty NiA
DEAN WILLIS hits for two of his 22 points as he cans this Ai
chols followed by two charity first period as the Comets were
1121.
J.J.Yates
County's
l'arlisle
footer jumper over the arms of
tosses by Thomas Jenkins gave cold from the floor. Three times
It was Willis' five tooter in the final seconds that gave the Tigers
the Comets the upper hand at the Tigers held leads of seven
their one point overtime win over the t'omets.
78-76 with just under two points before the period ended
with Murray in front 21-16.
minutes left.
Murray continued to lead
Willis and Jenkins traded
buckets before Mike Woods was through most of the second
fouled by Phil Miller with 32 period until the Comets took a
seconds remaining. Woods, who 32-31 edge at the 2:40 mark on
had a chance to ice the game for Robert Martin's five footer.
After trailing 36-35, the Tigers
the Comets, missed the first of
his bonus and Dean Willis rallied for seven consecutive
points and took a 4246 cushion
gralSocei the rebound.
with just 20 seconds left in the
'Junior guard Ray lame,
half. But the lightning quick
with just six seconds left, hit
Comets rattled off six points in
two free throws to knot the
the closing seconds to knot the
count at 80 apiece and set the
count at 42 apiece at instage for Martin's missed
termission
free throw.
Excellent rebounding by
Nine seconds into the overDan Hudspeth and fine
time, the Comets took a one
outside shooting by Lane and
point lead when junior John
Willis accounted for much of
Martin canned a free throw. But
the Tigers' success in the
the Tigers, who had lost junior
first hall against the dare
center Dan Hudspeth and Glenn
ranked Comets.
Jackson via the foul route in the
Hudspeth grabbed seven
fourth canto, managed to hang
on the boards and battle with rebounds as the Tigers enjoyed
the quick and agressive a 22-16 rebounding edge during
the first 16 minutes. Lane and
Comets.
Hudspeth each had 12 points in
It was Willis who gave
the half while Robert Martin
Murray a lead at the 2.35
and Woods paced the Comets
mark by swishing a 20 foot
with 14 and 12.
jumper to give the Tigers an
Carlisele County used the
22-81 edge. The Tigers got the
outside shooting of 5-8 John
ball beck on a Closet turMartin to march to a 63-58 lead
nover and Murray we into
late in the third period. The
S stall.
Willis had a chance to give Tigers came back and trimmed
Murray a three point lead with the gap to two at 6644 at the end
1 - 05 left but the front end of his of the quarter
Hudspeth picked up his
bonus fell off the front of the
fifth personal after only 183
rim.
• George I Andolt. although scoring only eight points, ease
seconds had gone to In the
Just 10 seconds later John
through with some key rebounds in the final minutes of the Tigers'
fourth stanza. But the Tigers
Martin missed a bonus and the
win. Landolt (431 picks up two of his points here as he goes over
managed to stay close as the
Tigers got the ball on a rebound
.Robert Martin 4281 and Mike Woods 132).
Comets could go no farther
than four points ahead.
Both team_s had chances to
win the game in the final
minutes but neither team was
able to gain the momentun until
Martin's missed charity toss
after the time had expired in the
final frame turned the game
around for the Tigers.

Lane paced the scoring for the weekend. Tuesday night the
Tigers with a brilliant 24 point Tigers will be at Mayfield to
effort while Willis, who was meet the tall and talented
outstanding, scored 22. Hud- Cardinals. In their previous
speth added 16 points while meeting on the Tiger floor,
Jackson scored 14. George Mayfield took a 64-60 win.
1.andolt, though playing an off
Murray
game, came through with
FC, . FT..PF TP
several key rebounds in the late Willis
8 6 3 22
3 2 3 8
stages of the game and finished Landolt •
7 2 5 16
Hudspeth
with eight points.
11 2 4 24
* Hubert Martin led the Comets Lane
6 2 5 14
with 26 while his brother, John, Jackson
put in 19. Mike Wood and Scott
0 0 0 0
Thomas Jenkins hit double Miller
-6 9 6 0
digits by scoring 12 and 10 D. McCuiston
0 0 1 0
respectively.
35. 14 25 84
Totals
the
paced
Hudspeth
rebounding with eight while
Carlisle County
PF TV
FG
Willis had seven and Landon
County Jenkins
Carlisle
4 2 5 10
six
outrebounded the Tigers
7 12 5 26
R. Martin
Nichols
3 1 3 7
In the preliminary c
7 5 4 19
J. Martin
Phil Miller tossed in 23 po
-while-fa* Wilde"
1 0 1 1
lead Murray to an easy 89-44
6 0 2 12
Woods
sin. Dale McCuiston and
Two of Glean Jackson's 14 points came on this short jumper
37..21. 23 83
Totals
David Frank each added 10
from the right side. Jackson, playing as a guard, had a fine floor
points.
16 26 24 14 3-83 game and did an excellent job on defense.
The Tigers, now 10-8 for the Carlisle
Staff Pte by Mike Brandon
21 21 22 16 4-84
season, will not play this Murray

Bowling
Standings
KENTUCKY LAKE
Bowling League
Team
/ 5 W....
21
L,ndsey's
Mutual of Omaha
sOla 79, .
Corvette Lanes
SO
30
All Jersey
AO
Si
Jerry's
4 32
Moose Lodge no. I
45
35
State Farm Insurance 39
41
42
COLONIAL Bread
38
Moose Lodge no 2
37/
1
2 42'
Todd Brothers motor
Sales
36,
Fenton & Hodge
36
Murray Auto Parts
29
Motor Parts & Bearings 25, 2
•Palace Drive Inn
60
70
High Team Game (SC)
Lindsey's
976
Lindsey's
912
All Jersey
909
High Team Game (NC)
Lindsey's
ICSS
104
Mutual of °marls
1031
High Team series (SC)
Lindsey's
2723
Moose Lodge no 1
2578
All Jersey
2569
High Team SeriesHC)
Lindsey's
3110
M000se Lodge no 1
2986
State Farm Insurance
2966
Nigh Ind. Game(SC)

Steve sewer
Lyman Dixon
Rod Pryer
• High Ind Game (NC)
Rod Pryer
Steve Selt ter
Danny Roberts
High Ind Game (HC)
Rod Pryer
Steve Seltter
Lyman Dixon
Nigh Ind. series(ut)

•.
: LOOK UP RAY! Junior guard Ray Lane can't seem to locate the ball in a battle for the rebound
IIlh'Carilsle Countyl Marty Nichols 440. Lane hutted in a game'high 24 points for Murray as the
'• fgers revenged an earlier 21 points loss to the Comets
iStaii Photos by Mike Brandon(

234
728
225
725
252
251
650
643
Si'

Rod Pryer
Steve settler
Tony Taylor

740
697
636

Dan Jones
Dave Bradfoed
Lyfrian Dixon
Ron Pace

178

HieltAearanes

Steve Seitrer
T. C. Hargrove

Turns

Miller, Kuhn Continue
Dispute; Charges Fly
‘.

issues," the commissioner said.
"I sincerely believe that three
years of peace during which we
can concentrate strictly on
baseball, are vital to the financial health of baseball, players
and clubs alike."
Kuhn said that Miller might
question his judgment because
he is supporting the clubs' position. "I must remind him however that four years ago, I resolved a threatened spring stoppage
by urging the clubs to
Increase their offer on pension
proposals. As a result, an
agreement was reached."
Informed of Kuhn's statement, Miller said, ''l fully understand why he is so defensive
about the role he has played as
coordinator of the owners'
negetiating committee."
This latest round of rhetoric
in organized baseball's labor
headache began Monday when
Miller held a press conference
and charged baseball with
threatening an illegal lockout.
This followed a directive by the
two league presidents ordering
teams not to open training
camps early for pitchers and
catchers.
Miller will present the owners' latest proposal to the 24
player representatives on Friday and that the offer will likely be turned over to the entire
membership for a vote. But he
indicated that such a vote by
In the night's other NBA closer as a late-game rally wil- the players "will be extremely
games, Milwaukee downed De- ted. Barry finished with 36 difficult unless they are allowed
to gather at spring training
troit 110-96, Golden State points.
Nate Archibald, who's been camps."
clipped Cleveland 103-90, Kansas City-Omaha belted Houston doing this sort of thing all year,
132-118, Portland beat Buffalo bombed in 49 points to lead an
120-100 and Los Angeles de- exhibition of sharpshooting by
feated Seattle 101-98 In the the Kings against Houston.
American Basketball Associ- Kansas City-Omaha clicked on
ation, Memphis nipped the New 57 of 89 shots from the field, a
York Nets 95-93 and Kentucky sparkling percentage of .640.
By halftime, the Trail Blazbounced San Diego 110-103.
Scott apparently couldn't find ers' victory over Buffalo was a
anything really nice to say sure thing. They had run away fly THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
about the performance of his to a 61-41 intermission lead and
Eastern Ccnlference
Pistons. "No. 1, we shot bad, nearly doubled the spread in
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. G.B.
we didn't play good defense, we the third period.
Boston
is 17 793 - Geoff Petrie had 25 points, 12 New York
didn't adjust like we talked
46 15 754 11
.
Buffalo
It
41
305 w
about doing and we turned the of them in the first quarter,
Philadelphia
4
58
065
44
ball over way too much in situ- while Terry Dischinger added a
'Central Division
ations *e shouldn't have." He season-high 21, 13 in the third Baltimore
37 10 649 —
Atlanta
34 28 548
i
period that wiped out the
never went on to No. 2.
Houston
23 37 383
The Bucks, trailing 52-50 at Braves' hopes.
Cleveland
21 38 356 17
Western .Conference
The Loiters, rerria' iningthe half, outscored Detroit 17-2
Midwest 'Division
at the start of the third period. whopping nine games ahead of Milwaukee
42 18 700 —
Bob Lanier, who got 20 points Golden State atop the Pacific Chicago
35 23 603 6
.484 13
in that first half for the Pis- Division, had a surprisingly
troit
26 33 4.11 151,
tons, got just nine more the rough time with the SuperPacific DiviSiOtt
46 13 .780
rest of the way. Kareem Abdul- Sonics, whose record slipped to LO Angeles
Golden State
37 22 .627 9
Jabbar and Bob Dandridge got 19-43.
Phoenix
28 30 .43 17/
1
2
Seattle trailed by no more Seattle
28 apiece for Milwaukee.
19 43 .306 21'
Portland
IS
44
..254
31
Fitch got a goo? ound of ap- than three points in the last 31
/
2
Tuesday's sumo
plause when he was introduced minutes and had a chance to go
K an
City.Omatia 132.
to the 3,217 fans in Cleveland, ahead in the closing 14 seconds. Houston 118
apparently a response to his But with Los Angeles leading 90Golden State 103. Cleveland
chair-throwing episode in Sun- ,948,Spencer Haywood missed
Milwaukee 110, Detroit 96
Los Angeles 101, Seattle '96'
day night's game against At- a 14-foot jumper and Gail
Portland 120, Buffalo 100
lanta, a tantrum that resulted Goodrich. the Lakers' leading
Only games
.
Tuesday in a $1,000 fine.
scorer with 25 points, snared
'•••' • ABA:
East
the rebound that slammed the
W L. Pct. G.B.
Fitch didn't throw anything lid on their 19th succesive home
Carolina
. 44 18 .710
this time.-but the temptation triumph against the Sonics.
Kentucky
39 22 639 41
/
2
Virginia
32 30 .516 12
must have been there. The
New York
22 38 367 71 44
Warritirs virtually put the
PRO SKATING
20 40 .333 23
'Menvhis
West game away by the end of the
GOTEBORG, Sweden - Ard
Utah
,38
23 .623
first period, running away to a Schenk of the Netherlands won Indiana
• 36 76 541 7'
29-16 lead on the strength of the all-around title at the first Denver
31 29 517 6/
1
2 .22 37 .373.15
Rick Barry's 12 points and yro championships with first- Dallas
San Diego
Nate Thurmond's 13 rebounds. place finishes in the 5,000-meter
Tuesday's Games
memobis 95, New York 93 •
The Cavaliers moved back and 10,000-meter races in the
Kentucky 110, San Diego 103
within four points, but got no first pro world championships.
Only games scheduled

BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK API — On Valentine's Day 1973 there is, as
usual, no love lost between
Bowie Kuhn and Marvin Miller.
Peering over opposite sides of
the baseball labor fence, Commissioner Kuhn and Miller, executive director of the Major
League Baseball Players Association, continue to fire high,
hard pitches at one another.
The commissioner charged
Tuesday that Miller is trying
It( "to create confusion in the
minds of the clubs, players and
public regarding the status of
negotiations. If a like response
is precipitated, the bargaining
could degenerate into namecalling. For the moment, I feel
this is what Mr. Miller wants
and is trying to ferment.
"To avoid this," Kuhn continued, "I have-directed that any
other response come only from
the major league presidents
and that it be temperate and
DAN HUDSPETH played a brilliant game for the Tigers before
businesslike.
he fouled out early in the fourth period. Hudspeth goes over
"The clubs have pressed for
Thomas Jenkins 134 for two of his 16 points. Dean Willis 141) Is In
a three-year agreement on all
a crouched position awaiting the rebound.

By THE ASSOCIAT
A Harvey Carm
goal with 1:02 to p
Kentucky State to
battling Union 73night at Barbourvill
its college basketh
streak to seven.
Kentucky State,
grabbed a 26-16 lea(
the first half, but
rowed it to 35-3,
mission.
. K-State went to
the second half al
lead up again, to 66
minutes remaining
But the Union
Kentucky State
helptxpinion chop
as the end appro
Carmichael stole I
drove the length of
make his game-sav
Kentucky State
Bill Whitley with 2
lowed by Leon Hat
—11111- Storrn'ttarti
94 points for Unio
Whitlow chipped in
now 7-15.
In another cic
game Tuesday rugl
Tenn. I came back
halftime deficit I
Centre 80-78 at Da
('entre's star fo
Pharris, was sidel
injury
A busy first halt
change hands fiv
Centre built its 8cushion.
Maryville cam
locker room and
and the score
times in the secoi
Toward the ere
Randy Sctuturer
foot jump shot to
and hit on four f
the next two mi
Maryville ahead
seconds remairun
Maryville, now
by Keith Crane I
and Schaurer adi
Joe Burks fire
high 24 to lead
Rich Bingham c
Centre is 5-17.
Transylvania
of the first half
contest, but pull
win over Berea.
Berea built an
but then Transy
taking a 46-42 in
ing room.
Dale Cosby (

Celtics 'Lucky' After 105-101
Win Over Chicago Bulls Tuesday
By BRUCE LOWTTT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Boston Coach Tom Heinsohn
said the Celtics were lucky because their offense stopped in
the stretch. Detroit Coach Ray
Scott said his Pistons were unlucky because their offense
never got started. And Cleveland Coach Bill Fitch said nothing.—but the Cavaliers' fans
gave him a hand anyway.
"We were lucky to win,"
Heinsohn said after the Celts'
105-101 victory over the Bulls in
Chicago' Tuesday night, "because our offense suddenly
stopped in the fourth quarter.
Garfield 14eard and Norm Van
Lier hurt us with their quickness and their jumpers."
Boston, which widened its
lead over the idle New York
Knicks to l games in the National Basketball Association's
Atlantic Division, entered the
final quarter with an 87-79 lead.
Then Heard and Van Lier
went to work, pumping in the
baskets that catapulted the
Bulls into a 101-97 lead with
less than two minutes to go.
But Boston wasn't finished.
''I told our guys after calling
time out that we had to stop
Van Lier and keep him from
passing off to the open man,"
Heinsohn explained. "I let
Dave Cowens come out and
challenge him and Van Lier got
so frustrated that he eventually
,. fouled out."
The fouls are • also what
knocked out Chicago. Jo Jo
White sank two free throws and
John Havlicek canned t 30-foot
jumper to tie the score, then
Cowens and liavliqk each
clicked on two more foul shots
to provide the Celtics with the
winning margin.
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Sports
In Brief

Kentucky State
Turns Back Union

'Drug Research Noposal Gets
Approval Of Horseman's Group

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL .
CINCINNATI - The einemLOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A
nait Reds announced that proposal calling for racing
,
Transylvania
lead
to
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS points
catcher Johnny Bench, the Naresearch into
A Harvey Carmichael field now 15-5. Terry Slunk added 17. tional League's most valuable groups to sponsor
race
Berea, now 7-15, was led by player in 1972, has signed a six- the effects of drugs on
goal with 1:02 to play enabled
meththe
reform
to
and
horses
points,
29
with
Bruner
Kentucky State to turn back Larry
figure contact tor the 1973 seaods of testing for illegal medibattling Union 73-72 Tuesday and Joe Rosselot and Mike son.
cation has been approved by a
night at Barbourville, extending Robinson added 12 each.
FOOTBALL
national horsemen's associits college basketball winning
LAWRENCE, Kan. - Gale
and other racing groups
ation,
streak to seven.
Sayers, forced to retire from have promised to consider the
now
19-3,
State,
'Kentucky
professional football last season
idea.
grabbed a 26-16 lead midway in
after a series of knee injuries,
The proposal was made by
the first half, but Union narathletwas named an assistant
attorney Edward S.
Lotiisville
interat
rowed it to 35-34
ic director at the University of
and approved
Bonnie,
"Ned"
mission.
Kansas.
by the National Directors of the
K-State went to work during
HOCKEY
Horsemen's Benevolent
the second half and built the
UN ION DA1.E, N.Y.- The
Protective Association(HBPA).
lead up again, to 66-56 with five
New York Islanders obtained
The Thoroughbred Racing Asminutes remaining.
the
forward Ernie Hicke from
(TRAi and the Nasociations
and
But the Union defense
Tuesday Night Games
Atlanta Flames for veteran deof State RacAssociation
tional
Kentucky State turnovers
Morgan County 84 Sandy fenseman Arnie Brown and fuing Commissioners t NASRC)
helped Union chop the margin Hook 74
deal
a
ture considerations in
have agreed to look into the
as the end approached-until
McKell 97 Fairview 83
between National Hockey
idea.
Carrruchael stole the ball and
Augusta 81 Deming 57
League expansion clubs.
Research would involve both
drove the length of the court to
Beechwood 77 Bishop BrosICE SKATING
pharmacological action of
the
make his game-saving goal.
sart 49
RAETINEIK, Sweden
in the horse, and the efdrugs
Kentucky State was led by
Bellevue 78 Dayton 77
Roar Groenvold, Norway, ca- fectiveness and specificity of
Caney-ville
76
Bill Whitley with 23 points, folCounty
1,000-meDaviess
hired both the 500 and
present post-race urine and
lowed by Leon Harris with 19.
67
ter events to capture the
bleed
finfllow
StOrrtf had- a Vent -high'--Ettandger-lioyd
titla-IF
detecting illegal medication
84 paints for Union, and Jerry 71
Cup
World
Professional
racing animals.
Whitlow chipped in 19. Union Is
Henderson Counts 86 Ohio Revenge skating meet.
Bonnie said the research
now 7-15.
County 63
TENNIS .
projects would be sponsored by
De76
Westport
Van
Erik
In another closely fought
Louisville
COPENHAGEN
each HBPA local division in cogame Tuesday night, Maryville Sales 56
Dthen, San Mateo Calif., and operation with the race tracks
( Tenn. came back from a 48-40
Bowling Green 86 Auburn 54
Tom Gorman, Seattle defeated in its area, under the coordinahalftime deficit to edge out
Caverrui 64 Leitchfield 51
No. 2 seeds Arthur Ashe, Rich- tion of the National HBPA and
Centre 80-78 at Danville.
Cloverport 86 Clarkson 73
ond, Va. and Roscoe Tanner, the NASRC Each local reCentre's star forward, Mike
Dawson Springs 72 Trigg Con- Lookout Mountain, Tenn 6-3, 6search project would be placed
Pharms, was sidelined with an ty 6.5
3 in doubles play in the $50,000 with a recognized veterinary
Greenville 90 Earlington_78
injury .
Brown Label World Champion- school and-or laboratory, he
Hopkinsville 78 McLean Oak ship Tennis Tournament.
A busy first half saw the lead
said.
change hands five times, then ty 60
TORONTO - Top-seeded Rod
"The whole racing game is
Marion County 52 Greensburg Laver, Australia, defeated
Centre built its 8-point halftime
on the public's conbased
cushion.
43
Keith Carpenter, Toronto, 6-2, fidence in the industry," Bonnie
Butler
the
89
of
Catholic
out
$50,came
the
Owensboro
of
Maryville
6-2 in the first round
said. "This would show the
locker room and evened it up, County 70
000 Toronto International Ten- public we are interested in solProvidence 67 Caldwell Coun- nis Tournament.
and the score was tied ten
ving our own problems." _
times in the second half.
CALGARY, Alberta - Tony
64
Bonnie, who is also secretary63
Leslie County 78 Everts
Toward the end, Maryville's
Beadsley, Vancouver, won two
of the Kentucky divitreasurer
McDowell 59 Whitesburg 56
Randy Schaurer fired in a 15sucessive tie-breakers against
sion of the HBPA said efforts 40
Newport
77-6,
76-76,
84
a
at
it
Catholic
tie
for
to
shot
Newport
Dallas
Mike F.step,
foot jump
revamp the drug testing system
and hit on four free throws in 72
6 first round victory in the Cahave failed in the past because
Pikeville 65 Mullins 54
the next two minutes, putting
nadian Indoor Tennis Chamthey have been made on the nae
32
Tompkinsvill
with
80-76
64
Hill
Temple
ahead
Maryville
pionships.
tional level.
WRESTLING
57
seconds remaining.
"That does not accept the reTodd County Central 66 HenMaryville, now 3-21, was led
LENINGRAD -- In intergibes of racing," Bonnie said
competition,
wrestling
by Keith Crane with 22 points, derson City 64
national
"States run racing. It has alLexington Tates Creek 54 the Soviet, wrestling team deand Schaurer added 18.
ways been controlled and operJoe Burks fired in a game- Bryan Station 52
feated the U.S. team 7-3, in a
ated on a local basis."
Henry
53
and
Lafayette
Centre,
by
victories
lead
Lexington
to
despite
24
meet,
high
He said a "reasonably deRich Bingham contributed 18. Clay 52
Olympic medalists Ben and
research proposal will
tailed"
Centre is 5-17.
Murray 84 Carlisle County 83 John Peterson of Comstock,
be drafted, along with
Transylvania trailed for most (OT)
Wis., in the freestyle matches.
method of financing SUM b
of the first half in a Lexington
Hazel Green Academy 91
GENERAL .
project by the joint effre-t,
contest, but pulled out a 94-79 Oneida Institute 49
NEW YORK - Ch. Acadia
racing and horsemen's gr
win over Berea.
Laurel County 61 Whi ties Command Performance, a
Bonnie said he and I). )a:
Berea built an early 10-0 lead County 45
standard poodle owned by Jo
C. Stearns, presider' ,)f th
iel
but then Transy forged ahead,
Lewisburg 43 Russellville 42
Ann Sering, Portland, Ore., and
Ohio
division of the HB1 A.
taking a 46-42 lead to the dressMayfield 94 BentonifEd Jenner, Richmond, Ill, went
ing room.
McCreary County 69 Burnside best-in-show at the Westminster
Dale Cosby dumped in 28 53
Kennel Club Dog Show.

Kentucky
High School
Scores

fla

000. GAB.

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY
SAM HOUSTON
S F. AUSTIN
LOUISIANA TECH
MILWAUKEE
KY. WESLEvAN
KENTUCKY STATE
ROANOKE
AUGUSTANA-ILL.
ALCORN
ASSUMPTION

- 64.9

- SI 7
- 80.
- 10.6
- 80.4
-1S.2
- 78.0

- 77.8
- 77.6
-77.4

TEAMS_

FIAIRIJARY II, 1973

MARGIN
FAVORITE
23
ARKANSAS COL.
PIEDMONT
37
AUGUSTA
CALIF. BAPTIST
24
AzuSA PACIFIC
RIO GRANDE
11
BEREA

BECKLEY
22
BLUEFIELD
BOSTOWSTOtTE - TS- -GORHAM.
EL PASO
II
BRIGHAM YOUNG
KING-TENNESSEE
29
CARSON NEWMAN
VERMONT
30
CONNECTICUT
aiewrialit
oAvid-§45NDRAKE
DUQUESNE
E MICHIGAN
ELMHuRST
EVANGEL
FuRMAN
GEORGETOWN-KY.
GUILF000
HOUSTON
KY,WESLEYAN
LAKE SUPERIOR
WINSTON SALEM
ARMY
ASSUMPTION
AZUSA PACIFIC
BELOIT
CALIFORNIA
COE
COLORADO MINES
COLO. WESTERN
DRURY
FAIRMONT
NARVARD
HAWAII
HILLSDALE
JACKSONVILLE-F.

LAGRANGE
LEWA
LONG OMAGH
LORAS

30
IS
II
IS
9

IS
22
16
19
is

LOUISVILLE
CHICAGO STATE
NOR INWOOD- M oCH •
NORTH CENTRAL
JOHN BROWN
RICHMOND
TENN. WESLEvAN
MARS HILL
CORPUS CHRISTI
S. E. MISSOURI
LAURENTIAN

FAYETTEVS.I.E.

12

ROCHESTER

21
20
32
5
19
5
4

SO. CALIF. COL,.
GRINNELL
OREGON
CORNELL-IOWA
FORT LEWIS

16
17
I
2
14 •

t4
11

_
20
37

WORCESTER TECH

REG.'S
KANSAS CITY
WEST LIBERTY
BROWN
CENTENARY
N. E. ILLINOIS

ILLINOIS STATE
NORTH GISORGIA
Qt01,61CY
:asAtIFIC
MALMURRAY
FLORIDA TECH

McNEESE
MAR ymOuNT
MEMPHIS STATE
MID. TENNESSEE
MO, BAPTIST
NEW MEXICO
N W. IOWA
No TRE DAME

OPPONENT
MARGIN
PEPPERDINE
7
N. E. LOUISIANA
7
SACRED HEART-K,
11

OTTEINBEIH
PHILA. TEXTILE
PROVIDENCE
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO
SANTA CLARA
SEWANEE
S. W. BAPTIST
TULSA
VALDOSTA
WEST VIRGINIA
WEST VA. STATE
WOF FORD
MO WESTERN
NORTH DAKOTA
PENNSYLVANIA
PRINCETON
SAVANNAH
SO. DAKOTA ST.

SO, CALIFORNIA
SOUTHERN UTAH
S W. TExAS
STANFORD
TARK10
U. C. L A
UTAH
W-MINSTER-UTAH
WHITE WA TER
WILLIAM JEWELL
• •
W I NORA
XAVIER-NO.
YALE

17
6

WICHITA
CHATTANOOGA

25
9

14ARRIS

UTAH
[BRIAR CLIFF
26
FORDHAM
S
.44.106RFORCE
39---41
DELA. VALLEY
II
HOLY CROSS.
II
NEW MEXICO ST.
9
ST. NIARvS-CAt !F.
21
II

26
9
3

Ti

SEATTLE
COVENANT
MO, SOUTHERN

WIRTH TEXAS
OGL E THORPE
WILLIAM & MAR
CENTRAL ST .OHIO
CHARLESTON COL.

IS

II
21

07 ARKS-MO.
KAOR NI Kaa,SIDE
CORNELL-N. Y

10 --COLUMBIA
31
19

FORT V ALL C
NO. IOWA

20
9
13

WASHP3( TON ST.
W NEW MEXICO
TEXAS A a •
OREGON .
T
EmpopiA COt
WASHIN, TON

7

• I

32
2
10
20

29
15
21
14 ,

EL Pi9S0
ADAMSkTATE
SUPERIOR •
MO. VALLEY

tre'ragsfi
DULLARD
DARTMOUTH

24
26'

•

JELIN

5

153
142
141
137
137
132
132
178
126
121

Vt..I.

1.

The Kais
ovals
Hot Shots
Bullets
Tornadoes
Super Stars

-P31
33
32
73.

High Ind Game (SC)
Don Hamm,
Laura Si ott
Eric Story
High Ind Game
aura Si oat ..
Don!warn
Stevie Thomas
MS

75
11

35
Ill
412,
44
53

155
152
141
199
186
184

Sertrs

Hr
Eric.Sto
Laura Si OH
Den kaftan:we
Stier1-1 Prquartls
Nigh Ind Series HC
LauraSiott
Gary Eiiker
Rainey Faker
rif storvtligh Average
E,
Don Harem ie
Bryan Si OH
Sherri P.111.harth
Susan Rogers
J ejf Rerd
Mark WincheSti•r
Glen Van KY(k

Times sports
_-

16. Do you approve of the expanded photography of Murray
State, Murray High and Calloway. County High School basketball?
Yes No
17. Would you like to see the Ledger & Times sports department
expandea to cover other high schools in the area Yes No
18. What suggestions do you have for the overall improvement
of the Ledger & Tunes sports section?
Please mail your completed survey to Mike Brandon, the
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071 or bring your
questionnaire by the office at 103 N 4th Street. Further comments
may be included on an attached sheet of paper

208 S. 4th Street

17-oz. can

5/$1

Sr

for

381
368
368
333

PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT or

3 for $100
Del Monte

Flavor-Kist

Golden
Cream Style

COOKIES

CORN

3 for $10°

4/$1

Del Monte

PEAS

94

Nabisco
PREMIUM

Del Monte CUT

BEANS

CRACKERS

lb

4/$1

Del Monte
FRENCH STYLE

4 for$1

4 forsr
Meats

Chuck

79c

Roast
Country Style
Backbone

394

Pork Roast

Itaue
I lorgiarr
Margarine

Frozen Foods
Fordhook or Baby Limas
Broccoli Spears
Crookneck Squash
4 for $1°°
Cauliflower
Air/

PIE
CHERRIES
cans

16 oz can

OLEO

Frosty Acres

4

GRN. BEANS

Boston Style

$100

Hart's le/

TOMATOES

or can

4/s1

1 lb $1 OS
L
boxes
*/

Blue Bonnet
3 lbs.

"
Sl

for

Deck

,t) 75c
lb. 794

Williams

Sausage
All-Meat Armour's

Franks

12-oz Pkg

63c

- Produce APPLES
GRAPEFRUIT
44. bag 49'
14tr bag 59'
BANANAS tb.40`

,35'
TOMATOES 4

Pillsbury
'nava
crunch Blueberry Cherry-Apple

79'

Fruit 'n Crunch
""""rhtSwanns Market rifir"""1"19S5"
7
cz)
, on

*

SAVE 25
FOLGER'S COFFEE

509
475
466
Ml
109
108
98
97

3

and Apple-Strawberry

PINEAPPLE-ORNG. DRINK 1

High Averages
Garry E ,ans
Randy Wright
Richard SEEM
Bob Hargrove
Phillip Adam'
Doug Mr Cann
Charles PArker
Paul Holland
Beverly Rogers
Nancy Utterback

Corvette Cony

&

YAM 4,9.
1/9 Y-94-4PDTQY-Vi4kt4g.
Park and Recreation Department' Yes No

CORN

BEANS

540

18

14. Do you approve of the layout of the Ledger
section' Yes No

Pride of 111

Bush's BEAN POT

Phillip Adams

Tiger&

8. Would you be in favor of a regular sports column by one of the
Ledger & Times sportswriters? Yes No
9. Would you like to see a weekly feature on a Murray State
athlete, such as the recent one on Steve Barrett' Yes No
10. Do you approve of the way in whch the Ledger
Times
reported the summer baseball program last year? Yes No
11. What do you ilk; the best about the Ledger & Times sports
section? photography style of writing headlines national sports
local sports the variety of sports other
12. What do you least like about the Ledger & Times sports
section? photography style of writing headlines national sports
local sports the variety of sports other
13. What sports do you feel should be given more coverage?
Tennis Golf Baseball Basketball Track Football Other

Bama - Apple, Apple-Plum, Apple-Grape,

3!---

Bantam League
bowfin, League

6 How do you rate the Ledger & Times coverage of Murray
Net
State University sports" Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Opinion
7. Would you be in favor of a nationally syndicated sports
column' Yes No

Washington Birthday Sale!

75p
3T
36
38
39
17
Be bops
39*
.
36
Head Pins
High Ind Game (SC)
176
Garry E,ans
173
Phillip Adams
164
Robert Underwood
High Ind. Game(MC)
110
Underwoo.i
Robert
206
Phillip Adams
701
Rexie Stalls
(SC)
High Ind. Series
468
Garry Evans
453
R'chard Scott
449
Charles Parker
High Ind. Series
557
Charles Parker
543
Danny Futrell
5.43
Richard Scott

- 77.1
CAPITAL.
- 7113.7
12 - AKRON
93- ST. MARYS-TEALS_ - 711.9
•-• TILL
14 - CARSON NEWMAN
15 - VA.COMNIONWEAL.114- 76.3
-74.9
-GREEN BAY
- 7E9
97- PHILA. TEXTILE
-13.5
- MARYMOUNT
19 - ST. THOMAS-MINN. - 75.7
- 75.4
20- XAVIE14-N.0,

GAMES Q_F 2-15-73
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
LAS VEGAS
ARKANSAS TECH

51

mole
cause they think they're in on
the fix, while others believe
they can base their bets on the
information contained in the
daily racing form
"I believe there's still tune to
sell the public on the concept of
racing as a well-run sport,
where everybody has the same
chance.
"It's not a job we can do in
sax months or a year," Bonnie
said, "but if we don't start this
year

3. Please indicate your sex with a check. Male Female
4. How do you rate the Ledger & Times coverage of national
sports'Satisfactory Unsatisfactory No Opinion
5. How do you rate the Ledger & Times coverage of Murray
High and Calloway County High School sports' Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory No Opinion

Downtown Shopping Center

Del Monte

*9.

1. Are you a regular reader of the Ledger & Times sports sec- •
tion? Yes No
2. Please place a check by your age group. Under 21 22-39 40-65

trol racing aria to assure that
the public is getting a square
shake," he said.
'There is an improvement in
technical ability over post-race
testing too," he said.
Although some chemists dispute the effectiveness of a prerace test, Bonnie said there appears to have been a breakthrough in research. He cited
an instrument known as a mass
spectrometer which operates on
the principle of electron bombardment.
Bonnie said if such a machine can be adapted for use at
race tracks it could be used for
both pre-race and post-race
tests. He noted however, that
each machine now costs from
$50,000 to $100,000, and said
tracks aren't going to put up
the money unless the method is
proven.
There are two distinct schools
of thought about racing, Bonnie
said.

41'.

Pin CUS1110nC
Wild Ones

11 -

•
N. A. I. A. TOP TWENTY TEAMS- FESRUA•Y 11, 1973
- 75.4
II - XAVIER-N.0.
- 94.9
1 - SAM HOUSTON
-74,4 '
12 - WEST cavf000k
- III .7
2- S. F. AUSTIN
- 74.5
13 - EASTERN MARE
- KENTUCKY STATE - Tt.2
=MTII - BLAJEFIELO
- 77 11
a - AUGLISTANA-ILL.
-74.0 15 - ORUP v
- 77.6
5 - ALCORN
- 73.7
16 - MO. SOuTHERN
6 - ST. MARYS-TEXAS - 76.5
- 73.5
17 - FAIRmONT
- 76.1
1- CA/ISON NEWMAN
- 73.2
Iii - HOWARD
-76.9
- GREEN BAY
- 72 7
99 - JACKSON STATE
- 75 .8
9 - MARyMOuNT
y
- 72.5
rowN-K
20- GEORGE
0- ST THOMAS-MINN - 75,7

-e"7""•-

L

Team
F ighting Four
The Men
Glory stomper;

Sport Section Survey

wanns Market

Murray AJ6C
Jr -Sr 1.116901

TOP TWENTY TEAMS - FEINSUARY II, 1173
- 26.9
11 - MARQUETTE
-110.7
- U. C. L. A.
-94.4
IS - •. W. LOUISIANA
2 - NO CAROLINA ST. -104.11
24.3
-FLA.13JACKSONVILLE
3- LONG REACH STATE -900.3
-15.5
*4•
- 99.9
4 - MAR yL Ara°
FRANCISCO
- 48.•
IS - SAN
- 97.0
5 - MINNESOTA
-54.5
it - KANSAS STATE
- 97.3
6 - NORTH CAROLINA
- 94.0
17- ST. JOHNS-PLY.
-97.1
7 - INDIANA
-9)7
IS - MEMPHIS STATE
- 96.3
- PROVIDENCE
- 93.4
If - NEW MEXICO
- 99.2
9 - MISSOURI
- 93,1
20 - GRAHAM YOUNG
-941
NOuSTON

2 35 67 9to-

to meet with race track and
racirig conunission officials in
Kentucky, ui an effort to set up
d system in the Bluegrass state
that could serve as a model for
other states,
Bonnie said the racing industry isn't spending as much
money as it could on drug research, primarily because
there's no vehicle for it.
He likens post-race urine testing to closing the barn door
after the horse has left. Even if
the test shows the horse has
been administered an illegal
medication and the animal is
disqualified, the better still
Loses out.
Bonnie has had first-hand experience with the problems of
testing for medication in racing.
He served as one of the attorneys for Peter Fuller, owner of
Dancer's Image, the winner of
the 1969 Kentucky Derby. Dancer's Image was deprived of the
.1liatolaeopmeastaillar.aa_1115401_
medication was found in the
thoroughbred's post-race urine
tests.
The tests revealed the presence of an analgesic (a painkiller -pheylbutazone.
Besides painkillers, stimulants and tranquilizers are
used. Bonnie said drugs are
used throughout the racing and
horse show industries.
-We as an industry have to
recognize that pre-race blood
testing is a better way to con-
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Devaluation Will Cause
Rise In Cost Of Imports
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) -- The
immediate impact of the 10-percent devaluation of the U.S.
dollar will be to increase the
cost of foreign goods sold in the
United States.
Cost of traveling and living
abroad will incrase for Americans; they will have to pay,
more U.S. dollars to buy foreign currencies.
The devaluation means that
the value of the dollar has been
reduced in comparison with
currencies of other countries.
It does not in itself mean that
American workers will earn
less, nor that American consumers will pay more for domestic products.
However, unless foreign producers absorb some of the cost
of the devaluation, which follows an 8.57-per-cent devaluation in December 1971, for-eigisseeiniardi Redsoots UintaU.S. consumer.
For example, if a German
Volkswagen formerly sold in
the United States for $2,000, a
10-per-cent decrease in the value of the U.S. dollar in comparison with the German mark
should increase the price to
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$2,200.
The Germans, however, could
decide to absorb part of the devaluation by reducing their
profits. They might do this for
fear of drastically reduced
sales if they increased the price
to cover all of the devaluation.
There also could be a longerrange increase in some domestic prices depending on how
much foreign material went
into production of the U.S.
goods. The cost of foreign-made
components of electronic equipment, for example, should increase and domestic producers
might have to pass this along
by raising the consumer price.
There is no guarantee that
the devaluation will accomplish
one of its main purposes, which
is to improve the U.S. trade
deficit and balance-of-payments
position. The trade deficit was
$6.5 billion last year, a record.
One reason the devaluation
mitht, not reverse the, trade
ciffffAllel-Taih—
deficit Es
surners could decide the foreign-made good is worth the
higher cost resulting from the
devaluation. Another is that
foreign producers might not decide to pass along all the devaluation as higher prices for U.S.
consumers

Protestants seek
to heal divisions
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — With all the
talk about interfaith cooperation and efforts to unify
American Protestantism, religion in the United States remains as di% erse as the people
themselves
Ito( National Council of
Churches spans the continent
in interest and action, but it
represents only 33 of the 236
religious bodies whose data
are uicluded in the most recent edition of the Yearbook
of American Churches.
The Consultation on Church
Union is moving toward creation of. a sizable Protestant
church, but even if this is accomplished, it will bring to
gether only eight denomina-membership-Se.
taling less than a third of the
72 million Protestants in the
United States

Re-discover Kentucky

WW1 County's first court
nig as March 10, 1823 at the
home of Edmund Wells on the
banks of the licking River,
within the boundaries of the
Present site ca west utseety.
A courthouse was built later,
described by Col John Tom
Hazelrigg, historian, as having
"quaint windows, ancient
gables and a brilliant coat of red
paint." A later courthouse of
brick construction was razed in
1904 -1,-81oke way for the
present structure
To crown the courthouse, the
E Howard Company of Boston,
Mass , was assigned a contract
to provide a clock to strike the
hour and half-hour.
The clock and 1100 pound bell
were brought to Morgan County
on the then active Ohio and
Kentucky Railroad. At Index,
three miles from West Liberty,
the parts were loaded onto
wagons and hauled to the
county seat
The clock hammer struck
steel bell. The
against
mechanism was operated by
weights and had to be wound
every eight days

The clock became a landmark in its tower high above
Main Street. It stopped about
the time of World War II, and
except for sporadic sounds
when repairmen inspected the
works it has remained silent
since then.
William Lynn Nickell and a
committee appeared before
County Judge Gene Allen and
the Morgan County Fiscal Court
In January to seek restoration
of the timepiece. Contacts were
made with various cities having
similar clocks. One company
representative suggested that a
new electrically operated clock
be installed in preference to
repairing the old one Cost of
the new installation was to be_
more than $6500
Lou Aiken,- of Lexington._
heard about the Morgan County
clock and visited West Liberty.
After inspecting the works.
Aiken agreed to repair it for
$525 plus the cost of parts, which
will include one new hand and
some numerals. A contract was
signed with fiscal court on Jan.
27. Total costs is estimated at
$1,003.
Some missing parts will have
to be made, while it is hoped
that others may be found where
similar clocks have been
abandoned Electric motors,
installed years ago to avoid the
winding operation, will be
removed and replaced with
weights restoring the original
operation method.

Area To Send Delegation
To Annual Forest Meet
LOUISVILLE—Kentucky's
Purchase Area is expected to
send a major delgation to the
tenth annual conference of the
Kentucky Forest Industries
Association here next week as
growers, harvesters, producers
and fabricators of the state's
timber resources take on major
industry problems.
The region includes Calloway
County and the seven others
that make up the Purchase
Area Development District.
They are Ballard, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
McCracken and Marshall
Counties.
E.B. Taffer of Wickliffe,
Westvaco Corp. executive and
KFIA regional chairman, said
the conference is scheduled for
Thursday, February 22, at the
Galt House on Louisville's
revitalized waterfront. It is to
be followed on Friday by a
special seminar on air pollution
control systems.
The program will include
credit and financing of the
• state's forest industries, pallet
production, wood procurement,
,a report on the current study of
Kentucky's timber resources
t. and an. analysis of pending
legislation.
All are of primary and

1845 in the dispute over
slavery, remains the largest
single Protestant body in the
country, with 11.6 million
members.
The American Baptist Convention changed its name
from the Northern Baptist
Convenuon in 1950 and voted
last year to become the American Baptist Churches in the
U S.A. It has 1.4 million
members
No faith group is trying
harder to unify than the
Lutherans. As now constituted, the main body of Lutherans consists of the
Lutheran Church in America,
with 3.1 million members; the
Lutheran
Church-Missouri
Synod, with 2.7 million, and
the American Lutheran
('hutch, with 2.5 million.

Eastern Orthodox churches
remain fragmented according
to the national origin of their
members. and Judaism functions in three branches
Orthodox, Conservative and
Reform On the other hand,
Roman Catholicism stands as
one united church

Morgan County Clock To
Strike Again March 10
By Metes Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky —More
than two decades have passed
since West Liberty's town clock,
atop the Morgan County
courthouse, last struck the hour
'and half hour But, if plans
Materialise, the old clock will
dam on March 10 to kick off
150th birthday
-

Regional Directors Are Named For Bicentennial

RELIGION: 1973

immediate concern to those
companies and individuals
whose activities are related to
the forest," Taffer said, "and
should be of particular interest
to those in the Purchase region
of Kentucky."
The Kentucky Forest Inis
Association
dustries
dedicated to the development
and expansion of the state's
using
resources
timber
established principles of forest
management and conservation.
More than 90 per cent of the
commercial timber land in
Kentucky -some 12 million
acres—is privately controlled in
holdings that average less than
100 acres
The association has pioneered
in the promotion of woodproducts and the development
of progressive techniques in
mermanufacturing and
chandising among its members.ln addition to sponsoring
the American Tree Farm
program in Kentucky, KFIA
supports and administers the
Wm. H. Steele Memorial
Yorestry Scholarsip Fund and
participates actively in conservation programs directed at
youth groups and teachers Jr
Kentucky schools, colleges zinc'
4
universities.

Within the Protestant
oups there is wide diversity,
in creed and size, although
there are moves afoot to reduce this. The Baptists are divided into 25 organizations,
some white and some black
and only a few integrated. The
Methodists include 19 bodies
and the Presbyterians report
eight

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Four staffing of these regional
regional directors have been Webb, a vice-president of
selected for the Kentucky Ashland Oil, Inc., and chairman
Historical Events Celebration of the Bicentennial ComCommission, according to mission,
Mrs. Brooks will coordinate
Charles Hellmann, the comactivities in the
Bicentennial
director.
executive
mission's
Kentucky, Buffalo
The regional directors are Northern
and Bluegrass
Ann Brooks of Frankfort, Trace, Gateway
Mildred Dickinson of Burnside, regions, a total of 35 counties.
will be
Mary Lou Maddox of Louisville, Mrs. Dickinson
Bowling responsible for the Big Sandy,
and Mary Nell Smith of
Kentucky River, Cumberland
Green
Valley, Fivco, and Lake
Hellmann said the new Cumberland regions, a total of
directors will be responsible for 36 counties. Mrs. Maddox is
Bicentennial coordinator for the Jefferson
coordinating
activities in their respective and Lincoln Trail regions,
regions during Kentucky's 200th consisting of 15 counties. Mrs.
annoersar) in 1974 and the Smith will serve the Purnational celebration in 1976.
chase, Pennyrile, Green River
•loVe are delighted to have and Barren River regions, a
them on our staff," Hellmann total of 34 counties.
Mrs. Brooks, a native 'Or
said 'Their leadership abilities
and skill in working with in- Carrollton, is a graduate of the
dividuals and groups will be a University of Kentucky. A
tremendous asset in developing former Miss Kentucky, she has
administrative
an
local and regional programs." been
Our Bicentennial plans are assistant and worked in the
gettmg a great boost with the Speaker's Bureau for the
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The Baptists and Presbyterians, divided geographically
and ideologically since pieCivil War days,are still trying
In heal the wounds caused by
the slavery controversy.
The Lutherans used to be
among the most fragmented
of Protestants, but today they
have reduced their division to
three major groups and six
minor ones, and they are
a(eking toward increased co
operation, if not outright
union.

The Methodist body that
went into this merger had
been formed in 1939 by the
joining of the Methodist Episcopal Church, the Methodist
Episcopal Church South and
the Methodist Protestant
Church The Evangelical
United Brethren Church was
created in 1946 when the
Evangelical ('hurch and the
Church of the Brethren in
Christ formed one denomination.
Likewise, the United Presbyterian ('hurch in the
U.S.A., with its 3 million
members, resulted from the
1957 "marriage" of the United
Presbyterian Church U.S.
and the Presbyterian Church
in the U.S.A. The United
Presbyterian body had been
formed in 1858 in a merger of
two small groups and the
Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A. had grown from the
first North American presbytery established in Philadelphia in 1706.
The other remaining major
Presbyterian body, the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.
South), .formed in the preCivil War slavery dissension, ,
still stands alone although
merger conversations have
been in progress with both the
United Presbyterians and the
Reformed Church in America; which began as the Dutch
Reformed Church.
.The northern and southern
Baptists have made no efforts
to merge, The Southern Baptist Convention, formed in

PLUS
SERVIR WARRANTY

PHILCOMATIC
100% SOLID STATE
MODULAR CHASSIS

It was as aplinter groups
that the Lutherans began,
congregations
forming
wherever there were Scandina%ian, Finnish and German.
( Immunities They have had
no wounds to heal although
they have engaged in sharp
theological and biblical disputes, some of which dill
have not been settled.
Several of the country's
largest Protestant sects are
the results of mergers. In
1957, the Congregational
Christian Churches and the
Evangelical and Reformed
Church formed a single body
of 1.9 million members. The
10.6-million-member United
Methodist Church resulted
from the 1968 union of The
Methodist Church and the
Evangelical United Brethren.

American Red Cros- wnere she
coordinators," said Clyde M.
public
of
Tourist and Travel Division of was director
Louisville.
of
native
relations.A
Public
of
the state Department
of
Information. Mrs. Brooks also Mrs. Maddox is a graduate
Institute at Los
has worked for the Department the Palmer
Angeles.
of Parks, served as secretary
Active in public relations,
and assistant enrolling clerk
member of
for the state legislature, and as Mrs. Madrioa is a
of the
Directors
of
Board
the
Secretary to the Hambletonian
Society of America at Tat- Bluegrass Chapter of the Public
tersalls, Inc., Lexington. Relations Society of America.
Mrs. Dickinson has been an She is a member of the Inof
administrative assistant in the ternational Association
Departments of,Parks and Business Communicators and in
ten
Public Safety and has worked 1972 was listed as one of the
in the
for the Department of Public top businesswomen
Information. She has a radio Louisville-area.
program, "Here's Millie," on
nith is a graduate of
Mrs
Somerset. Lindsey Wilson Junior College
station WTLO in
A graduate of George and
Kentucky
Western
Washington University, University. A native of Russell
Washington, D. C., Mrs. Springs, she is a former
Dickinson was an instructor in elementary school teacher.
marketing and
advertising,
Mrs. Smith has been active in
personnel relations at the the Kentucky Homemakers
Norfolk !Va.) Division of Association, Business and
William and Mary College.
Professional Women's Club,
Mrs. Maddox comes to the and the Area Development
Bicentennial Commission from
Association.
the Kentucky Division of the

lie•oweel.forionemlife and reliability. Modular concept
puts all vital TV circuits on individually replaceabk
modules Elilllinates hundreds of potential trouble spits

HANDS-OFF TUNING
chimp can do it'
.one can tune it . even a
Its truis automatic tuning' All you do is
select a channel -See the Philcomatic
light •'hands-off",
the picture's right,
automatic ally
Come in now and try
it yourself.

Contemporary style swivel cabinet,
finished to match Walnut furniture.

SUPER BLACK MATRIX
PICTURE TUBE

PHILCOMATIC IrE

The let black background
surrounds each color dot to
make it more siyid. Liambined with greater light
transmitting tube face than
a non-mains tube, plus a
special tube screening
process, provides richer,
brighter, more accurate
color reproduction

TV
R
COLO
257
Buy now and save

PLUS THESE FEATURES

Regular Price 66995

Philcomatic color control light. Instant picture and sound
reception. Hideaway controls. Deluxe cabinet styling.
_ kl‘t sound system. ammo

'2-YEAR WARRANTY on oil parts found to be defective. No charge for
labor. Offer good on s& shown above, only during this sale!

USE YOUR CREDIT

MORE BETTER IDEA SALE SPECIALS
SAVE
40"

PHILCOMATIC II

19"
Portable
DIAGONAL

Color TV
SAVE 5095

Reg.
579.95

139
251,60„Ai Color TV
Simplified Philcomakii. L:olor tuning •Votrin• Set it aud
ferret it. Etijriy bright tine to life ciiIrjr ptctures. Handsome wallet* finiesed erbinei

(fiasco

Reg.
449.95
•
Deluxe roll-about
stand included

$399

Pink otu.stis. advanced (Agar tuning'WIiem. easy ... •ut alit'. Black matrix
picture fist*. 115•4 solid slaw Its.tisCutrir
chamin with solid ghate amial mid sound
%%mem 'Rosewood finish
s•xo.
<14

12
Portable TV
DIAGONAL

si,c
Super sensitist
tuner & up from
vet'krr for big
sound, is
? 15 X

Mon-Sat,
9-8

Bel-Air Shopyini Center,
753-8391_

°TAM

Prices Good Thru Saturday ONLY!!!

.BASKAMIP CARD
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MONEY IN•THE•HANK

vnere she
public

NUM VALUES

aduate of
e at Los

relations,
iember of
3rs of the
the Public
America.
• the Ination of
tors and In
of the ten
n in the

where
friendly people
help you save!

* OPEN NOON SUNDAY *

aduate of
• C,ollege
Kentucky
of Russell
i former
acher.
n active in
nemakers
less and
!n's Club,
relopment

tE.D 45 1
WHITE
FOODTORES

Prices Good thru Tuesday, February 20, 1973

s o±)
6L__l
Cokes
Jumbo Towels 2 49C
6 99'
Dog Food
5 69'
C
39C
Chunk Tuna
39'
Chili
29'
Tamales
MAXWELL HOUSE Rc,t,D,raiP_85t
COFFEE
Baby Food
9'
Bread
4/110°
Catsup
39'
29'
Crackers
5
$100
June Peas
99'
Coffee
49'
Prunes
29'
Pear Halves
39'
Pineapple
39'
Tomato Juice
29'
Margarine
69'
Can Liner
79C
Pinesol
89e
Floor Shine
49'
All
32 Oz.

_Plus Bottle or deposit

Red & White

Rolls

1 Lk
Cam

!ler:
Chicken

Friskies

ChickenAPIlialteterr
at Food Friskies
Chicken Of
The Sea

Oz.
Cam

6 Oz.
Flat Can
15 01
Cans

With Beans

Hi Power

15 Oz.
Can

Hi Power

With Coupon

1.1b* Can

Gerber Stramed .

rpl

Able
Ns.

oz.

4

FOOD SAVING
FEATURES
QUID
DOVE

1 lb.

Pride Of Illinois

16 Oz.
Cans

F"er5 Instant

Del Monte Medium Dried

Whole
63t lb.
Shank Portion----59t
69'lb.
Butt Portion

MEAT PIES

BEEF-TURKEY-MACARONI &CHEEZE
CHICKEN-SPAGHETTI & MEAT
MIX
1M5
UPI

16 Oz. Pkg.

No.
Can 2

e ite
Re r si hW:

Red &
White

Blue Bonnet

Hefty Trash

460z.
Can

1

Box
01 16

28 Oz.

Formica

For Automatic Washers

22 oz
,iant Size

49c

Expires 240-73
'

,‘ WHITE

220z.
Can

Giant Size

Johnsen'
Red & Whits Chunk

$20DOG FOOD
25 Lb.
Bag
Expires 2-00-73

$209

RED
WHITE

Johnson:I
Maxwell House
COFFEE

I lb. Tin

85s

RIO
Expires 3-3-73

Krey All Meat

Bologna

BANOUET

00
of.

RED & WHITE CHUNK

DOG FOOD

12 oz.

ElmWieners'"
Field's

Bacon
Ground Beef
Chestnut

Piire

Breast—lb 79

Legs

Thighs—lb.694

(
Livers— lb.89' Backs— lb.19

Wings

lb.59c

11).294

RED & WHITE

CRACKERS

2

1 113

Cabbage
Lettuce
Fresh Slaw
Red Potatoes

BOXES

2/25'
lb. 8'
29'
19'
79'
Head

12-oz
US No. 1

10 lbs.

* FROZEN FOODS *

Orange JuiceFr--"
SHORTENING Fr.
es
ato
Pot
ed
Fri
Frosty Acres
Richtexj3
Mixed Vegetables.
',\- ssHoi;
Stew Vegetables
Acres

RICHTEX

12 °L

Frosty Acres

LB

"b.

20.°1-

tai•eato

eltamalt

Gizzards
49C
lb.

* PRODUCE *

$109 Carrots

WITH
COUPON

79t
49'
79!
79!

CHICKEN PARTS

25 LB. BAG

160z.
Can

RIO

Hams

22 OZ.
GIANT SIZE
WITH
COUPON

7 az

isbassus
Liquid
DOVE

Field's Smoked

3(It

Flavor Kist

, RED I
WHITE

-

7;

Golden Bake

Heinz

.v

-
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Frosty Acres

CAN

idIhP

20-oz

35'
35'
39'
394
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Kentucky Roundup
pparently were not
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP)—City Ioli.e belonging to (*Einar
automobile,
favorably impressed with an
homemade
Proffitt, which they described as
for no brakelights, no tall
Police gave a handfull of citations headlights, no inspection
lights, no license plate, no muffler, no
rear-view
registration, no horn, no
sticker, no windshield, no
contents
-escaping
and
-nirror, an inadequate silencer
baker's dozen with a 13th
That was 12, and the police made ira
ticket for having an unsafe vehicle
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)—Kentucky's present governor's
mansion should be retained as a residence for the state's first
families, members of a special legislative committee agree.
The group, meeting Monday, was authorized to study space and
housing requirements affecting the three branches of state
government. In the legislative branch the committee said it
recognized a need for additional space and called for studies of
the problem.
The committee also noted that the court of appeals will
probably need more space, but took no action on the question

Emmert To Construct
New Chiropractic Center

Tappan Sales
Are Reported
Incorrectly

The Tappan Company, a
diversified manufacturer of
appliances, cabinetry and air
conditioning equipment, based
in Mansfield, Ohio, today indicated that due to an error in
transmission of numbers, net
sales for fiscal year ending
December 31, 1972 were incorrectly stated. The Company
said the correct sales figure was
of
instead
$220,399,000
$223,399,000, as previously
reported. The increase over
Monday.
1971 sales. accordingly, is 54 per
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)—A past vice president of the Ken- cent and not 57 per cent.
The Company said record
tucky, State Medical Association, Dr Walter I. Hume, is dead at
pretax earnings of $12,038,000;
the age of 87.
Funeral services for Dr. Hume, a Washington County native, record net earnings of
$5,896,000; and record net
will be Wednesday in Louisville He died Sunday at his home
Dr. Hume was a 1913 graduate of the University of Louisville earnings per share of $2.02,
School of Medicine. He was a professor emeritus of surgery at the compared with $1.41 a share in
1971, are unchanged.
school, where he taught for more than 30 years.

Ground was broken recently
on a new $75,000 building for the
Emmert Chiropractic Center,
to be located behind the present
office of Dr. Chris Emmert on
Sycamore.
The building, to be about 1,200
square feet, will house a large
reception area.private offices,
new x-ray facilities, a separate
examing room,and three rooms
designated as treatment rooms.
The center will be complete
with all new equipment of the
latest hydraulic type, and will
have a hospital-type x-ray unit.
The center will have a
combination of carpeting and
vinyl flooring, and will be
paneled throughout. The
parking lot will accommodate
six to ten cars, and two other
persons will be employed in
addition to Emmert.

Emmert has practiced in
Murray for the past 16 months
He received his liberal arts
training at Indiana University,
and graduated from the Lincoln
Chiropractice College in Indianapolis in August, 1971 He
also did his intern work in Indianapolis, and began his
practice here in September.
1971.
Emmert Is married to the
former Jan Metro, a nursing
instructor at Murray State
is
Emmert
University.
originally from Terre Haute,
Enunert expects a rise in the
number of chiropractice cases
treated due to the new medicare
coverage which includes
chiropractic service. Additional
facilties are required due to the
new laws, Emmert said.

Farm Bureau Honored
Feb. 19 marks the beginning of "Farm
Bureau A reciation Week" in Kentucky

602 member families The figure places
Kentucky a, the fifth largest state Farm

as he presents the signed proclamation to
Kentucky Farm Bureau Pres. Lows F.
Lan, center. and Exec. Secy. John W.
Koos.
In 1972. Kentucky Farm Bureau enjoyed it most successful membership
year in history. enlisting a total ofj34.-

third largest in the south
During Farm Bureaus recent national
convention in Lou Angeles. Kentucky was
honored for registering the largest numencal increase in membership last year
of any state Farm Bureau in the nation.
Organised Farm Bureaus are active in
all 120 Kentucky counties

Free Consumer Guide For Farm Bureau
Appreciation
Older Persons Offered
Week Planned

'Buyer beware" has become all documents, sales slips,
a popular slogan in recent receipts and correspondence
LOUISVILLE, Ky., --The
years, yet most people still buy concerning a purchase and have
of Feb. 19 has been
week
with
talk
you
when
handy
the
during
them
prices,
retail
at full
''Farm Bureau
designated
unyou
wrong seasons, and in the persons who sold
in Kenwrong places, according to a satisfactory goods or services." Appreciation Week"
state's
the
honor
to
tucky,
AARP-NRTA
by
Prepared
Consumer
new "Retirement
organization.
farm
largest
booklet
Guide" published by the consumer experts, the
Proclamations have been
American Association of is one of a series of "Better
by Gov. Wendell Ford
signed
published
Guides"
Retirement
National
and
Retired Persons
county and city
numerous
and
mber
Retired Teachers Association. by the 4 6 million-me
officials marking the obOffered free as a public Associations.
If you would like a free copy servance.
service of AARP-NRTA, the
Noting its "aggressive
Guide notes that recent studies of the Retirement Consumer
betterment of
on consumer buying habits Guide, write Consumer Guide. program" for the
AARP-NRTA, 1225 Connecticut agriculture and'Kentucky, Gov.
reveal that
Farm Bureau for
--most supermarket shoppers Ave. N. W, Washington, D. C Ford praised
continuing efforts "to retain for
shop at only one market, and 20036.
agriculture its rightful place in
about half of them never use a
the economy and society and to
shopping list;
cooperate with other organized
--charge account customers
groups for the good of all."
plarchase three times as much
Farm Bureau in Kentucky
as cash customers;
just come off a banner year,
has
—failure to read and follow
Lt. achieving a record high
Distinguished
The
instructions for mechanical
membership totaling 134,60 goods accounts for about 40 Governor Award for 1971-72
in 1972. This marked an—
families
L
William
to
presented
been
percent of all service calls.
To help consumers • improve Brewer, 4315 Lowe Road,_ increase of more than 15,000.
buying skills, the booklet offers Louisville; and Richard L. member families over the
the higfiest
money-8.'0m tips on foods, Hudson, 2609 Tregaron Avenuse previous year,
Lt. numerical increase of any state
Past
such as meats, eggs and milk, Jeffersontown;
and advises shoppers to com- Governors of the Kentucky- Farm Bureau in the nation.
Last year's membership
pare nationally advertised West Virginia District of Opbrands with house brands of timist International. The gains piece Kentucky as the
most grocery chains -Many awards were presented by fifth largest state Farm Bureau
and
shoppers could save at least Lester R. Carft, Past Governor, federation in the nation,
$200 a year by buying house of Georgetown, Kentucky, at an third largest in the south.
Farm Bureau is an inhonorary luncheon in Bowling
brands," the Guide states.
voluntary
dependent,
Symbolizing
Kentucky.
Green,
The 46-page booklet also
farmers and
includes information about outstanding leadership during organization of
used their terms as U. Governor's ranchers, united for the purpose
new
buying
and
automobiles, clothing, mobile throughout the 1971-72 ad- of analyzing farm problems and
homes I retired people purchase ministrative year, Craft stated, seeking educational, economic
for
25 percent of them!) and that this leadership was and social improvement
the general
for
and
farmers
persuperb
the
by
evidenced
money
for these
borrowing
Optimist public.
foroirrice of the 16
acquisitions
The organization is national
regional
the
under
Clubs
For those troubled with
in scope, operating in 49 states
Lt.
Past
of
jurisdiction
legitimate Consumer problems,
and Puerto Rico. Farm Bureaus
Governors Brewer and Hudson
the Guide details complaint
are active in all 120 Kentucky
431
of
out
that
noted
also
He
make
procedures and ways to
counties.
the
in
office
this
in
serving
men
complaints most effective.
of the International
districts
39
For instance, the Guide adthe
achieved
76
only
vises that you "keep copies of
Lieutenant
Distinguished
Governor status.
Brewer is a member of the
Downtown Louisville Optimist
Club, while Hudson belongs to
the Jeffersontown Optimist
CLEVELAND—Construction
are
clubs
Club. These
distributors in Ohio
associated with Optimist In- equipment
see an increasing
and
Kentucky
is
affiliated
ternational which
them 10
Auditions for appearances on with over 3000 clubs in the work picture bringing
per cent more business in 1973
the Third Annual Cerebral United States and Canada.
than Last year, according to a
Palsy Telethon to be held March These groupings of civicfinancing and leasing
leading
3 & 4 in Cape Girardeau, will service oriented men are
take place Saturday, February primarily concerned with executive.
Walter J. Rekstis Jr:rake
17, it was announced today by promoting youth activities,
of C.I.T. Corporation
president
Telethon stimulating interest in good
Graves,
Dave
head of the firm's
Chairman.
government and civic affairs and
reports that
Auditions for local residents and encouragiog greater Cleveland division,
men in
construction
a
of
survey
of
facilities
respect for law.
will be held in the
area shows that the
KFVS-TV,located on Broadway
Optimist International was the
single factor affecting
in Cape Girardeau. Mr. Robin formed in 1919 and today its strongest
outlook
is the nation's
their
Telethon
Litton, National
membership exceeds 108,000
economic growth.
Producer, is especially in- members. Its headquarters are
"Distributors report that
terested in talented choral located in St. Louis, Missouri.
highway construction
although
groups, church -choirs, inprojects are on the decrease,
strumental groups, school
general construction projects
ensembles, and solo perare on the increase, with sewer
formers.
and sanitation, residential and
Auditions are by appointment
light industrial construction
only. Anyone interested can
A campaign to make
becoming bigger sources of
make an appointment by calling
-America the Beautiful" the
business," he said.
334-7714.
Girardeau,
Cape
official Bicentennial anthem
Rekstis also noted that
in
Auditions will also be held
LS being ionducted by Edward
contractors are using shortCarbondale, Illinois on Sunday, J. SherrN of Falmouth, Mass.
term leasing of equipment more
February, 18,
His endorsements so far inoften because of its flexibility.
Celebrity
clude the Bicentennial CounThef,erebral Palsy
"With this type of leasing,
Telethon will be seen live and in cil of the Thirteen Original
contractors can return the
color on KIVS-TV, Channel 12, States, the state Bicentennial
equipment upoocofnpletion of a
and
Alaska
of
corehhissions
and will be telecast direct from
Job rather than maintaining
the KFVS studio in Cape Colorado, and Colonial Willarge fleets," he said
liamsburg
Girardeau

nces Good Thru Saturday ONLY"

SAFETY

A
IS
AB
IT

„
101"rmstE AT
OTASCO

SAVE49/1INTOPARTS411PEXAM'IIISTNIATIOI NOW

Lownglifeskaletswees
INSTALLED ONaii 4
WHEW'

Award Given
To Brewer

Distributors
View 1973
As Good Year

Auditions To
Be Held For
C-P Telethon

Bicentennial anthem
being promoted

USE OUR CREDIT PLAN!
Replace thine worn,weak brake shoes

EXCH.

now at a BIG SAVING! Genuine
Lon g I ife bonded brake shoes give
25% more braking area and 50% more
lining depth. 12.114-173TT

MOST CARS

DRUM iliflINNeAt'AnARLF,
All Work Guaranteed-

I

anaplete

dot

with Wheel tytIntlers
$2988

HEAVY DUTY

/4
on„life

MUFFLERS

5

*WE GUARANTEE YOU'LL NEVER
NEED TO BUY ANOTHER
--.,....,,,.,,,,,,.
MUFFLER AS LONG AS
YOU OWN YOUR CAR!

SOFTER

ElRIDE
ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT

Noyes

CHECK
THESE FEATURES
. Safety engineered with gasQ)
tight heod-to-shell seal to
prevent dangerous leaks.
C) Quality designed interior with
multiple internal supports.
C) Quality designed exterior with
separate coatings of aluminum,
cadmium, lead and zinc.

Install E-Z Ride Shocks on your
car and bring back that new
car riding comfort and safety'
12-600,63A-9

*LIFETIME GUARANTEE
L op/4 •••••bw, ore ,.w*.d °weer
de,fetes eaterlegt, werbarembeo,
*tor ow magmas ha es gene ow yew ewe
r.eao al Nebo* capered by
eny • floes* 4e4..0o 'eta, w.Abor we
end o ..,11 b..epleced nee of
cha.g. Deo.
onegwd• ...oregano.

Cbin.11%deps '50- 62t feed Maw '411-13

Screw-on type for Ford an,
Chrysler cars. .IIS
Cartridge type for Chev- Ile
rolet to 67 12o:

each
most cars

tr.

Al Other livffiers Is Fit lAest firs

1/49/499
407 1
77
COME/MIA FREE MUFFLER INSPECTION!

OIL FILTERS

49

INSTALLATION Mea
HEAVY my
GOLDEN ULTRA SNOCNS
749
each

most
Cars

1- or a smoother ride under
all driving conditions. For
most cars. 12460-1 ,670-

INSTALLATION"
50 ea

Car Starter

SEAL
SEAM
CABLES MOS

CARDURETOR
AIR FILTER
For Chevrolet 4k-Pontiii
i•Krf-e

OTASCO

7
2/

Itt.1- Air Shopping Centt.r
753-8391
Mon-Sat.
9-R

NO PUSH OR TOW-IN PROS
WU. Get LAM,easy ii or
train another car.
13-4/5-1

i)

For 4-lamp headlight 12-volt Westinghouse,
5-1/25--A

99!
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Calculators put Unemployment Rate May Be Dropping Too Fast
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WASHINGTON—The mayors will speak at luncheon on
of five urban communities that February 21. The afternoon also
have consolidated the functions will feature the showing of a
of their city and adjacent film on the Jacksonville-Duval
county governments will County consolidation.
discuss the techniques and
There will be additional panel
results of the action at a con- sessions February 22, preceding
by the five
ference February 20-22, in the discussion
Jacksonville, Fla.
mayors. The conference will
The conference is being close with a dinner that night.
sponsored by the New County
The conference fee will be $45
USA Center of the National per person.
Association of Counties and
cosponsored by the City of
Jacksonville and Jacksonville
Uruversity. It will be held at the
Thunderbird Motor Hotel.
mayors,
The panel of
scheduled at 2 p.m. February
22, will include Mayor W W.
Dumas, of Baton Rouge-East
Parish, La.;
Baton Rouge
Mayor J.R. Allen, of ColumbusMuscogee County, Ga.; Mayor
NORTHRIDGE, Calif.
C Beverly Briley, of Nashville- I U PI I — They laughed at
Davidson County, Tenn.; Mayor Mary Anna Anderson when he
svent to Northridge Equipment
Risher" LuAar, of Indianapolis- --feentattrendseitioaises
COURT "Tffr
rent a Roto-tiller to plow up the
Mayor Hans Tanzler, of the host nicks and hard sod that vvax
community, Jacksonville-Duval preventing • lawn in her front
County.
yard.
They told Ms. Anderson, 28,
The merger of functional
only men over 21 might
that
and
cities
responsibilities of
the Rob -tiller. 'it omen,
rent
adjacent counties into single they said, tend to get hurt using
governmental units is a major sucti heavy equipment.
trend in local government that
That was a year ago. Now
is being considered by hundreds they aren't laughing because
of communities across the Ms. Anderson, who has just
bar
country. Twenty communities finished the California
examination, has sued Northcurrently have fully con- ridge for
$10,000 for
solidated governments and humiliation, $15 for travel
scores of others have con- expenses and 11250 in penalties
solidated specific governmental for violating state law
functions, like law enforcement, prohibiting discrimination by
protection, business establishments on
environmental
race, color and creed.
finances, data processing, and basis oflaw does not mention sex
The
purchasing.
but Ms. Anderson says that if
The conference will begin she wins her case she will also
with registration and a he making new laws 'woo-sling
women.
reception on February 20.
"If I think I can handle •
address, on
The keynote
Moto-tiller, who are they to tell
February 21, will be presented
me that I can't just because I'm
by William R. MacDougall, female7U.S.
the
of
Director
Executive
The smallest Hoto-tiller
Advisory Commission on In- weighs 644 pounds.
Northridge owner, M.R.
tergovernmental Relations.
roundtable Groff, says company insurance
and
Panel
prohihit rental to
discussions the rest of that day considerations
financing of xi ,men.
will focus on
consolidated government
VILLA RUINS
operations; merger of public
A group of archaeologist
safety agencies; tackling environmental problems; and slundivers announced recentthat they have found the resystem
personnel
mains of an ancient Roman
arrangements.
300 A.D. in
John DeGrove, Dean of the villa, built about
Gandolfo in
Castel
of
lake
the
at
Sciences
Social
of
College
of Rome.
south
HilLs
Alban
the
University,
Atlantic
Florida

W oman
sues for
rights

•ise in the
:ice cases
medicare
includes
4dditional
due to the
aid.
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By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — If you
are one of the 4.4 million to 4.7
million jobless members of the
labor force you can hardly be
expected to appreciate the administration's attitude toward
the unemployment rate.
That rate is now down to 5
per cent of the work force, lowest since July 1970. It is falling
rather steadily now, and conoeivably could be somewhere
around 4.5 per cent late in the
year.
But already the administration has made clear as fear
that the rate might drop too
swiftly. Yes, fear; fear that a
jobless rate of less than 4.5 per
cent might signal more inflation.
It has, therefore, set that rate
as an end-of-the-year goal
By what logic can idleness
purposely be tolerated' The ex-

By EDWARD NEILAN
personal computations.
Copley News Service
Schoolteachers, Who norWASHINGTON — What can
mally use the tiny calculators
you use for flying a jet plane
for grade averaging, also use
as well as for keeping track of
them to balance their checktelephone numbers'
a chore made inbooks
The answer an electronic
creasingly complex any other
pocket calculator You can
way by the inure complicated
also use it to keep your checktypes of checkbook registers.
book balanced, for figuring
Housewives who generally
odds at the dog track, and to
carry them during shopping
nuike foreign currency consprees report they have found
versions
them handy at checking unit
price, and keeping track of
These are just some of the
purchases while rolling a
answers that resulted from
shopping cart down the aisle
the industry's first survey of
users of electronic pocket cal- .1. in the supermarket
Several have even reported
culators, the tiny electronic
cash register tapes in which
whizzes which have captured
the items indicated don't add
the imagination of thousands
up to the total - discrepanof Americans during the
('ies they never would have
course of the last year
discovered without the calcuThe survey was conducted
lator they carry in their handby Bowmar Instrument Corp
bags
producer
the nation's largest
of electronic pocket calculators, which makes more than
2,000 machines each day and
has sold over 500,000 mastart clevelokatik a_od.
.
one-13.-4
months ago
Names of people queried
were selected at random from
thousands of warranty cards
which the company accumulated
A jet pilot from Sebastian,
Fla , reported that he used the
calculator's constant key to
calculate changing mileages
while in flight
A record producer from
Nashville, Tenn., reported
that when he is not using his
calculator to figure out royalties, it sees active service in
the telephone booths as a
scratch pad for keeping track
of telephone numbers given
by information operators
line imaginative customer
used his calculator to figure
out air fares while standing in
lines at airport check-in counters
Doctors reported that they
use the handy machines to
figure out patients' bills to get
their money before the patients leave the office
Investment bankers and
portfolio managers have
listed dozens of ways to figure
stock averages, yields and returns on investments
The survey, which produced
responses from housewives to
college students, as well as insurance salesmen and carpeting merchandisers, revealed
that most purchasers use
them both for business and for

planation goes something like
this:
If the jobless rate is descending it means the economy is expanding and absorbing once
idle workers. This is healthy, to
a point, but it also could signal
the onset of inflation.
This has been the story of
free economies. They often
seek to produce more than
their capacity to produce and
when that happens it means
that supply is insufficent to
meet demand. Up go prices.
Wages might rise and be an
element in those prices, but
even more importantly, labor
costs rise. There is a difference; wages could rise 50 per
cent a year if productivity rose
50 per cent. That wouldn't be
inflationary.
But, when the demand for
workers is high, such as in an
expansion, there is a tendency
for the less productive workers

to be used. They are less
skilled or lack motivation or
proper work habits, or may
have other deficiencies.
Speed up this process and
you run the risk of throwing
elements of the expansion out
of balance. A sharp demand for
labor, for example, might push
up labor costs and then prices,
leading to demands for higher
wages to meet prices, and so
on until a self-sustaining spiral
is generated.
The fear of rekindled inflation is illustrated by figures
for the fourth quarter of 1972
showing that labor costs per
unit of output ruse at an annual
rate of 3 per cent, after having
fallen for two straight quarters
Those who seek a red inflation signal in the falling jobless rate use these statistics to
indicate that caution is advised.
It isn't that they're against that
rate falling; they fear the speed

of its descent.
If we manage to keep the expansion in balance, they say,
we can continue to put more
and more people to work. And
if the economy grows slowly
but soundly, without inflation,
we can test lower and lower
rates, even to 4 per cent.

Arthritis, riewinatism
are differeet diseases
ftheurnaUsm is a broader
term covering a number of
disorders -- including arthritis - which cause pain, stiffness and swelling in and
around the joints, while arthritis is inflammation of a
Joint.
The two most ymmon
types of arthritis are rheumatoid arthritis and oseoarthri-
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• fingertip Controls

• Full Power Reverse

• 4 adiustobls tapered roller bearings on shafts
• lints odiustoble to 26-inch width
Easy-starting 5-Hr Hopsontal Shaft
Brigis a Stratton engine Self-sharpentug tines Tine shield protects engine
from dirt and dust 45 1445
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Hand}, /mind point. all.
purpose garden tool 45 11'4

4-hp Engine
1
• Easy Spin Briggs & Stratton 3/

Reg.
159.95

• Full Power Reverse
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Great for moving loose soil. 4.1-117.,

• adiustoble Tilling Width

VOW

Changes a back-breaking chore to an easy
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RefundRefund Checks
May Be Cashed
For U.S. Bonds
An unusual opportunity to
convert 1972 Federal incometax refund checks Into U. S.
Savings Bonds has been announced by William H Kendall.
Volunteer State Chairman for
the Savings Bonds Program in
Kentucky.

Free G. I Sal entitlement for
high school dropouts and
marginal graduates is brutguig
disadmore •'educationally
vantaged- back to classrooms,
a Veterans Administration
report reveals.

'Mother Of Lost Girl Save heat, money!
Not Giving Up Hope

Contributions
Are Sometimes
Tax Deductible

G.I. Bill Bringing
Veterans To Class
382,000 trainees who failed to
complete high school used VA
education benefits to attend
vocational and trade schools, or
take correspondence courses
and on-job training.

Veterans and servicemen are
Administrator of Veterans
educationally
considered
Affairs Donald E Johnson
disadvantaged, it was exthan
more
that
today
disclosed
plained, if they were high school
10,000 veterans were drawing
or have not earned a
dropouts,
—unearned" G 1 educational
development
general
high
attending
by
benefitsHigh school
equivalency.
school and college preparatory
graduates who need remedial or
"The U. S. Savings Bonds courses
refresher courses to nualify for
the
are
through
Division,
Veterans who have completed higher education also
cooperattion of the Internal a tour of military service eligible for free entitlement.
Revenue Service, provides normally earn enough G I Bill
G. I. Bill allowances for
Immediate opportunity for entitlement to complete four
disadvantaged
those recipients to convert their years of college,Johnson ex- educationally
refund checks into Bonds A plained Those-who need extra trainees and college students
special Bond Application Form work to qualify for college can are the same The rate is $220
is being mailed, with in- receive extra months of G. I. per month for single full-time
trainees, with proportionately
structions, along with each tax151114401111i.11V. higher rates-for trainees-with
-"r"---f4Iffrirc/rec*T."Pal'sOrtg—
preparatory work arid still have
to turn their refund checks into four years of educational dependents. However, free
Bonds, need only fill out that benefits remaining for college, entitlement training is not
charged against education
form, take it along with the he said
benefits earned in military
check to the nearest Saving
Bonds issuing agent—most
Enrollment in such courses in service.
likely the bank There, Bonds in November—normally the peak
Veterans and servicemen
the specified amounts will be month-- was up 36 percent over earn education benefits after at
issued promptly
the 1971 mark to a total of 21,300 least 181 days on active duty,
A total of 125,000 have used the any part of it after Jan. 31, 1955
'This timely opportunity," program since it was authorized
Veterans discharged because of
Kendall continued. -permits in 1967
connected injuries are
service
the
individuals to buy Bonds in
of length of
ft•gardiess
eligible,
amounts desired, In a manner
The 125.000 figure includes service
purthe
both
for
convenient
70,000 veterans and servicemen
VA urged servicemen inchaser and the issuing agent. who completed up to 11 years of
We encourgae the citizens of schooling, and 55,000 high terested in education benefits,
Kentucky to use their tax school graduates who lacked including free entitlement, to
refunds to add to their future prerequisites for
higher contact base education officers.
security, by buying Series E education
Veterans should contact the
or
office,
Savings Bonds, which draw 5VA
nearest
While 125,000 educationally
local
of
representatives
percent interest, when held to
maturity of five years and ter disadvantaged persons trained
veterans service organizations,
under free entitlement, another
months"
officials said.
"The Treasury is estimating
that this could be the largest
tax-refund year in history .
Kendall said. with $22 billion
going to some 58 million
recipients, an average of nearly
$400 apiece.
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LOUISVILLE—Persons who
itemize deductions may deduct
gifts to approved charities on
1972 Federal' income tax
returns.
In addition to cash, taxpayers
can deduct gifts of new or used
clothing, furniture or other
property, explained Paul
Niederecker, District Direcipr
of Internal Revenue for Kentucky. For these items, deduct
the fair market value, unless
the property has increased in
vlaue, he said.
An
IRS
publication,
of
"Valuation
Donated
Property." explains the rules
and methods for determining
fair market value. The booklet,
Publication 561, discusses
problems and pitfalls in making
the valuation, particularly for
the more common types of
donated property. You can
-Clillal.11-UW-.09llkskektreesPLAbillirllt
by dropping a post card to the
IRS district office in Louisville.
who
Taxpayers
claim
charitable contributions should
be sure to keep the records
needed to substantiate the gifts,
Mr Niederecker said.
You should support the
deductions with canceled
checks, receipts, and other
evidence showing the amount of
the gift, date made and the
organization involved, Mr.
Niederecker said.
TIRE TALK
Petroleum-based solvents
should not be used to clean
tires as they may cause damage to rubber, but it is pernussible to use steel wool
cleansing pads and approved
detergents available at auto
supply counters

pany's use of fuel in generating
WASHINGTON HMI i —
electricity.
are
gas
natural
and
oil
Both fuel
—Turn off heat supply in
in short supply in many sections
rooms.
unused
winter,
this
of the country
—Keep draperies, shades
reports Virginia Knauer, the
and shutters ckwed, except
LEXINGTON, Ky. i AP — moved into the Lexington hotel president's adviser on consumer
when needed for light. This will
daughter's affairs.
heat loss.
reduce
While official efforts to locate a the day after her
Mrs.
In her newsletter,
—Improve insulation in
missing mentally retarded girl disappearance, continues to
suggests that conKnauer
be
will
attics and around doors and
have tapered in the absence of hope that her daughter
sumers help by conserving fuel
windows.
alive.
found
whereabouts,
her
•
is
to
oil and natural as. There
any clues
—Service furnaces regularly
"Of course there are two di- double pay-off. Saving fuel cuts
the mother of 20-year-old Carolincluding replacement of
said. "One down on costs. Some tips from
she
go,"
to
rections
up
stepped
has
Williams
lyn
filters I,
the consumer affairs authority:
her own battle to find her is to find Carolyn alive, and the
heating
your
—Regulate
to
alive,
not
is
she
it
is
other
daughter.
GLOBE GIRDLER
system at the lowest acceptable
Six weeks ago today Carolyn search for her body ...I feel setting Isuch as two or three
Pub operator David Johns
wandered away from Ex- that whatever energy I have I degrees below the usual settingl
of Nottinghamshire, England,
and try to maintain a steady
cepticon. a school for Elie men- want to use to find her Ave."
flying via Pan Am and
"I think that any mother— temperature level.
(uantas, cycled the globe In
tally • retarded here. She hasn't
—Reduce your use of
any person—in the same posi65 hours, 9 ounutes, beating
been heard from since.
the late afthe previous record by 26
There have been a few leads, tion would not give up," she electricity during
This
evening.
early
and
ternoon
hours
but police say none panned out. added. "The greater the need, will reduce your power cornAn all-points alert in Kentucky the greater the responsibility."
and surrounding states, plus intensive early searches by Lexington metropolitan police
turned up nothing.
don't know what we can
do that we haven't already
Joe Catt, a spokesdone.''
man for the police department,
said this week. "We haven't
had any new leads and nothing
-Serge on •
From a_room in a Lexington
motel, however, Mrs. Louella
Williams has worked steadily
since Jan 2 — when her daughter was reported missing — to
generate sonic leads
So far she has offered a $1,000 reward for Information
leading to Carolyn's whereabouts And recently, she began
sending 8-by-11 posters with
Carolyn's picture to various
law enforcement agencies in
the state
Next she plans to send the I
posters to law enforcement officials in other states. And she
already has begun posting them
in laundromats, stores and gasome stations
"It's generated a little bit of
Information, but it hasn't led to
Buel E. Stalls
anything," Mrs. Williams said
this week.
1 nave filed the necessary papers and arn now a candidate for the office of Mayor
The Louisville woman, who
I served as a city councilman from 1957 to 1959 Also from September, 1971, to the present
time I am currently serving as chairman, Police Committee; Vice Chairman, Water &
Sewer Committee, and third member of Budget and Finance Committee.
I am self employed, the owner of Murray Machine and Tool Company and M & S Steel
Company. Therefore, I can devote as much time as is needed to be a working Mayor.
Many of you know that I am a member of Calvary Temple First Pentecostal Church of
God, of Murray, where I am in my 25th year as Superintendent of the Sunday School, Senior
member of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Finance Committee and Chairman of the
Building Committee.
I am a retired Lt. Col. from the active Air Force Reserve While in the service I graduated
from the Yale University School of Maintenance Engineering. My service experience afforded me the opportunity to work with budgets running Into millions of dollars
I am in my 17th year as Secretary of Murray Lodge No 105 F ift AM. The budget there is
only a few thousand dollars This has allowed me to work with both large and small budgets.
NER YORK IllP11
During my. chairmanship of the Police Committee, our Police Department has been
—Witch: out for deceptions in
sonsiderably upgraded Acting favorably upon my recommendation the Council hired a
contracts, cautions a consumer
full complement of officers and patrolmen. This has resulted in improved Law enforcement
*Hairs information specialist st
by more and better patrolling of our city and the issuance of more citations. I strongly
of
the Better Business Bureau
believe in firm but tactful law enforcement.
04.
_Grratex. Ness,,1
At the casTor this year the tncurnbent will have been in-office sixteen years Thsa length of'
In a booklet —neeepitiiii
Sales Praqiires of Some
time allows one to become too set in one's ways. Therefore, I am sure you agree with me
Stores—Jean '1)rissell puts it
that
this way:
an
"Frequently when buying
expensive item you do so
through the installment plan.
Many sellers, however, will try
to get credit information out of
Our Standing Committee System of City Government must be allowed
you even before you.% e made up
your mind to buy."
to be more functional by allowing the people's elected representatives,
Ms. Drissell says a salesman
the City Councilmen, to operate this system.
may ask you where you work,
The City Council must be immediately and completely informed of all
how long vou've worked there,
how mucil you make, how
and city departmental negotiations, transactions, problems, etc.
city
much your spouse makes.
this, proper decisions can be made based upon evaluation of all
With
"You don't have to give out
possible information. The Standing Committees should be allowed
this kind of information before
a sale," Ma. 1)rissell says. "Tell
responsibility for their area of operation.
the salesman you'd like to look
The Mayor's Office should have an open door policy for all citizens,
at his merchandise first."
The_law requires the seller to
especially city employees. This is not now being done!
tell you the total cost of your
credit purchase in terms of
dollars and cents. However, in
most of the nearly 83 furniture
stores in low'income neighborhoods surveyed by the Better
Business Bureau this was not
I promise these changesthe procedure.
There are several areas about which I am considerably con41moist none gave direct
answers to a shopper's question
cerned. I will strive to achieve workable solutions for the
of how much her payments
she'd
following:
long
wtsild be and how
have to pay.
I. Recreational development for our city (especially the need for
"It seemed all the salesmen
pool).
swimming
a
a
getting
was
in
were interested
2. Our present energy crisis.
few dollars deposit to serve as a
hinder on the furniture if the
3. A tax reduction (if possible) through utilization of the
customer did not want to sign
Sharing Funds."
"Revenue
Ms,
spot,"
the
rapers on
4. A continuing effort to achieve growth and progress for
l)rissell reported.
"Others probably thought
business and industry.
they would jeopardize • sale by
the
in
available now to speak, converse and share with you my views. I
am
I
early
sayini,
negotiations exactly how much
to your group, your house, or your clubs, in order for us to
come
will
the customer had to pay. With
better acquainted.
become
the
charges,
carrying
the
If you agree with me that
amount was substantial."
During the survey, one seller
told the Bureau shopper her
monthly paymermoilwould be
"small." Another said:
"Don't worry about monthly
payments. You'll be in good
Use your influence in my behalf and vote for me on Tuesday, May 29,
hands."
and help bring about the needed change.
It seemed to he the rule that
1973,
any kind of explanation would
said
she
when
shopper.
One
do.
she wanted to think things over.
was told:
-Give me a fPw dollars anti
sign some papers and we ran
start processing them while
yoU're thinking it over."
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DOUBLE
KNITS

SALE PRICES GOOD THRU
PRE LINED
WOVEN

ACRYLICS
100% acrylic bonded to
100% acetate tricot in
pastels, plaids. solids
54- wide. Values to
$2.49 yd.
PRICED FOR
CLEAR.4NCI

9

DOUBLE KN1TS
solidcoior acrylic doubts knits

are 60- wide and machine washable
Regularly priced at $3,96 yd

$2

PRICED FOR CLEAR.4.NC1

411111011110111106"1"01%,
100% POLYESTER

ASSORTED

MATT
JERSEY

Cut from full bolts Solids
and fancy patterns 60". wide

Ww

and
machine washable.
36- wide Reg,

100% cotton

PRINTS si Sek
t00% cotton
45" and.
R.$2.29 yd

644 it
r

yd.

COTTON and COTTON BLEND

Now $222
BUTTONS

19

49

PRINTS
Reg. 1 1.98

Flannel PRINTS

Cotton Quilts

Reg. 12.98

Kettlecloth

90% Acetate
10% Nylon
50"-54" Wide
‘10%"0140%""at

CLEARA.NCE

y.

50% Cotton
50% Polyester
45" Wide

NOW

PRINTS
l00",, cotton and assorted blends
Values to Si 69 yd

45- wide,

PRINTS
45' wide
100% cotton
Reg ST 98 yd

yd

It's Time For A Change

REMNANTS

ASSORTED BLEND

9

Corduroy

KNITS
2Price
/
/
1

60- and.
Contents
as marked
Velitet to

Not

Buel E. Stalls

$3.98 yd.
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Fabrics a
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Illmval.̀— Central Center

It's Time For A Change
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SPORTSWEAR

PRICED ('OR

Beeutitulty lectured end
patterned double knits, 60
wide Machine washable
Values to 53 98 yd.
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DOUBLE
KNITS

•44 se. 419. sits

98

100% ACRYLIC

Don't trip
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in contract
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REFUGEE FLIGHT
More than 23,000 refugees,
'more than halrfrom Poland,
_ fled from Warsaw Pact cowinto
tries and Yugosla
West Germany last year, the
German Red Cross said recently.

Candidate for Mayor
Paid for by Buel E.Stalls campawn committee, fuel E.Stalls
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4 Prices In This Ad Good Thurs.-Fr1.-Sat.-Sun.-Mon., Feb. 15- 16- 17- 18-19
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LADIES

NYLON and TRICOT

POPLIN

BABY DOLL PAJAMAS

LADIES

BRUSHED
GOWNS

& WALTZ LENGTH GOWNS

SAFARI
JACKETS
IN 5 COLORS

WALTZ LENGTH

Reg. '5.99

Reg. '2.57
•Assorted Pastel and High Fashion Colors
•Sizes 34 36 and 38-40
80% Acetate & 20% Nylon
Beautiful Colors

•Polyester & Cotton Blend

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL *
Sat., 8-10 a.m.

Sizes S M L•XXL

Reg.
$1.96

SLACKS
Reg. '3.99

redelsilrate your home
with new patterns
and cobra .

One Size Fits All!
Navy Lavendar Beige

Steel

LADIES
BRUSHED DENIM

2 Eggs, Biscuits,
Red Gravy
Coffee

100% STRETCH NYLON

sent

•Sizes 32 38

Country Ham

BRA & BIKINI SET

.er &

•Great for Spring

x 12'
``Thriftex"
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LADIES BODY SUITS
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af-

LINOLEUM
RUGS

100% Nylon in Long and Short Sleeve Styles
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to handle rolls

LADIES PANTY HOSE
SEAMLESS — 100% NYLON

REG. $544

S422
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h me

Assorted colors, some with 2 colors.

•a

pattern for any

MORI

Similar to illustratiOn.
Comes in sizes S-M-L.
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BOYS
f all
etc
all
wed

CREW
SOCKS

ens,

Asstd. Colors

THROW
PILLOWS
Add color to your
couch or chair'

• exciting new

Sizes Petite-Average Tall

eolora

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT
BEAUTIFUL PRINTS AND SOLID COLORS
60 lnces Wide
Washable

Regular '3.88

PLASTIC

LAUNDRY
BASKET

SHREDDED
FOAM
16-0z. Bag
Reg. 57'

Reg. '1.44

Reg. '1.94

FURNACE FILTERS

THROW RUGS

A Size to Fit Most Furnaces.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Reg.

BOUGHT ESPECIALLY FOR THIS SALE

'3.97

S
tois

LINED DRAPES

BATH
TOWELS

Great for Protection
Against Heat & Cold

Reg. '3.66

•Machine- Washable
•Solids and Florals

IL

SIIBIP:BOBBlit.-AND SAVE!

"T Colors —
•
•P.m Shrirnk --
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Medical Bills
Prime Area Of
Tax Mistakes
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VIETNAM PERSPECTIVE

Can U.S. regain
love, respect?

Baptists
To Observe
Aid Program

LOUISVILLE—Many taxMany of the churches
payers get smaller refuncLs--or
throughout the Commonwealth
have to pay additional taxes—
of Kentucky will observe
because they make errors in
Christian Education Sunday,
reporting medical expenses,
touch to the "good guy" im- February 18, 1973. This year,
By JOHN PINXERMAN
James D. Hallman, Acting
age.
many of these Baptist churches
Copley News Set-Sift
District Director of Internal
Henry Cabot Lodge, during
will observe a special Matching
Revenue for Kentucky said
the 1960 presidential cam- Funds Scholarship Promotion
apVietnam
of
agony
The
today.
paign as Mr. Nixon's =sucProgram designed to assist
parently is over — at least for
To avoid errors in deducting
cessful running mate, said
Kentucky Baptist students to
It
is
—
and
States
United
the
1972
medical expenses on
that the aim of the United
attend
Kentucky
Baptist
reflect on
to
appropriate
both
States should be to be rereturns, Mr. Hallman advised
colleges.
the past and ponder the fuspected, not necessarily liked
taxpayers to read the Forrr. 1040
The two-third of a million
hire.
Today, abroad there is little of
instructions carefully before
Kentucky Baptists support
Jack Nicklaus, the world's
respect
either love or
filing.
greatest golfer, told a playing
these, colleges: Georgetown
A common error taxpayers
However, boxer-minister
partner recently never to
College, Georgetown, Kenmade in reporting medical
Muhammad Ali, a man de- tucky, Robert L. Mills,
think of his previous bad shot
expenses is in deducting
spised by many for fighting
but to concentrate on the next
President;
Campbellsville
medicine and drug expenses.
the U.S. system even though
shot
College, Campbellsville,
exthese
legally, told me in an interTaxpayers can add
This may be fine In golf but
Kentucky,
William
R.
view,"This Is a good country,
penses to their other medical
it doesn't necessarily hold in
Davenport, President; Cumhas
this
as
one
who
and
I
say
expenses only to the extent they
Southeast
politics
—
or
world
berland College, Williamsburg,
fought the system from time
Asian wars The dead, the
exceed one percent of adjusted
Kentucky,
J.M. Boswell,
to tune."
maimed, the missing and the
gross income.
President,
Ah is right, just as teen-agprisoners on all sides will be
"Some taxpayers,- Mr.
Kentucky Baptists also
er Vicki Lynne Cole of Carey,
difficult to forget So will be
Hallman said, "try to deduct in
operate
Oneida Baptist Institute
when
right
in
1968
Ohio,
was
the words of the famous and
full their drug costs in excess of
at OneiclaKentucky and an
she begged, in a Nixon withthe near famous in second
one percent of Melt- adjusted
adult preachers school, Clear
cal rally poster, "Bring Us
guessing the war and in cisgro income instead of adding
4--fieteasec-aserreartmealls-e—aenliwnssw.---lewealfre
Ticeir -ra- Their'Mr
Pineville, Kentucky.
President Dwight D. EisenThus, with the residue of
medical expenses. which are
a
soldier
of
more
than
howtx,
Located in Kentucky, but
says
America
good
that
Ali
percent
three
subject to a
passing reputation, is said to
sponsored by 11.8 million
possesses and the opportunity
limitation "
have warned more than once,
Southern Baptists of the
that Vicki Cole might say we
Another common error
In discussing U.S. global miliMr.
Nixon
still
have
today.,
Southern Baptist Convention is
inyear
made
last
taxpayers
tary strategy, that we should
has the chance to bring us tothe
Southern
Baptist
volved the medical Insurance
never get involved in a land
gether, both at home and
Theological
Seminary,
premium deduction. You can
war in Asia. But, we did -- to
abroad. The goal, both
Louisville, Duke K. McCall,
deduct one-half the cost of the
the tune of 550,000 troops and
domestically and worldwide,
President.
premium paid for medical about as many casualties
may be too idealistic and too
Southern
Baptists also
insurance. up to $150, without
Gen of the Army Douglas
lofty for extremists on either
operate
five other seminaries in
percent
of
tree
regard to the
MacArthur. on the other
side — but it IS a proper one
the United States, and scores of
income limitation
hand, trumpeted his converfor the very reason Ali says.
colleges and seminaries around
The Farm 1040 instructions
vauve followers' belief with a
"This is a good country."
the world.
explain what is and is not soldier's simple doctrine The
deductible and also how the
purpose of battle is victory.
a,"
expenses should be reported. And, we never won the victory
There is enough anguish involving Vietnam for both the
leftists who bordered on treason in defying their own country and the hawks willing with
both smart and unsmart
bombs to destroy not just
North Vietnam but also South
District 13 of the Kentucky
Vietnam, the nation we went
Nurses' Association recently
met at the Kentucky Maid - thousands of miles to preRestaurant in Draffenville for a serve Neither side in the
American dispute over global
dinner meeting. Following the
dinner, Richard Lewis, attorney morahty has a corner on
and State Representative, sainthood or the role of the
spoke on "Letitslation and devil
The hawks, attacked verNursing." His interesting and
informative talk included such bally by the doves for support
topics as the mandatory Side of the war,always could point
Cell Anemia test tor all black out that South Vietnam didn't
newborn babies and black invade the North: the Compersons getting married; The munists invaded the South.
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Bill And, all the Reds had to do to
that provides that users may insure an end to the war long
voluntarily submit to con- ago was to go home
The hawks, however,
fidential treatment through
mental health, without being walked into a trap — led by
prow-toed:- He also discussed ale-regime of -Presteknnt Lynthe Good Samaritan Law and don Johnson They decided
the lacensure Act for Health they could win a ground war
Facilities He described other in Asia and sent over half a
bills of interest to the health million troops to do so And,
professions that have been failed In this context it might
passed, or are to be considered be prophetic to remember
Barry Goldwater's words to
at the next legislative session
In closing, he encouraged some GOP friends a couple of
years after Johnson defeated
nurses to contact their
him for the presidency in 1964
legislators and Inform them of "The
Democrats said," reneeds in health care delivery
called Goldwater, "that if you
The business meeting was voted for Goldwater the war
called to order by the president, would get bigger. You did and
Jean Culp. The minutes were it did."
nen Model ER403
read by Linda Clark, recording
More at stake than recrimisecretary, and the financial
nations over the past may be
report was ready by Marti
what form and what course
Adams, treasurer.
President Nixon's adminis•
Nadine Turner was com- tration — and this
country —
mended on the excellent may Lake in the future We
District newsletter that she Americans always have had a
edited. An ANA pin was given to great desire to be
loved the
Marti Adams in appreciation world over.
for her service as President of
And, we had been known as
District 13 Nurses' Association the good guys, the humaniin 1972.
tarian people, the kind people,
of
. Linda Tolbert was honored as the considerate nation
Albums or Pkg.
S Record
with any
"District Member of the
Vietnam has stripped us of
Your choitel -Recorded Topes
Month." She was presented a that reputation in foreign
Pre
8 13-Trock Console!
carnation and card in ap- lands, for right or for wrong
RCA Stereo
preciation for her loyal at- Our image, if we care about it,
tendance and support of the is badly though not fatally
organization
tarnished. A traveler finds
Mary Ann Weatherford, a this in most areas of the
sophomore in the Nursing world, and the last wave,,,of
Program at Murray State, was saturation bombings of the
presented the first annual North almost put that fatal
District 13 scholarship award of
$100. At the close of the meeting,
Geneva Cooper, vice president
and
program
committee
chairman, distributed free gifts
Th. skortutA
Mode, Vint
obtained from Pharmaceutical
firms to those present
The following members were
present: Mary Criswell, Terri Federal *State Market News
McGregor, Jean Culp, Sarah Service February 13, 1/73
Collie, Linda Tolbert, Marsha Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Dukes, Ruth Cole, EmaJean Mareit Report Includes 9
Thurman, Mary Btrnes, Irval Buying Stations
Herndon, Nadine Turner, Receipts: Act. 749 Est, 550
Shirley Spratt, Ann Taylor, Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
Linda Clark, Patsy Dennison, steady to 50 cents higher.
Helen Basel, Geneva Cooper, US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 35.00-35.50
Jane Rainey, Haphene N1ostery, US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 34.25-35.00
Anita Bowlin, Marti Adams, US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 33.75-34.25
Roberta Garfield, Dorothy US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 33.00-33 75
Higginbotham, Jerri Braswell, Sows
Lera Nugent and Rebecca US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 29.00-29.50 li,
few 30.00_ , . ,
617., woolloo I i —Mai_753;1711Levin, Jo _ Alice Cothran,
*Maxine Lindsey, Lou Ella US 2-3 450-65i) lbs., 77.00-28.00
Smotherman, and Mary Ann few down 26.00
Weatherford

People In The News
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. (AP)—President Nixon has given
Gov. Ronald Reagan a book about the late President John F.
Kennedy.
Reagan said the President gave him the book, "The Kennedy
Promise," by British author Henry Fairlie, during a visit at the
Western White House Monday.
He said Nixon gave him the book after inquiring if he had read
it. He did not reveal Nixon's comments on he book, which is
subtitled "Politics of Expectation."
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)--Screenwriter Norman Wexler has
been placed on one-year probation after pleading guilty to a
simple assault charge alleging he deliberately bumped a
stewardess during a plane flight.
Wexler, 46, originally was indicted on federal charges of interfering with crew members during a Dec. 14, flight from New
York to San Francisco. He was scheduled to stand trial Monday.
However, U.S. District Court Judge Albert C. Wollenberg
dismissed the indictment and allowed Wexler to plead guilty to
the lesser simple assault charge upon the recommendation of
the U.S. Attorney.
Although the misdemeanor carried a maximum three months
and $300 sentence, the prosectutor recommended probation only.
Wexler, author of the movie "Joe," had been in custody most of
the time since the incident, with a short period out on bail.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. I AP - - Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace
has worn a POW bracelet bearing the name of Col. Robinson
Rimer of Oklahoma City, Okla., since 1971_
Risner was one of the Americans released from prisoner of war
camps in North and South Vietnam Monday, and Wallace watI

,
I •

Doctor
in the Kitchen"

Eu
on

by Laurence M Hursh, M D
Consultant Motional Dairy Council

BEST FOODS FOR VITAMINS
previous four weeks, we've talked about vitamins. Here,

In the
as a windup, is a chart giving you the best food ioiarces for the
13 vitamins we've discussed.
Vitamin A

Yellow trusts, dark green and
deep yellow vegetables
Butter, whole milk vitamin A
fortified skim milk, cream,
Cheddar type cheese, ice create
liver eggs

Vitamin 0 a;
The Sunshine Vitamin

Vitamin D milt
Butter
Fish liver oil
Sunshine not a food')

Vitamin I

Salad oils, shortening margarine,
fruits and vegetables grain products

Vitamin n

Green leafy vegetables egg
yolk, milk, and organ meats

The B Vitamins
Thiamin,
Riboflavin
me Niacin

Meat, tish and poultry
Eggs dried peas and beans
Milk cheese and 'cc cream
Whole grain and enriched
breads and cereals
White potatoes

Vitamin B.

Vitamin B. - meats potatoes,
dark green leafy vegetables
whole grains and dry beans
Vitamin B., milk cheese
eggs and meats
folacin- green ve etables,

Vitamin B
awl Fotacin

By ROL
Copley
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Wallce said he plans to present the braclet to Risner personally
some time soon
BOSTON I API—A few years ago, Boston Bruins' teammates
Bobby Orr and Derek Sanderson made a bet: each wagered $1,000
that he'd be the first to walk down the aisle to matrimony.
Sanderson lost and Orr, engaged to be married at the end of the
National Hockey League season, reminded Sanderson of the five-year-old bet this week when Sanderson returned to the Bruins
after a short, rewarding stint with the Philadelphia Blazers.
So Sanderson had his attorney Bob Woolf draw out 990 single
dollar bills and 1,000 penies which he plans to present to Orr
today.

Paotottmoic Acid

liver, kidney heart eggs.
lean muscle meats legumes
cereals also milk fruits and
vegetables

Web'

Organ and muscle meats milk,
most vegetables, egg yolk, grains,
and some trusts

C it
Ascorbic And

Citrus fruits—lemon wens,.
grapefruit, lime
Strawberries cantaloupe
Tomatoes
Green peppers broccoli
awe. Meloky.r.mmemelebmmaiv,
cabbage
White potatoes

day, clan
miles son
Marseille .
made the I
Mentally,
days.
"I slept
he says.
The 10-s
no particu
lents, Flip

:fF* WARD- 3 DAYS ONLY AT THESE PRICES!ii
ELKINS
THE FINEST IN COLOR

Nurses Hold
Meeting At
Draffenville

11.1V11,

BIG SCREEN '13 PORTABLE:1
• Ono-att fans tuning
• Automatic Chroma,control
• lighted window, built-in antennas

RCA ACCUCOLOR
• Big 25" diagonal measure screen $
• accuColor
chassis and
black
matrix picture tube for topievel
viewing pleasur•
• Fiddle-free Automatic tine Tuning

SPECTACU LAR

colors

FREE '50 VALUE!

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Rell

REDUCED PRICES NW

mwei•i Gant 2
Ti,. Loinwirt

11 YEAR SERVICE
On all RCA console color TV at no extra
charge within 25 mile radius of city limits
during normal working hours. .

RCA STEREO SPECIAL
WITH BUILT-IN 8 TRACK PUYER

*

98

• Deluxe Record Changers. Am/FM
Stereo Radios
• Contemporary, Early American
or Mediterranean cabinets
• More Cabinet Styles not shown

*

ncn

ARD - ELKIN.,
a

98

Si

ON ALL 1973 RCA BLACK & WHITE PORTABLES AND CONSOLES!

yri4-isii-6-u-

78*

SPANISH CONSOLE
• Black matrix picture tube, finest
RCA makes
• Fiddle-f.. Automatic Rime itte,nq
• AccuTint") for brilliant, sparkling

Ron

,.

.

kturraKtEfftucky

PAGE T11111T

Model GR665

•, *,.

*
........_, .,:..„
*
, Phone 763-1113 • *
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PACE THIRTEEN

Tour

Shortening

Europe

************************
Flavor-Kist

on bike

a. Here,
for the

By ROLLA WILLIAMS
Copley Ness Service

2

CRACKERS
1 lb $1 (X)
boxes
Crispy- Thin
*****************************************
WHIPPED MIRACLE

Tounng Europe on a bike is
an inexpensive, rewarding
way to spend a vacation.
So say a couple of skin
divers turned bike riders, the
brothers Flip, 24, and Terry,
23, Nicklin of Pacific Beach,a
suburb of San Diego, Calif.
Flip,6-1, 180, sold his auto to
finance his 10-week trip; and
Terry, 6-2, 170, saved nickels
and dimes from his diving instructor job to make the trip.
In retrospect, they figure
air fare round trip and expenses amounted to about
$700 apiece About half is in
the plane ride
The Nicklins flew to London
and pedaled the rest of the
way save for some train rides
en route. They figure they
covered 3,000 miles and suffered through seven blowouts.
'halt thret, Ira
day, during the 150 uphill
miles somewhere between
Marseille and Bordeaux_ He
made the mountain miles, incidentally, in two strenuous
days.
"I slept a lot those nights,"
he says.
The 10-speed bikes caused
no particular baggage problems, Flip says.

:*

Pure Peach Preserves
Red Plum Jam

,

.—

39t

18-az glass

MARGARINE
1 -lb. PI3StlC Cup

39

WE'RE HONORING GEORGE WASHINGTON WITH A

AURORA
BATHROOM
TISSUE

2

"That 8 a.m. bell got me
moving early," he says.
The Nickhns made no advance reservations.
"We just played it loose,"
says Terry. "1 sent a postcard
from Marseille to my friend in
Bordeaux and we had a great
time."
"1 met this guy in France,
and he invited me to his place
in Ireland," Flip says. "He
had some dive gear sent over
from London - and there I
was with a couple of guys
hunting mallards or skin diving.
"The water was about sixty
and clear to forty feet.
"I was impressed with the
lobster population, the same
kind we have here and the
Maine lobster-type, as well.
Side by side and lots of them.
Not many people dive, I
guess.•"
It's all free diving, he says,
scuba diving being illegal.
Finally, Flip wound up at a
horse farm in Berkshire while
his brother was in Bordeaux.
London was to be their
gathering spot for the return
trip. Terry ran out of money
and headed home — and here
comes Flip walking down the
aisle of the same plane.
Next up for the Nicklins:
Honduras for skin diving in
August.
"We were down there last
year. diving off Bonacca,"
says Flip. "Eighty degree water. Turtles. Black coral.
Tropical fish by the thousands."
shark'
"The most dangerous thing
that happened was that belly
flop I did off the boat," Terry
says
NEWSPRINT
CONSUMPTION
The total estimated U.S
newsprint consumption for
September, 1972, was 850,731
tons, 7 8 per cent more than
September, 1971, when 789,148
Ions of_ beyaprmt was used,
Ey:cording to a recent announmmont of the American
Newspaper Publishers Associatiori,

25'

****************

.V.W.011.1.•••

them, and they don't weigh
And
that much," he says
they go in the baggage car on
a train. No problem."
Terry dipped as far south as
Madrid,and Flip visited along
the Atlantic seaboard of Ireland
. 'We promised ourselves
this trip when we got out of
school," Flip says
.•It was a breeze," Terry
adds -There always was a
- crowd .a.-N,avi lots of Americans. Neither of us stayed in
a hostel the whole time. We
were there a week before we
had to spend any money."
They went light with 2pound- down sleeping bags,
two pair of socks apiece
("They wore out, we bought
new ones," Terry says, nylon
swimming suits for shorts, a
dress-up and a rough shirt and
trousers. These and food they
carried in saddle bags on their
bikes.
Flip shot mallard and teal
on the west coast of Ireland
ank; Terry visited a girl friend
in France. One night Flip
slept on the top floor of a
church in England.

Roll Pkg

FROZEN FOOlVigs,.

PRODUCE VALUES FE I
TOMATO
29'
TOMATOES
25'
*
,
39
ANGES

Morton Cream - Asstd. Flavors
14-oz.
)tor
Mix or Match.'

RED RIPE MEXICAN

lb

79'

I CATSUP
'

-.

JUICY

RD

79'

14 oz bottle

125 Size

-OR

Booth Ocean
'
:
:PERCH FILLETS

*
Dozfflr *,,„*******************
Hunts
1
ilr--11
FANCY YELLOW RIPE CHIQUITA
* Hunt's7
ioniato
TOMATO:
lb 10
,stocE
BANANAS

"
3 for$1

FRENCH FRIES
'

JUICE

*

2-1b. bag

* Garden Delight

WITH BEANS

39' •

10-oz pkg.

* Frosty Acres Grade A Fancy

*STRAWBERR I ES

"
3 fors1

***************
11.**************************

BORDEN
CREMORA
Lean Meaty, Almost Boneless
BOSTON BUTT

****************v******************v*****************
Tasty, Boneless
Lean, Tender
Arrowhead Brand
•

PORK
STEAK

PORK
WIENERS
CUTLETS •I n0
*
12-oz. 0

Lunar
Pies

**********************

Mr-Er711,
ra17-7-17
BALLARD

Asstd. Flavors

Carton of 12

8_9; • A., VP 7 *
79;
**************************************• ******************
lb.

pkgs.

lb.

1-lb. pkg.

FLAVORITE BRAND

SLICED BACON 79ci
***********************************:**

BRYAN

CHICKEN PARTS

:

*****************

CORONET

GOOD ONLY AT

PAPER NAPKINS

Parker's Mkt
WITH THIS VALUABLE COUPON

Asstd. Colors
180 Count Big Pack

INSTANT

Chase & Sanborn
COFFEE

CANNED

with

Freeze-Dried Flavor

'.HAMS
c•s.

if THIS OFFER GOOD THRU
2/21/73

.YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICED"
IF YOU MATCH OURQUALITY..
Located. in Downtown
'Shopping Centers

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE!!:
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Research Consultants
To Report On Schools
FRANKFORT,-Research
consultants for the study of
Kentucky's Foundation
Program for school finance will
report their findings to the
Citizens' Advisory Council at a
meeting Friday, February 16, in
Louisville.
from
educators
These
universities throughout the
country and members of the
National Education Finance
Preject (NEFP) have conducted research on Kentucky's
system of financing schools in
ten subject areas, including
organization of school districts,
financtnt-tspitill --outlay and
state and local taxation to
support education.
Kentucky is one of six states
cooperating with the NEFP in
these studies "to develop
alternate models for financing
education", said Arnold Guess,
Director of the Foundation
State
Study,
Program
DePartinkftit Ofthiiattorr"Our
study is a citizens' study at the
state and local level, with
technical advice from our
research consultants and local
district educators", he said.
This interim report of the
will be made to the
research
100-member Citizens' Advisory
Council, headed by Allen R.
Bryan, Louisville. The Council
is divided into sub-committees
in the ten subject areas. Each
subcommittee will work closely

By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.1).
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University

with the research consultant
State
When you stop and think of
and members of the
Department of Education in all the means -of comresearch. munication we have today to
the
reviewing
-it -learn and have lerreet4edge-meeting,
the
Following
one stands
compendium report will be our fellow beings.
out above all others. This
made.
ages-old mode of gaining
is called gossip.
These reports are part of the information
since there
ever
Perhaps,
comprehensive study of the
many as three persons
as
were
Progranl,
Foundation
Kentucky
been
and on earth, gossip has
1970
in
irkitiated
Gossip, of course.
practiced.
scheduled for completion by
be good or it can be bad.
July 1 After this time, the can
Generally the word itself has
Advisory Council will continue a bad ring: The dictionary
to be involved in the extensive defines gossip as "Idle talk,
dissemination of the study, not always true, about other
•Geess said.
pe'W'a rirlfie r
The State Department of
In the run-of-the-mill day.
Education is also compiling all of us usually come to
study guides completed by several points in our many
citizens throughout the state conversations where it isinvolved in the Foundation
necessary to advance comProgram study in local school ments about other persons. It
districts.
is at these points where gossip
Educators plan to present originates. And in many cases,
information from this entire
a meaningless or unfounded
ñidy Of -the - state tegtstatdre "ierliark" iiVidt-ar Ire 3 it
when it convenes in January, snowball into proportions
which may endanger and
1974. "We would like to have a
harm his reputation.
proposal ready that would make
It is quite likely that gossip,
Kentucky's the most modern
which is 80 common and is
and up-to-date program for the
financing of education in the such an integral part of our
human nature, is taken too
nation", said Dr Lyman
too often. In many inlightly,
of
ent
Superintend
Ginger,
stances, one person will make
Public Instruction.
another per'
The meeting will be held at comments about
aren't
really
they
when
son
Hurstbourne
Ramada Inn,
such
make
to
qualified
900
at
Friday
Lahe, beginning
statements. In such instances.
a.m.

'MU KNOW Oe'RE ALL JUST Be*
14(POCRITES, 5iR 470U KNCII)TWAT
ttlE DON'T REAUY THINK CAUCA
OKERVES A TESTIMONIAL DINNER!
7

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE t OR SALE

BEANS ARE high, you should BRICK DUPLEX apartment
from
buy this well located 266 acre building, one block
farm -Long black top road University. Electric heat, wall to
gossip may be based on frontage-200 acres tillable-Now wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
prejudice, jealousy, ‘bias or leased for $5000.00 per year
of closet space and built-in
just idle talk based only on a
A Developers Dream---400 acre dressers. 75'x140'. Each apart.kuiiwledgt of the per- farm on good black top roadment has Hying room,-bedroorn.
son talked about. r•
Ideal for subdividing into small kitchen and bath with shower.
c
of
A common characteristi
tracts-Only priced at $125.00 per Well insulated with rockwool in
gossip is that the more a
acre.
the ceiling, storm doors and
rumor is repeated, the more
Some lots left-North Hillsinvestment
"spice" it gathers. Gossip is Large beautiful wooded lots- windows. Good
$25,500.00.
only
for
property
few
things
one of the. very
Water gas and black top street- Including two electric table top
over which we have little or
Prices from $1000.00 to $3000.00. hot water heaters, 2 electric
no control. Of course, we have
far from Fisher Price new stoves
electric
2
and
laws of libel and slander, but Not
factory.
refrigerators. Also furnished
it is only in rare situations
As an experienced Realtor and with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with I.
where cases are instituted
Appraiser, please let me helpYou 8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00'
And when thev are. witnesses
and selling your per year. Shown by appointment
generally back down because in pricing
property.
13'. Phone John PEISCO, Jr., 753ey-dryrer-warm --trr-get-rw
ClaudeL. Miller, Realtor & 7278.
TFNC
volved.
It was interesting arid, Appraiser, Phones, 753-5064, or
frankly, somewhat surprising 753-3059
ROUSE -1 ACRE. Near Kirksey,
F16C
to see a leading weekly
4 bedrooms, 1 bath, large kitchen,
newspaper editor recently
excellent garden spot. $13,500.
devote an editorial column WOODED, LAKE front lot in Call Keith Hays, 489-2488 or John
appealing to his readers to Lakeway Shore Subdivision Randolph Realty & Auction Co.,
throttle a series of gossipy priced at only $1,700.00
F16C
753-8382.
rumors which were en Two adjoining lots on Lake
'Shore Drive in Pine Tnutr Subseveral upright citizens within division both for only $3,995.00 THREE BEDROOM house,
his community.
I,ake area property near central heat and air, built-in oven
Gossip, of course, "is bigger Chandler Park ( Hamlin, Ky.) and range, carpets. Five miles
than all of us- and there's water front lots. L•2 acre lots, 5 north of Murray, just off HighF21C
not much we can do about it. acre farms and larger tracts up way 641. Phone 753-5639
The most that each of us can to 50 acres.
house with
do is to think twice before ad•
John C. Neubauer Real Estate, THREE BEDKOOM
vomiting opinions about our 208 South 4th Street, Murray, full size basement, about one
blacktop near Coldfellow beings and develop a
Kentucky, Res. 753-7531, 753-0101. acre, on
personal moral code which
or best reasonable
811,000
water.
Robert Rodgers Salesman, 753should include among other
I:15NC
bid. Phone 489-2110.
7116.
Member
Listing
Multiple
things. respect arid fair comService.
F16C
ment of other persons.
LAKE PROPERTY: 7 room, IL:
baths, 6 closets, corner lot.
WANT TO BUY
145':145', completely furnished,
with T.V and chest freezer.'
WANT TO BUY: A-1 refrigerator Phone 436-5469 between 6-00 and
tank Must be in good condition 10:00 p m
F16C
and reasonably priced. Phone
753-0313 after 7:00 p.m.
F15C
LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42
mile highacres in Dukedom,
WANT TO BUY: good hay Phone
way frontage, new 4" well. Write
753-7311 or see Markle Hall at the
owner, Box 155, Dukedom.
Coop.
Tennessee 38226, February 27C
FISC

FOR RENT

laGNtEiGR
WHAT YOU WANTED,
SO 1 BROUGHT YOU
I a SAJ-A1.41 SASJCisHICI.1
AND GLASS
OP Ntik...K

THINKING OF firs
carpet? Then chec
Hughes Paint Stor
Street.
USED DINETTE
woodtone table wi
$25.00. Phone 753-241
BELTONE HEAR!
behind the ear. Call
VOLVO 1800-E, 1971
stereo, radials. Loc
Low mileage. Call 7
7856.

Formal Wear Headquarters
OVER 600 IN STOCK

No Waiting

Tuxedo Rental

THE PHANTOM
THAT'S IT SAW THE NAM 51
Ta€ CHRONICLE 5 '

STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!
SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!

Place Your
Classified Ad
Now

BEATLE BAILEY

( (

Mo.* Elt.InEY 54RE
J-IAS EVERNTNIN6 IN T'4E
1:21611't PLACES

NAVE 'JOU LOOKE-C
IN ME FILE C49INET5
LATELN ?

NA!

INVESTMENT PROPEPTY.
two bedn;om furnished house
with living room, kitchen, utility
room apd bath, paneled walls
electric heat,storm windows and
storm doors: newly painted.
Large lot 93,2 x140 . Now renting
for $100.00 per month. Priced for
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kitchen table, with chairs, electric
stove, electric refrigerator
Shown by appointment only
Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753TFNC
7278.
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214 No. 15th Street!
wilM111Pw 4
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartment, South 16th Street, 753February 27NC
6609
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
utility and storage, 507 Whitnell
Avenue, Phone 436-5580. $125.00
per month
F15C
-

Wishing Well

EFFICIENC1' APARTMENTS
available now. Two people per
apartment Across street from
AUTOS FOR SALE
class room area of MSU campus
1970 PLYMOUTH Road Runner, Parking provided. 753-4342, or
F15C
excellent condition, $1575.00. If after 5 00 753-4978.
interested phone Ken Smith days,
parts 642-9161.
F16C TWO BEDROOM house on South
llth street. $75.00 a month. Rhone
753-1509 or 753-1513
F15C
1969 CHRYSLER New Yorker
four door sedan. 1963 Buick
TWO BEDROOM house, extra
Special station wagon. Phone 753F14C nice. Good location. Phone 7536202 or 753-3648.
3895 or 753-3482.
F15C
1966 WHITE Chevelle Super
Sport, 396. Newly upholstered,
blue interior, excellent condition.
Phone 436-5561 before 2:30
Fl4C
p.m.

1970 JAVELIN automatic, power
steering and brakes, airconditioned, vinyl top Can be
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
seen by calling 767-6252 after 5:00
130000
000M0
TFNC
OMUMOM p.m.
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USED SINGER sew
zig zig and all
tfithmehti. Sews pe
guaranteed. Full
129 50 Payment
arranged. Write Ma
Route 5, Benton,
354-8157.

GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP
your

Rent A New

.V4

753-19

USED BALDWIN
Used Baldwin or
Baldwin grand pia
Plano Company,
Post Office, Paris,]

Blue Luster

. in
we

Call

FOR RENT

n
40
WANT TO BUY ear corn LAND A-TREES: Acres ear
I Phone 753-3242
Contact Stella Feed Mill, 753- Kentucky Lake, East of Hardin.
.
or John Am
489-2488
Call
MOO
es11111111w 4111111111110.
1255
Fl6C
Randolph Realty & Auction Co 4
F16C
753-8382
WANT TO BUY fire wood
FDIC
Phone 753-9787
HOUSE-2 ACRES. 2,-.2 Miles
South on Torn Taylor Road,Good
PEST CONTROL
location, 3
house, Good
Bedrooms, 1 bath, recently
AVERAGE HOME sprayed foi remodeled, and carpeted. Call
$15.00. Six month guarantee. Ni Keith Hays 489-2488 or John
monthly contract required Randolph Realty & Auction Co.,
F16C
Home of
Superior Exterminating, Com- 753-8382,

BLONDIE
Y00440b,DAc5woO4
YOU DION'T FORGET
DID YOU,DEAR

Put Want Ads To Work For You!!

i'AGE

FOR RENT
Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.--first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnished, parking space.
If interested contact
Western
Dark
Fired
Tobacco
Growers
Association, Tobacco,
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Tels, 753-3341-3342.

1972 EL CAMINO, blue with
black vinyl top, 350 automatic, BUILDING AT 4th and Pine,
air conditioned. 6,000 miles. equipped with air compressor
$3,600 firm. Phone 753-1742. F15C and hoist. Phone 753-3018
F20C
1970 TORINO GT two door
hardtop, power steering, power
brakes, vinyl roof. Good condition. Need to sell $1400.00
F15C
Phone 753-0310

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
Kentucky. Phone Max at 7539131.
1TC
FURNISHED THREE room
apartment. Couple only. Phone
753-6524 after 4:00 p.m.
E16C
TWO BEDROOM lake front
furnished house. Phone 753-2250
after 4:00p.m.
F20C
THREE ROOM upstairs apartment, located 401 South' 8th
Street. $55.00 per month. Couples
only. Phone 753-8669,
F16C
upstairs
TWO BEDROOM
stove
and
apartment,
refrigerator furnished. Carpeted
throughout. Available March 1.
Phone 753-5450, or days Hayden
Rickman 753-3242.
F20C
LOST& FOUND
LOST SMALL gold Bniova wrist
watch. Lost Saturda at one of
shopping centers. Phone 435F16C
5622.

BALDWIN PIANOS
Rent to purchase p
Piano Company,
Post Office, Parts, T
nessee
NEW TWO gallon
freezer, electric. N
Remington deer SU
One set dock mot
Police equipment
Sam Brown, belt cal
mother of pearl gr
12'116 wagon box c
Phone 436-5801
AM-FM STEREO
8 track tape player
two way air suspens
Excellent condition
one year old Phone
9 00 p rn

14' ALUMA Craft 1
H.P. Johnson mo
trailer, $70000 Phoi
753-3648.

TRAILER PARK,et
on Highway 94. Six
$13,000.00. Phone 75:
3648.

KIRBY VACUUM,
shag rug specialist t
all carpets. For sale
phone 767-6295 or
5.00 p.m.

ENCYCLOPEDIA:
Collegiate), orig
$350.00. Also inch
Popular Science;
dining table_ Any
offer. Phone 753-3532

641 NORTH Pet St
Eskimo spitz, chil
poddles, beagles, f
plies. Phone 753-HE
9457.

CONCRETE STEP
and concrete 504
Murray Lumber C
Maple Street.

MILLIONS OF ri
cleaned with Blue
America's finest.
shampooer $1.00. 13.
Shopping Center.

BELTONE FAC1
hearing aid bane
make hearings
Drugs.

TWO YEAR old r
paloosa Stallion. I
Very
gentle,
disposition. Will m
western pleasure
stallion. Phone 753-'
p.m

rFINA
All Fall and
DRESS

Men
Polyester &

SHIRTS
One Table

PANT!
TOO &

pring & Si

FAS

Latest Fc
Chestnut S
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753c-7:16SHOP THE WANT ADS WAY
'i

1BLEEMSLega

FOR SALE
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos.
Used Baldwin.. organs. Used
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
FDIC
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
THINKING OF first line quality
carpet? Then check our prices.
Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple
March 6C
Street.
USED DINETTE set, large
woodtone table with 6 chairs,
F15C
$25.00. Phone 753-2475.

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
AVON HELPS make dreams
come true! Need extra cash for a
dishwasher' An Easter outfit?
Color TV? Find out how easy it is
to make money in your spare
tune, as an Avon Representative. Call: 443-3366, Collect.

HOLSTEIN CALVES
- BULLS or HEIFERS

From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information

Phone 489-2161

753-1916

CiRIEREMEREMEMBELMMEL9518131M1

Another View('

FOR SALE

Call

0660006600-60-06-0661MMIC6MOTT
To the Sweetest and Dearest Dad
you could ever have. I send all my S
love and kisses to the greatest dad.

Tommy

WAITRESSES WANTED. Experienced. Apply in person, no
-phone calls please. Five Points lc.
F15C
Bar-B-Que.

After 5:00 p.m.

WANTED TWO part time
and
evening
waitresses,
weekends. One part time boy,
evenings and weekends. Apply in
person to Saucy Bar-B-Que and
Pancake House, 1409 Main
F19C
Street.

camping KENMORE AUTOMATIC
RELTONE HEARING aid; -fits-468 STARCRAFT
trailer. Sleeps 8, vented heater, washer, good condition. $35.00.
behind the ear. Call 436-5697.Fl6P
privacy curtains. In spotless Phone 489-2221 after 5:00p.m.
condition. $950. '65 18 ft. Century FISC
VOLVO 1800-E, 1971 with AM-FM
Graymarine 135 H P in
stereo, radials. Local one owner. boat.
F151)
Pants feel a bit Snug'''
$795. 436-2261
board.
Low mileage. Call 753-0250 or 753Try a bowl of soup 'N Slim
F16C
Jim made of Norwespen ham
7856.
& Swiss cheese on Grecian
bread (the Grecian bread is
SOLID MAPLE drop leaf table
made with olive Oil /
and 6 matching chairs. Four
Both for $1.05
conelitton..•'
piece- seeetenal, good
Yrtingle Yam-30' utility pole, complete with 220./
volt box Louise Bilbrey, 753HOMELLIE CHAIN saws. II WAR, PEACE, PRESIDE/41AL. ELE-CTIONS,
F15C Waldrop Saw and Lock Shop, 207 BUSSING, ABORTIONS. NO ONE HAS EVER
1257.
February 20C
South 7th Street.
ASKED MY OPINION ON ANNTHING."
FULL SIZE bed, mattress,
springs, and metal frame, and
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. headboard. Good condition.
Rent to purchase plan Lonardo Phone 753-9909 after 5:00p.m.
Piano Company, across from F15C
Post Office, Paris, TenF16C
nessee.
24 TRAVEL trailer, sleeps 8.
NEW TWO gallon ice cream Excellent condition. $4500.00.
freezer, electric. New 12 gauge Phone 753-7482.
FI4C
Remington deer Slayer shotgun.
One set dock mooring braces. TRAILERS IN Murray, 10'148'
Police equipment, handcuffs, two bedrooms, washing machine,
OFFICE • SHOP • STATION
Sam Brown, belt cartidge holder, set and underpinned. Phone
mother of pearl grips. One new Mayfield 247-6107
F14C
Let us show you the modern, fast easy,
12'x16 wagon box canvas cover.
F15NC IHC 656 Tractor, plow and disc.
most economical, trouble-free way to make
Phone 436-5801
JD wagon with Parker tank. Blue
brewed coffee
delicious
AM-FM STEREO receiver with Ford mower All like new. Phone
For
8 track tape player, one pair of 753-5215.
F14C
- No Plumbing Needed
two way air suspension speakers.
Demonstration
just
motor,
327,
COMPLETE
than
Less
condition.
Excellent
Call . . .
one year old. Phone 767-3323 after been over hauled. Phone 753Fl6C
TFNC 5696
9 • 00 p.m.

USED SINGER sewing machine,
zig zig and all regular attichrnehti. Sews perfectly.'FOY
guaranteed Full cash price
$29 50 Payments may be
arranged. Write Martha Hopper,
or phone
Route 5, Renton, K
FI4C
354-8157.

Murray
"Coffee Break"
Service

-

Days 753-9135 -

14' ALUMA Craft boat with 20
H.P. Johnson motor, Moody
trailer, $700.00. Phone 753-6202 or
FI4C
753-3648.

MAGNAVOX
REPOSSESSED
color portable TV. WW sell for
balance due. J & B Music, 753F20C
7575.

TRAILER PARK,east of Murray
on Highway 94 Sixteen spaces,
$13,000.00. Phone 753-6202 or 753FI4C
3648.

rimmd
N. FIBERGLASS
"77,
er. Ais0
nu boat, 5 n...,,,T,T-r
tor Both in
77;
I Evinrud
B.,

Murray Upholstery Ca

excellent condition. Phone 436Fl6P
5582.

Operator and Manager
Guy Harper invites everyone to come
by for whatever his need.

KIRBY VACUUM, an upright
shag rug specialist that adjusts to
all carpets. For sales and service
phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after
5:00p.m.
February 19C
ENCYCLOPEDIAS (Grolier!
Collegiate), original price
$350.00. Also includes set of
Popular Science; plus walnut
dining table. Any reasonable
F15P
offer. Phone 753-3538.

G E COMBINATION cassett
tape player and AM-FM radio.
Phone 753-7385 before 3 00
Fl
prfl,
ASSORTED LAMPS, tables, old
dresser, desk and old bed. Phone
F19C
753-8905.

NOW OPEN!!

Complete Auto and
Furniture Upholstery
Murray, Ky.
520 So. 4th
Phone 753-0405

Hp,P,WANTcp_
-Tune
ac Ind Com

LEL

Mechanic
Experience Necessary
Salary open
Call (502) 753-1319
Of see
Will Ed Stokes
STOKES TRACTOR &
IMP.CO.
Authorized Massey
Ferguson Dealer
Industrial Road
Mayfield, Kentucky
PLANT MANAGER wanted.
Man with capability of setting up
and managing new metal
stamping plant in vacation land
region Must be knowledgeable in
punch -press operations,
automatic feeds and tool and die
maintenance. Send rename to
James I.. Johnson, Murray
Chamber of Commerce, Box 190,
F16C
Murray, Ky. 42071.

p.m.-753447-11

'LING WOMAN under 60, to
assist in my business. For interview, appointment, call Mr111.WILL DO any kind of carpenter Doran, 753-8970 between 2 and 4
FI4C
work, large or small jobs. Phone p.m.
March6('
753-7955
WANTED ROUTE man for
JERRY 's REFINISHING di Murray and surrounding area.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles Preferably 24-36 years of age.
South of Murray on flu) 641 Phone Mr. Ladd at the Regal
Jem McCoy, owner 5021 492- Motel, Monday or ThurFl5P
sday.
8&(7
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for
Saturday night and Sunday. Must
tank installation. Phone 7537850.
TFC be neat and efficient. Good
working conditions, good tips. No
hone calls. Apply Colonial
FOR ALL you additionsF15C
remodeling, residential or ouseSmorgasbord
commercial. Neu or old Free
estimates. Call 753-6123.
SOMEONE TO do house cleaning
TFC two days per week in Panorama
Shores. Send name, address,
phone, and desired wages to Box
F14C
577, Murray, Ky.

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY ,=,(
4Q388)._CMOSSLQ CU_O_CLO_QQAMOLUMO
<:)

REPOSSESSED AM-FM stereo
console. Responsible party to
take up payments. J & B Music,
FI5C
753-7575

Call 753-2310

for Sears Low MO--oir INSTALLED
SEAMLESS
ALUMINUM
GUTTERING

lope:cent Discount dull Fe
Ctialoq Salts Office
Southside Shopping
Lenterummoll.

Get Your sweedteart
Something Different This
Year for Valentine's Day-

•

White's Metal
Detector

for Treasure Hunting.
Priced from $79.95 to
$595.95
Authorized Dealer
Phone 753-157$
Monday thru. Saturday

BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Now Open 6 Days A Week
Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
New Staff Member: Dr. Tom Geerdes
Phone 753-2962

LIKE NEW Gibson guitar 2 pick
up, beautiful red. Pro quality.
641 NORTH Pet Shop. Puppies, $100.00. Phone 753-8905.
F19C
Eskimo spitz, chihuahuas, toy
OPENING FOR cashier. Expoddles, beagles, fish and sup- GIRL'S CLOTHES, made from
cellent opportunity. Please apply
plies. Phone 753-1862 or 753trucking,
patterns sizes 7-8 and 9-10, young JOHN'S REPAIR Service, BULLDOZER WORK,
person to Captains Kitchen,
In
17C
March
9457.
Jr. All good condition Phone 753- Plumbing-electrical-roofing and also bank gravel, fill dirt and
EPIC
Hwy.641 North.
Fl5C carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or topscil. Phone Hardin, 354-81'*'
6057.
for
JOE
PRITCHETT,
stones
TFC or 354-8161 after 5:00 pin
CONCRETE STEPPING
753-7625 nights
Complete Home
•
magistrate for District 1 March
•
blocks
and concrete splash
_
AUCTION SALE
Remodeling
• .... Goose Fashions I2NC
Murray Lumber Company, 104 MUST SEI.I.' one electric car.
•
FREE ESTIMATE
•F14C child's Singer golden touch
Maple Street.
The
Red
ATTENTION!
•
Bel-Air Shopping
Saturday,
•
AUCTION,
sewing machine, black and white
ANTIQUE
Houghton
IR• Geranium in Canton is moving
Center
•
MILLIONS OF rugs have been TV., numerous other items.
February 17, at Henry Auction a.
theottito March 1. All present inventory is
753-0961
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's Phone 753-1795, after 5:00 p.m.
House, next door to post office in
one-half price. Sale hours are 10
America's finest. Rent electric 492-8487.
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. Henry Tenn., at 6:30 p.m. Lots of
to 5 daily.
F16C
February 21C
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
Installation or rework. No job too furniture, some refinished, some
COAST
U.S.
F17C BOUGHT A new color TV., must
Shopping Center.
big or too small. Call Jim for to refinish. Round oak table,
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
GUARD AUXILIARY
February refinished and nice, rockers,
sell black and white portable.
estimate, 436-2159.
3 tame hot cakes. MOT maple
suite,
room
dining
BELTONE FACTORY fresh Excellent condition. 753chairs,
19NC
SAFE BOATING
tables,
syrup with lots of wti,pped
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
butter Of cents.
hearing aid batteries for all 1795.
F20C
dressers and chests, glass, dishes
COURSE
(Can
you ito it at home for
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
mirrors,
pictures,
make hearings aids. Wallis
china,
and
SEAMLESS Al UMINUM gutters
this?)
Triangle Ina
FI4C GEORGE LEFT Mary and Mary
16
Feb.
more,
Starts
Lots
Drugs.
trunks.
- PHONE 753-2962 manufactured and installed by clocks, and
W.
vlb Atkins
for information phone
Gutter Installation, come and see. Owner James
TWO YEAR old registered Ap- left us his new Gretsch guitar.
Phillips and John Schoolfield.
for balance due. J & B
sell
Must
WANTED CAR pool ride to Union
753or
753-8407
Murray,
phone
broke.
Green
Stallion
paloosa
753-2234
F20C
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest 8992.
City, Goodyear Plant, 3rd shift,
CARD of THANKS
March 6C Auctioneers James W. McBridegood Music , 753-7575.
with
Very
gentle,
Of
336 and James E. Cooper-500. ITC
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 S,,i,th
from Benton or Murray, or
disposition. Will make excellent
13th Street. "Evet'y
old registered
general vicinity. Phone collect
753-2277
INCOME TAX service, call 492We wish to express our sincere
western pleasure and halter PI MONTH
AUCTION SALE every Friday
delay lets bugs have their
German Shepherd, black and tan. thanks and
F20C
354-6942
8518, after 5:00 p.m. on week
appreciation for the
stallion. Phone 753-7991 after 4:00
Auction House, 6:30
"ITC
way."
F16C
Fl5P night, at 641
TFNC Phone 436-5315.
days.
many,acts of kindnesses shown
p.m.
pm This week another load from
by our friends and neighbors in
St. Louis. Old kitchen clock, lots
the passing of our father, Jess G.
of old glass and dishes, three 0
I k vett.
piece oak bedroom suite, slay
0
We especially wish to express
bed, large oak bookcase, chairs,
our thanks for the prayers,
0
tables, no telling what else. Come
All Fall and Winter
beautiful floral offerings, visits,
Thursday night for 0
Open
see.
and
PRICE
food, and comforting words of
Almo Ky 0
inspection. Shorty McBride-247: Hwy. 641 North
DRESSES
Rev. E.A. Mathis and Rev. L.E.
0
ITC
and James E.'Travis-278.
4
Sizes 5 to 20
Phone 753-0880
Moore, the wonderful songs
0
0
rendered by the quartet and the
Mens
Mens Knit
•
•
AWNINGS
0
UNDERPENNING
AUCTION SALE Saturday, 0 For:
Collier Funeral Home.
Polyester & Cotton
February 17, at 10:a.m. 104 and 0
:
COLEMAN,
•
•
ITC
•
The Lovett Family.
PLUMBING
PARTS
106 North &ewer. Got guns 0
lamps, furniture some walnut 0
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM FURNACE/
and marble top, clocks, one 0
MUSIC
0
,PARTS
grandfather, and other 8 day
Boys
0
0
One Table Mens
china
glass
clocks, curved
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
0 It has become essential for Mobile 0
cabinet, old muzzle loader, Civil
S.ti I S
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
0
War muskett, antique pistol, 20 0 Homes to be tied down?!
craftsman Piano Technician
0
2 'PRICE
1
/
0
lots
shotgun,
gauge
gauge and 12
TFC
Us For . . .
°
Guild.
0
pattern 0 See
glass,
depression
of
Daily
Arriving
Spring & Summer Merchandise
lots
bottles,
Coca
amber
glass,
TUNING-RepairPIANO
more items not listed. Owners
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser•
Mr. and Mrs. E.C. Gibbins.
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
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U.S.-Cuba

Twenty Smiling Prisoners Leave
Clark Air Base For Flight Home
CLARK AIR BASE, Philippines (AP) — Twenty smiling
American prisoners of war and
a Vietnamese puppy left Clark
Air Base today on their longawaited flight home to the
United States.
The men departed a day
ahead of schedule Their big

C141 Starlifter hotpital )et was
due at California's Travis Air
Force Base about 4 p.m. PST.
Forty more POWs will follow
Thursday in two planes. This
will leave 80 of the men freed
Monday still at Clark and one
in Saigon. Two others were
flown home Tuesday because of
serious illness in their families.

Mayfield Police

Speaking for the group that
left today, Capt. Jeremiah A.
Denton of Virginia Beach, Va.,
told the newsmen and military
officials at planeside. "I would
like to express our thanks to
you people here'at Clark. You
have Shown us that your feeling
Is as deep as ours, and that is
the highest compliment I can
pay for the wonderful welcome
we received here.
"I would like to thank President Nixon and everyone associated with this project for an
experience we will never forget."
The canine passenger was a
dog called Ma-co that IA.
Cmdr Edward A. Davis of
Lola, Pa., adopted during his
nearly eight years at the Hanoi
Hilton.
"What does Ma-co mean" a
reporter called out as Davis
cuddled the pup for the photographers before taking it aboard
the plane
"They tell me it means 'dog
without hair,— Davis replied.
Flight Nurse Patricia M.
O'Reilly of New York City, who
helped smuggle the dog aboard
the evacuation plane in Hanoi
Monday, ran up and embraced
Dims.
•'I risked being court-martialed for insubordination by
smuggling the puppy on the
plane," she said, "but I figured

Call In 'Sick'
Mayfield, ky AP.—The 23
members of the Mayfield police
force called in sick this morning for the second day in a pay
dispute with the city council.
Mayor Everett Anderson Jr.
said after the patrolmen called
in sick Tuesday that they could
legally remain off duty for two
days without a written doctor's
excuse.
However, he said, patrolmen
sitekt-iritheut such an
excuse after today will face disciplinary' action.
Police chief Cletus Sullivan
and three police captains
stayed on duty and state police
aided the city force. Sullivan
said this morning that things
were "going smoothly."
The patrolmen had met twice
with the city council, asking a
wage increase of $104 per
month and a five and one-half
per cent cost-of-Living increase
and requesting that the city
pay full hospitalization insurance premiums.
The city council said Monday
night that it could not meet the
requests.
Patrolmen presently receive
a starting wage of $467 a
month, and the city pays half
the cost of hospitalization insurance.

that would be better than having to go back to get him."
Officials of Operation Homecoming said most of the reMauling men will be back in
the United States by the weekend. But doctors at the base
hospital where they were quartered reported a few wanted to
remain for plastic surgery.
-Some of these men have bed
scars on their arms from being
bound for a long time with
wire," one doctor explained.
-Others, their war wounds
healed badly "
Officials originally thought at
least three days would he.
needed to prepare the men for
their return to America, but
they speeded up the timetable
because of the good condition of
many of the men and their enthusiasm to get going.
Meanwhile, U.S. and North
Vietnamese officials met in Saigon to make arrangements for
ItansTer of 20'rniiiilifiVeVcan POWs who Hanoi' an-,
nounced would be released
within the next few days. A
North Vietnamese spokesman
in Saigon said the date for the
release had not been decided
but the decision was expected
soon.
Earlier today, Denton and
two other POWs went to the
Virgil I. Grissom School for
children of base personnel to
express the freed men's thanks
for greeting cards and posters
the children had drawn and
sent them on their arrival Monday
More than 100 of the men
went on a buying spree at the
base exchange Tuesday night,
and many of them had the first
beers of their new freedom.
They sure are getting frisky," said one official. "Some of
them tried to commandeer a
Isis to drive to the officers'
club for dinner. I don't think
the doctors involved implanning
for the POW return figured
they would be so healthy"

Hijacking Agreement
Expected This Week
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States and Cuba are expected to sign an antihijacking
agreement by the end of this
week, It has been learned.
The official time frame was
put at a "few days" by Secretary of State William P Rogers
in Miami Beach, Fla., Tuesday
night But It is understood this
means by Saturday at the latest.
Only minor details remain to
be worked out. They concern
such matters as arranging for
the signing and exchanging of
texts, and officials say there is

Marshall . . .
(Continued from Page 11

no chance of a breakdown over
these procedural matters.
Even though high administration officials from President
Nixon on down through Rogers
have acknowledged an agreement has been reached, no one
would discuss the substance of
the accord.
Nixon said Tuesday that Rogers would disclose the contents at an appropriate time,
but sources said the silence resulted from an agreement with
Havana not to ditclose details
until all procedural matters
were concluded.
While no official would talk
even privately about the agreement, under negotiation since
late November, it was learned
the last major problem was
cleared away when a Cuban
note was received Saturday.
This dealt with the classification and definition of hijackers andhijaclung.
There had been a problem
earlier over whether the agreement should be retroactive,
which would mean some Cuban
refugees now in the United
States could be sent back.
insisted
the
Washington
agreement should deal primarily with the future and not with
past incidents, and all mdications point to Cuba yielding
on this point for the most part.

C. Marshall Research Foundation in Arlington, Va.
He called the former Army
_Watt:Clan .thiring. World War U
"the leading historian of that
CALLOWAY COUNTY members attended the Purchase Area Junior and Senior 4-H Achievement
conflict... as Marshall was the
day held at Ballard County on Saturday Left to right, front row, Laura Jarrett, junior photography
outstanding soldier."
winner, Patricia Cunningham, Joy Kelso, Terry Sledd, junior geology winner, back row, Janet
Then he added that "no other
t'srey, Carolyn Scott, Debra Tucker, junior dairy foods winner, and Tammy Smotherman Not
single volume covers the
pictured were Karen Alexander, senior citizenship winner, Keith Overby, junior small engine*
worldwide scope of that effort in
winner, Steleia Spann, and Chuck Yfillinfes
all its detail and complexity as
well as Pogue's book does." He
adds that it is a "joy to read"
done with -weriousness and
integrity "
"Biography at its best" wrote
Lawrence E. Spellman, a
regular review for "Library
And while there was no firm
Journal" and "American sign about which way the clasReference Books Annual."
sification dispute was settled
on to Maxwell Air Force Base,
SAN DIEGO, Calif AP
painstaking there were indications of a
"As
a
I told her the prodigal child is near Montgomery, Ala., arriv- biographer, Pogue's talent is compromise under which the
home There's no reason now ing early today in a driving exceeded only by his ability to degree of force used would be
says rainstorm.
write as forcefully and in- the main factor in determining
Vocational business and of- she shouldn't get better,"
released
two
Walking past the car in which terestingly as any first-ranked whether a hijacking had been
first
of
the
one
fice education students at the
war to sat his wife, Kay, Perkins
"
novelist," Spellman's review committed.
Murray Vocational School will American prisoners of
stepped to a microphone to say
soil.
home
reach
pointed out. "The result is a
Business
Leaders
of
join Future
In the earlier negotiations,
Within minutes after the end he was "most grateful to the biography which crackles with
America members throughout
which involved an exchange of
Clark Air American people whose faith,
exciting drama and makes.
the nation in activities to make of a long flight from
Philippines, Navy determination and prayers reading it not only an in- seven notes from Nov. 25 to
the community aware of the Base in the
PROCIAP•44T1ON -D. Woods was at made this homecoming pos- tellectually profitable ex- last Saturday, the United States
Brian
Crndr.
importance of the business
WHEREAS, the Congress al
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Education
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broader concepts of career
mother, hospitalized at Cross
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education to prepare inAsked how he felt, Woods re- Lake.
Mrs R. B Minrue E Moody
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dividuals for the world of work,
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40
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a
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for
alfeeling
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of 1704 Ryan Avenue, Murray,
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most 4 La years, and the 38- repooduced in the volume. The accepted an American proposal
secretaries, business machine world."
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National Weather Service Launches
SKYWARN 73,Tornado Watch Drive
Send
The National Weather Service with 26, compared to its total for and several recent years when munity and other leaders.
today launched SKYWARN '73, the year of 80, also a record. totals climbed above 150, requests to the Public Affairs
Weather
the annual effort to reduce loss Rhode Island had its first tor- although the general trend is Office, National
nado in 39 years—a minor one downward. They add that even Service, 8060 13th Street, Silver
of life from tornadoes.
for
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and his
the lowest on record-27, ac- injuries and five to six million nadoes during the year, Can do to protect himself
family, since no one is entirely
cording to preliminary reports. dollars in property damage. It
A perennial worry is of safe from these deadly storms.
The long-term annual average swept a path 500 yards wide and
Here are some tornado safety
outbreak like the Palm
another
a
destroying
is well over 100, and in several nine miles long,
the
years the total has topped 500. grade school, shopping center, Sunday episode in April 1965, rules which could spell
swept difference between life and
In 1971, there were 156 deaths. and bowling alley, and causing when 47 tornadoes
"Although I'm sure there are major damage to at least 50 through five midwestern states death for anyone— anywhere.
TORNADO SAFETY RUIN
killing 247 people and injuring
elements of luck and a measure homes.
When a tornado approaches,
"Tornadoes are very rare in more than 1,500—or the worst
of aid train nature in the low
1951 toll," said Weather Service Washington, occurring only suigle twister on record the Immediate action May.z_ILlaTe._
Director George P Cressman, once every two or three years. tristate tornado of 1925, which in your life!
A Tornado Watch means
"I'm also confident that Yet in 1972 that state had more three hours churned 200 miles
conditions are ripe for
weather
and
Illinois
Missouri,
through
other.
community preparedness has tornado deaths than any
tornadoes to develop. Stay
been a big factor in holding Oklahoma and Illinois each had Indiana, killing 689 people.
Most tornadoes occur in the tuned to radio or television and
five; Alabama had four; Texas
down tornado fatalities."
or in the broad, flat basin listen for weather bulletins
South
Florida,
The vicious twisters, although two, and five states—
small in diameter, are among Georgia, Massachusetts, New of the Mississippi and its even if the sky overhead is blue
A storm may appear suddenly
the moat destructive natural York, and Ohio—each had one tributaries, but no state is
scan the horison
Occasionally
occur
can
Tornadoes
immune.
forces on earth. They can level tornado death."
• Weather Service officials are at any time of the year, but the for the approach of dark,
entire villages and snuff out
about peak months, nationwide, are threatening clouds. There may
uneasy
scores of lives in only a few always
.tolls. April, May, and June. Southern not be time for an official
storm
moments. Because they are so publicizing low
brief, powerful, and erratic, They have had long experience states are hardest hit early in tornado warning.
Stay alert for the abrupt onset
there is no sure means of in combating public apathy. the season, northern states
violent wind, rain, hail, or a
of
ocof
time
Typical
later
that
out
point
they
protection against them. The Consequently
cloud. Liisten for
best defense is preparedness—a there have been other years currence is 8 warm, sultry funnel-shaped
increase in wind noise.
well-publicized plan for quick when death tolls were low-28 in afternoon between 4 and 6 p.m., 8 sudden
in doubt, take cover.
action when a tornado is 1962, 29 in 1937, and 31 in 1963-- but tornadoes have occurred at When
all hours of the day and night Tornadoes are often obscured
bearing down.
Although tornadoes are by rain or dust. Some occur at
Each year, the Weather
variable, they frequently night.
highly
Service launches SKYWARN in
A Tornado Warning means a
travel southwest to northeast.
advance of the tornado season
Statistically, they average tornado actually has been
encourage community
to
about 10 minutes on the ground, sighted or indicated by radar. If
leaders to prepare for the
leaving a path an eighth of a the twister is nearby, seek inAmong
storms
deadly
mile wide by two to five miles side shelter Immediately,
recommendations are to
long, and travel about 30 miles preferably in a storm cellar,
publicize ways people can
Murray State University's an hour. Wind speeds in the underground excavation, or
shield themselves against
tornadoes and to recruit ob- two-year-old outdoor education funnel have been estimated at steel-framed or concreteservers to fill out the ranks of project for economically up to 300 miles an hour, reinforced building. STAY
disadvantaged students will be although they usually are less AWAY FROM WINDOWS!
volunteer storm spotters.
In underlining the importance included in an article about the than that.
In alike buildings, go to an
It is the powerful rotating interior hallway on the lowest
of community preparedness, Tennessee River Valley in the
"National
of
sudden
a
combined
with
edition
funnel
June
Weather Service officials point
floor, or to a designated shelter
drop in pressure that produces area.
to steadily dropping totals of Georgraphic" magazine.
Jim Biggs, director of the the devastation. Houses hit by
tornado fatalities over the
In factories, workers shocid
years, in the face of marked program which developed 83 an tornadoes literally explode. move quickly to the section
Bound,
of
the
Upward
Then the wind scatters
increases in the number of outgrowth
greatest
the plant offering
tornadoes reported, and an said two color photographs, debris like shrapnel, with an protection, in accordance with
explosive growth in U. S. along with the text, will make upward motion that sometimes advance pima.
reference to the pilot program carries heavy objects hundreds
population.
Is beams,the basement offers
yards.
af
Alien Pearson, Direeteref-the— _begun in _1971 in the
the greatestlake,.Seeli-sheltesWeather Service officials under heavy furniture if
Storms Between the Lakes radioed
Severe
National
paint out that despite radar. possible. In homes without
Forecast Center in Kansas City, recreation area. and
other basements, take cover in the
Designed to develop self- satellites,
said: "Records from NOAA's
National Climatic Center in esteem and self-confidence, the sophisticated instruments, center part of the house on the
Asheville, N. C., show that from program provides students "an forecasters must depend on a lowest floor, in a small room
1916 until our present storm- opportunity to escape the vast number of volunteer ob- such as a closet or bathroom.or
warning unit was formed at negative aspects of their en- servers to make the SKYWARN under sturdy furniture. Keep
Kansas City in 1952, the average vironment,- according to alerting system work. The some windows open, but stay
human eye is still the only away from them!
yearly tornado toil was 222 Biggs.
Groups of seven students, reliable means of detecting
deaths. The yearly average for
Mobile homes are parthe past 20 years was 114; for along with a leader, spend five tornadoes.
to
ticularly
vulnerable
The alerting system has two ;destructive winds. Proper tiethe past 10 years, 107, and for days in the primitive area in the
the past five years, 91 Yet the southern half of the LBI, as the phases: a tornadowatch to tell downs to prevent overturning
number of tornadoes reported experience is now constructed. you that atmospheric conditions will minimize damage A
annually jumped from an They are exposed to situations are ripe for tornadoes to form, warden should be appointed in
average of 659 in the past 20 that encourage them to and a tornado warning, to mobile-horne parks to scar the
years to 709 in the past five. reconstruct their attitudes tell you that a tornado actually skies and listen to radio and
Meantime, U. S. population about themselves and about the has been spotted
television for warnings. There
increased by one-third, from 150 world they live in.
should be a designated comMost
sightings of the munity shelter where residents
Biggs noted that only students
million to 200 miMon." As to the
1972 tornado season, Mr. from Murray State were in- ominous, funnel-shaped clouds can assemble during a tornado
volved in the unique experience are made by volunteer spotters, warning. If there is no such
Pearson said
'The reports we have now during the first summer. Last who pass the word to official shelter, do not stay in a mobile
year it was expanded to include warning- centers. This vital home when a tornado is aptotal 744 tornadoes in 1972.
most of them in the southern students from six other colleges work is performed by thousands proaching. Seek refuge in a
states. Although this number is and universities from Kentucky of public-spirited citizens sturdy building or as a last
85 more than the 659 average for and Tennessee and the organized into spotter net- resort, in a ditch, culvert or
of
aspect
One
1953 through 1972, there were Breckinridge Job Corps Center. works.
ravine.
Biggs is hopeful for even SKYWARN is to recruit and
comparatively few 'family'
outbreaks and few super tor- greater expansion next sum- train ignore spotters where
In schools, wherever possible,
nadoes— the kind that leave mer. He said a proposal is in needed.
follow advance plans to an
The Weather Service urges interior
of preparation to be submitted to
tracks
wide
long,
hallway on the lowest
devastation. The lack of such the U.S. Office of Education officials in schools, hospitals, floor Avoid auditoriums and
tornadoes is one reason for the that would make a program factories, and large apartment gumnasiums or other struclow death toll. Texas had the founded on the same basic complexes to develop special tures with wide free-span roofs.
greatest number of tornadoes in concept available to Upward preparedness plans A booklet If a building is not of reinforced
1972, with 144, and Florida set a Bound students from all over telling how to set up an effective construction, go quickly Lc a
program is available to cornrecord for tie month of March the country.
nearby reinforced building, or
to a ravine or open ditch and lie
flat.
In open country, if there is no
time to find suitable shelter, lie
face down in the nearest
depression, such as a ditch or
ravine, and protect your head
with your as-ins
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Nobody's perfect!
But Bob Lobertini comes close.
With complete up-to-the-minute t
weather information
••
from Channel 5's
Radar Weather Central,'
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MEMBERSOF the Adult Men's Sunday School Class of the South Pleasant Grove kinked Methodist Church include.kit to right,
front row, Ovis Tress, Bill Wratber, Dennis Boyd, Buck Dunn, Make Erwin, Bowden Ford, Curtis Trees, Hub Erwin, Maylon Trees,
and Woodrow Rickman, back row, R.I.. ('ooper, Otho Clark, Raymond Story, Edd Nesbitt, Bob Orr, Cassell Humphreys, Buford
Stone, Warren Erwin, and Luther Gooch. Absent when picture was made were C.E. Erwin, Emmet Erwin, Orval Owen, and Leon
Phillips. One of the class members said they regretted that death had taken a great number from the class In the past two years. The
0 lass is made up of individuals ranging in age from flfty-five to ninety-one years. This represents 1259 years of Christian stewardship in the church and community The three oldest members base a total of 227 years of church membership
0liay Id Hill Photoi

Devaluation Will Mean Higher Import Pricetags
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
10-per-cent dollar devaluation
will mean higher U.S. prices
for such popular items as Japanese tape recorders, German
automobiles and French wines
And, if It works out. U.S.
businessmen will find their
products more competitive in
foreign countries
The effect of a devaluation is
to make the cost of foreign
goods more expensive, since
the dollar will buy less internationally, and the price of U.S.
goods cheaper in foreign markets
But this won't necessarily be
universal. Monday's devaluation may not have that impact on Canadian and British

Most Americans won't notice
that a devaluation has taken
place unless they're plaruung a
foreign trip and are ready to
trade in their dollars for foreign currency
But a devaluation will have
its domestic impact just the
same. It contributes to the rate
of inflation by raising import
prices.
How much impact on inflation is hard to measure Imports make up about 6 per cent
of total domestic economic output, however.
The effect on U.S jobs, a
long-range factor, is even harder to measure. If the U.S. move
proves successful, imports
would be slowed and exports

stimulated The slowing of imports presumably would save
some industries having a hard
time competing against foreign
goods Export stimulation
means more business, and thus
more be
But devaluations always take
a long time to show a favorable
impact in this way It rnay be a
year, two years or longer.
What the United States 13
hoping for is a turnaround in
the big deficit in its balance of
trade, which rose to a record
$6 5 billion in 1972
The latest devaluation also
could speed up the process of
reforming the shattered world
monetary system, as well as
worldwide trade negotiations.

•

•

We thank you for banking with us. And we
promise to make banking here an even more
pleasant experience. Ypp deserve the thanks; we'll
keep the promise.

4

Home meter readings
made tram motor van
A cruising motor van, filled
with electronic instnonents,
roams thestreets of Peoria,
III, and "reads" gas and electric meters.
Called PURDAX ( Public
Utility Revenue Data Acquisition and Collection Systern I
three meters can be read iri
the blink of an eye and the recording tape record be played
into the larger computers for
direct billing

Bank of Murray
Where you're always appreciated
••••••••-,

••••

n.

S

goods, since both these countries have floating currencies,
meaning their values are dependent on the market from
day to day
The prices in these instances
depend on what happens to the
dollar face-to-face with the values of those currencies.
But West Germany and
France are keeping a fixed rate
of value for their currencies.
Thus. a $2,000 German car theoretically should cost $200
more, and a $5 bottle of French
wine, 50 cents more
It's not always this simple,
however. Some companies find
ways to cut their profits to hold
down prices and maintain a
share of the U.S. market

a
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FDA Officials Have Trouble In Study Of Household Products
By G. DAVID WALLACE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP) — Food
and Drug Administration officials weighing the safety of
germ-killing agents in household products say they are hay
irig trouble finding out which
products contain the chemicals.
A panel of doctors appointed
by FDA was charged with deternuning the safety and effectiveness of such germ-killers as
hexachlorophene in toilet soaps.
The panel recommended a
virtual ban on hexachlorophene, which was ordered off
the over-the-counter market
last September except for lowlevel use as a preservative
Now the panel says evidence
it has seen has failed to prove
the safety of five other antibacterial agents in soap, and FDA
officials are trying to find out
what other products use the
five agents.
"Knowing just what's on the
market is very difficult," said
Dr Jean Lockhart, FDA medical officer in the division of
anti-infective drugs.
'Tar the most part we don-1
know what they've substituted.
We are not getting good cooperation from the cosmetic manufacturers generally who are using antimicrobial ingredients."
Over the 30 years of its use in
nonprescription products, hexachlorophene had turned up in
soaps, deodorants, vaginal
sprays, shaving cream, mouthwash. skin lotion, toothpaste,
furnace air filters and even toilet seats.
Hexachlorophene was found
to cause brain lesions in laboratory animals. It was banned
after U.S studies showed in-

fants bathed in it suffered brain
damage and after nearly 40
French babies died from a talcum powder containing accidentally high levels of hexachlorophene.

The FDA review panel has
studied experiments in which
substitutes
hexachlorophene
caused brain lesions and testicle damage in animals fed on
or injected with the substances.

Labels on many products are
no help to either the FDA or
consumers in detecting the
presence of germ-killers.
All eight leading deodorant
soaps contain at least one of

The panel said those substitutes, TBS,TCC,TFC, tricloaan
and Vancide FP, "are not generally regarded as safe for incorporation into toilet bars for
personal-hygiene use.

the antibactalals questioned by
the FDA review panel, yet only
Safeguard, Dial and Lifebuoy
say so on their labels.
Antiperspirants—classified as
drugs—have to list active in-
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panies try to limit use to those
products it has tested for safety, spokesmen said.
But one industry source
added: "That doesn't mean it's
not being used for *another purpose. We cannot control every
pound of material that goes
out."

[ATMORE

Rtell4TE X
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gredients, but mere deodorants---considered cosmetics—do
not. Cosmetic ingredients don't
have to be listed, although the
FDA moved Tuesday to require
such labeling.
Four companies make the
five germ-killers questioned by
the review panel. The corn-
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Museum To
Portray
Ky. History
FRANKFORT, Ky—
Kentucky's history is more
colorful than any otherstate's.
At least that's what Col. George
M. Chinn says.
And Chinn, director of the
Kentucky Historical Society,
ought to know. Right now he's
helping to convert the National
Guard Arsenal in Frankfort into
a museum of Kentucky's
military' history
- - --Mie-nritgeorn will-really-he--a
panorama of Kentucky military
history," Cel• Minn said. -The
exhibits will be arranged in
chronological order and will
take you, as an Interested
spectator, from the pioneer
days to the present."
The exhibits will include
military weapons, soldiers'
uniforms, battle flags, drums,
fifes, and even Daniel Boone's
rifle.
"Hopefully, the museum will
be open in June," said Gen.
William R. Buster, chairman of
the Arsenal Museum Committee But it won't be the way
we want it for a long time
The exhibits in June will
consist of weapons and military
displays which had been on
display in the Old State Capitol,
which is being resotred.
•'Our long range plans include
displaying memorabilia and
artifacts gathered from all over
the state through interested
persons," Gen. Buster said. "It
is also contemplated that the
arsenal building will be sandblasted and restored to its
original appearance."
The Arsenal, built in 1.850 for
the storage and distribution of
arms and equipment for the
Kentucky State Guard, is being
converted into the museum by
the Kentucky Historical Society
and the Dept. of Military Affairs.
"We'll build up the collection
as time goes on," Gen. Buster
said. "Right now we're
in
primarily
interested
arragning the exhibits in the
proper order. We have
acquired some display cases,
four from the
including
Smithsonian Institution in
Washington."

•r

Medical puzzle
NEW YORK IliPli —
Although the precise cads* cif
• musetilar dystrophy has not yet
been determined. it appears to
be the result of an inborn error
of metabolism. the lack of some
specific- enzyme TW enzyme
system essential for the con. version of foods into tissues and
enermik Be- says the National
• . Health :Education Committee.
-Mu/rifler lesionr—similar
.those found in muscular
dystrophy, have been induced
in animals by maintaining them
. on S diet deficient in Vitamin E.
-
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Graryiles4 olalisbary Steaks
*ivy mot Aced Turkey
Spaghetti Sauce
and 12
Meat Balk

$109

2-LB $249
PKGS

Turkey Roast

fryorAreast _
FAMILY PAK OF 1 TO S-1.11. FRESH

SUZANNA
SAILS9C
PKG.

Corm Dogs

Whole Fryer Legs

LB.

Morton

69c
65(

((ROGER

CAMPBELL

Tomato
HUNT S

F RUM

Tomato

FROZEN

Stewit!ens
FAMILY PAK OF 3 TO 5 LBS

Catfish Steaks
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LB
LB
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Fisle Sticks
BOSTON -STYLE

FAMILY PAK OF 3 LBS. OR MORI
12-0Z
PKG

Pork Steak

79c
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LB
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59c

1200c
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(
10
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LEIS

29`

Temple Oranges
Apr.,
Green Peppers

'
59c Eggplant

PIN I49

FRESH

ENDIVE ESCAROLE
ROMAINE OR

BOSTON
LETTUCE

1 PI
40
BTL

SECRET DE

Soper Si
7-OZ TUBE

FANCY
60Z
PK G

FLORIDA SMALL-RED

Tomatoes

VIEN
SAU

GRADED CHOICE

CHEESE. SAUSAGE OR HAMBURGER
79c

CRISP
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LB
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„r.
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Shortage Of Engineers May Become More Serious
proved economy and a drop in
the number of graduating engineers.
But the combined forces are
contributing to a shortage of
engineers that may become
serious in several years.
A survey by the College

By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
NEWARK, N.J. AP) —
'There's good news for those entering the engineering field.
The slump that hit the job market in the late 1960s is disappearing because of an im-

western University, predicted a
42 per cent increase in job
openings for engineerAg graduates.
"A survey of the graduating
class of 1972 indicated rather
clearly that the bottom had
been reached and we're on the

Placement Council shows that
recruiting of graduating engineers is increasing 27 per cent
this year over 1972, which in
turn showed an improvement
over the previous year. Dr.
Frank Endicott, professor emeritus of education at North-

Couraged from embarking on gers University, said 43,000 enwere
engineering programs. Since gineers
graduated
then, enrollment in engineering throughout the nation last year,
programs has dropped to the but this figure would drop to
point that many graduates will 32,000 in four years, based on
have their choice of five or six current enrollment in engineering schools.
jobs.
The situation is not expected
"But the Bureau of Labor
to change soon.
Statistics is estimating a deElmer Easton, dean of the mand for about 48,000 engineers
College of Engineering at Rut- a year," he said. You can see

upswing," said John Alden, director of manpower activities
for the Engineer's Joint Council
in New York, a federation of 36
engineering societies.
But for how long if the number of graduating engineers
continues to drop?
When the job market tightened at the end of the 19606,
high school students were dis-
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COMPARE THESE
XTRA LOW DISCOUNT
EVERYDAY PRICES!
SALAD DRESSING

Miracle Whip

DEL MONTE CHUNK.

AN

.

119c

BIG K
DRINKS
KROGER

6', 07
CAN
I LB
10 0%
BOX

Gunk Tuna
FREI r=2 ,1NNIN. c,'

Morton Salt
KROGER

Macaroni Dinner

7". OZ
PK G

CAMPBELL

39A

HUNT'S

Tomato Sauce

KANDU
BLEACH

43c
12`
224

105 OZ
CAN

Tomato Soup

14g

6-0/
CAN

4
4
4

Sweet Peas
CLOVER VALLEY

Tomatoes
KROGER WHOLE

Green Beans
KR 0(

VIENNA
SAUSAGECAN

I LB
1 ,01
CANS
I LB
CANS

89'
89'

I LB

$1
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3-LB
29
BAG $2
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6-0Z
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Black Pepper

79`
79
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Super Spray
7-0Z

940
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Louisville--Taxpayers
lose a $750 dependency
exemption if they don't keep
good records of their support for
dependents not living with
them, James D. Hallman,
Acting District Director of
Internal Revenue for Kentucky,
said today.
Failure to have good records
can cause taxpayers to lose a
$750 dependency exemption to
which they'd otherwise be
entitled. And other taxpayers
may face the chore of assembling the needed records
months after the expanses were
•
paid.
Mr. Hallman said that of the
five tests that taxpayers must
meet to staisfy the legal
requirements for claiming
another person as a dependent,
the one taxpayers find most
difficult is the support test.
To satisfy the support test.
you must show what it coat to
support your dependents for the
year, and how much of this you
provided. It's naturally more
difficult to gather such records
for a child who does not live at
-home-, orfor'parent-or smother
relative in another city, than it
is for dependents living with
taxpayers.
Close
relatives including
children, grandchildren,
brothers, sisters, parents,
grandparents, aunts and uncles
do not have to live with you to
qualify as dependents.
You can obtain additional
information free of charge by
sending a post card to the IRS
District Office, P. 0 Box 1733,
Louisville, Kentucky 40201,
requesting Publication 501,
"Your
and
Exemptions
Exemptions for Dependents."
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Darch's job has revolved
around dogs
He has-coached movie stars
trained racers. tamed bitches
and instructed bodyguards for
call girls He has taught dogs
for movies. commercials, race
tracks and private homes
He was a teacher for HKO
Studios animal actors in California for several years. but the
smartest dog he has ever
trained said Darch was the
basset hound in a commercial
for a shoe manufacturer
taught him that commer
cial 15 minutes before we um
on camera he said
In 19111 Darch raced 22
greyhounds in the United
States. setting four track
records and winning $46.000
Today obedience classes and
traffic training are his Main
chores although he says dogs
are also in demand for protection
Dobermans will frighten the
mOst-Aangerous burglar and
with' the increase in crime
people are using dogs for attack,- he said
Despite his-years with dogs
he's fir from convinced that a
dog is a man's best friend
Darch has had most of his
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we're heading for trouble."
Alden said that, of the onoi
million engineers in the nation,t
about 10,000— or one per cent
— were out of work, down from
a high several years ago of 25,000 engineers unable to find
jobs.
"We're back on a rollercoaster cycle and heading for
future shortages unless the economic picture changes," he
said. "The classes now in
school are abnormally small."
Alden said national enrollment was down this year 14 per
cent from September 1971,
which was down 16 per cent
from the previous September.
Easton said one indication of
the increased demand for engineers was the average salary
level It reached a high of more
than $900 per month last year,
he said, and would be at least
that high for the June 1973
graduates.
A survey by the College
Placement Council of Bethlehem, Pa., indicates the average
salary for engineers in chemical fields was $949 per month
for last June's graduates, up
$21 from the previous year, and
first year engineers in other
fields received similar increases

Orange.

6 19
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broken by dogs
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Winners Named In Public Speaking Contest for 4-H
Students in the fourth and
fifth grades at Kirksey
Elementary School have participated in the 4-H Club Public
Speaking program sponsored
by the University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service.
Winners from the two fourth
grades, taught by Mrs. Nancy
Watt and Mrs. Rachel Neale,
and the fifth grade, taught by
Mrs. Judy Darnell, were
presented awards. Judges for

the contests were from Murray Bowden, Westley Bowden,
Compton, Teddy
Ginger
State University.
Named as winners in Mrs. Garland, Debra Gupton, Barry
Lovett's fourth grade were: Hendson, Gary Lawrence,
Girls Division, Celisa Curd, Barbara Mathes, Mitch Moss,
first, Jana Henson, second, and Mitzi Newsome, Kathy Russell,
Taxrunie Blakely, third, boys Paul Smith, Richard Tremblay,
Tina
Walker, and
divisions, Ronnie Fortner, first Joe
Mike Smith, second, and Mark Weatherbee.
Named as winners in Mrs.
Free, third, .
Other students in her room Neale's fourth grade were:
are Susan Anderson, Lisa :Girls Division, Jennifer
Barnett, Carla Beach, Tony Tucker, first, Dana Robertson,

second, and Sheri Outland,
third, boys division, Kelly
Rogers, first, Gary Nichols,
second, and Tirruny Falwell,
third.
Other students in her room
are David Adams, Teresa Bell,
Brad Bryan, Scott Coleman,
Dee Dee Darnell, Greg Darnell,
Darnell, Sandra
Regina
Garland, Michael Harrison,
Melissa Hill, Sandy Jeffrey,
Freddie Kirkland, Randy

1.

PAGE F1A'E

Neale, Allen Paschall, Jody
Smith, Tim Weatherbee, David
Murphy, and Terry McDougal.
Named as winners in Mrs.
Darnell's fifth grade were
Girls Division, Kathy Lovett,
first, Susznne Smith, second,
and Sharon Boggess, third, boys
division, James Bibb, first,
Roger Garland, second, and
Jimmy Scruggs, third.
Other students in her room
are Lisa Bazzeil, Donna Beach,
Gena Beaman, Tammi Crouse,
Laura Fones, Jane Greer,
Teresa Hale, Louise Hester,
Peggy Hester, Angela Manning,
Belinda Smith, Glynis Tabers.
Kim Willie, Connie Free, Mark
Crass, Larry Darnell, Keith
Edwards, Gary Emerine, Dale
Finney,
Chuck Harrison,
Randy Jones, Kerry Lamb,
Cary McClure, Ricky Miller,
Terry Paschall, Jerry Riley
Terry Rule, Terry Sledd, Keith
Todd, Kerry Todd,
and
Tommy Thornton.
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Fifth grade winners of the 4-H Public Speaking contest at Kirksey Elementary School in
and
Smith.
Suzanne
lAnett,
Kathy
Bibb,
James
Garland.
Roger
Darnell's room are Jimmy Scruggs,
Sharon Boggess. Judges from MS4',not identified, are pictured in back.

unless you help.

Jennifer Tucker, Dana Robertson, and Sheri Outland, fourth
grade girls division winners of the 4-H Public Seapking contest,
Kirksey School, receive awards from their teacher, Mrs. Rachel
Neale. Judges from MSU,not identified, are pictured in back.

Fourth grade winners of the 4-H Public Speaking contest at Kirksey Elementary School in Mrs.
Nancy lovett's room are Tammie Blakely. Jana Henson, Celisa Curd. Ronnie Fortner, Mike Smith,
and Mark Free. In the back are Dr. Raymond Carter of MSU Speech Department and Mrs. Lovett.

San Diego May Be Tall Building
Dangerous When
City Without Cars
Wind Blows Hard
BOB
By
EGELKO
campus in Morgantown arid is
Associated Press. Writer
in the planning stage in half a
SAN DIEGO, Calif. tAPi — dozen cities, says Andrew P.
With luck and a little help from Schlaefli. supervising transthe federal government, the au- portation planner in the San
tomobile could be a thing of the Diego Planning Department.
past in downtown San Diego
"People will tell you regional
within five years, a city plan- mass transit is the only anner says.
swer," he said in an interview.
In Its pthce could be electric- "Well, a mass transit system
powered, one-car "people like San Francisco is now getmovers," rolling quietly above ting takes about 20 years to
the city at 30 miles an hour on build. We just finished a study
elevated concrete tracks, link- that says it will be impossible
ing peripheral parking garages to bring any more autos into
with any downtown street cor- San Diego center city in anothner in five minutes. City er 10 years.
streets, meanwhile, would be
"The freeway is the weak
for pedestrians only.
link. Each freeway lane can
The systeen, known as MAr' carry 2,000 cars in an hour.
for -Major Activity Center," is There's ric way to get any more
running in embryonic form at in.,,
the University of West Virginia_
. How much will MAC system
cost? The planners don't know
yet, but Schlaefli said, "It will
be much cheaper per mile than
regional mass transit, and the
Department of Transportation
would pay two-thirds of the cost
including the parking garages."
If the department approves
San Diego's application for a
full feasibility study, the people
movers could be rolling here in
five years, the planner said.
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By DANIEL Q. RANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON I AP) — Plywood
patches cover sections of New
England's tallest building.
When the wind blows hard,
some of the glass panels of the
skyscraper's exterior walls
crack and fall, shattering on
the streets below.
After spending $95 million
and waiting through four years
of construction, the owner,
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co., cannot move in.
The firm's new corporate
headquarters — a 60-story, mirror-like high-rise angled into a
corner of Boston's Copley
Square — is too dangerous to
walk near when stiff winds gust
in off the harbor.
Engineers don't know why
the glass breaks or how to stop
it.
The insurance company wanted to move in at the end of
February but now .will have to
wait six months or more while
engineers try to find a way to
keep the glass from falling.
Solutions range from changing the window gaskets to replacing the glass that covers 90
per cent of the building — the
latter a job that could cost up
to $8 million. The 16 acres of
exterior walls are covered by
10,348 huge glass panes.
At last count, 340 of the panes
had been broken. Officials are
not sure how many were popped by the wind and how many
were smashed by falling shards
of glass. The company says up
to 660 others have been nicked
3r scratched and most will
have to be replaced.
When winds at the top of the
tower hit 45 miles an hour, police block off streets around the
building taiirotect pedestrians
from flying glass. This happens
about twice a month. And when
the winds reach 50 m.p.h.. the
panes begin ti crack and
smash.
On Jan. 20, winds to 75 m.p.h.
smashed 15 to 20 of the $750
paneS, and !lying glass broke
—arfether-40-0P-40.others were scratched.
Thus far, theriihave,been no
reported injuries.

Mrs. Rachel Neale, fourth grade teacher, presents awards to
Kelly Rogers,Gary Nichols, and Timmy Falwell in the 4-H Public
Speaking coldest at Kirksey Elementary School.
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Pilot Program Gets OK From Task Force

Your Individual Horoscope

viewed the pilots and discussed
I() Rome was developed at KET. Efforts KET staff members recognized their content and presentation
LEXINGTON,
for
even
the
series
this
need
for
continued
to fund the series
was not built in a day.
Frances Drake
with the content specialists,
and in before KET went on the air.
And neither is a highly- the next four years,
script-writers, producer is
ima
Force
very
"Television
Task
a
sophisticated television series. March 1972,
directors, and Ken Warren,
FOR THURSDAY,FEBRUARY 15, 1973
formed, portant and exciting way to
The process takes a toted effort, Consultant Group was
executive producer of the GED
Look in the section in which or business interests. To insure the production of a pilot comprising 13 nationally-known make a difference," said Project.
inof
William
director
Dale,
however,
results,
your birthday comes and find favorable
program, and the combined educators.
Each comment was noted:
This group, along with 19 structional services for the
what your outlook is, according double-check before using it. talents of many consultants.
each criticism appreciated.
last National
of
Association
met
SAGITTARIUS
participants,
invited
to the stars.
Educational
For Kentucky
"I thought it was our best
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )ellikejP. Television (KET), the process week at KET's Network Center Educational Broadcasters and
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of the four we've had,"
meeing
the
could
a
spending
of
week's
last
Excessive
participant in
( Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
of developing a series to assist to critique the pilot tapes
said KET's Warren. "This time
now. Don't
disastrous
has
)
prove
(television
"It
meeting.
series.
high
A day in which your Innately
viewers in attaining a
we had something to look at, not
speculate or indulge in exWith about half the Com- the potential. The question is
active and energetic self will be
equivalency certificate
an idea to discuss. From
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whims, but watch the school
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highly stimulated, but try not to
has been in the mill monwealth's adults lacking a whether we
their comments I believe it'll be
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education.
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school
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since September , 1968.
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minor purchases.
and what it ought to do."
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That's when the first proposal Department of Education
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Your personal plans should go a pep talk. Fine opportunities
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top
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quickened
an
from
were Ted Cook, director Of the graduates will view the
some unexpected aid
influential person. Travel and -requirements.
-adult education unit of the programs, then be tested on
spoken issues in past con- Kentucky Department of what they saw If the series does
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romance also favored.
By WALTER R. MEARS
its job, if these students retain
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troversies on the subject, for Education.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
AP Political Writer
Ted Cook (right) director of the Commonwealth's
I May 22 to June 21) fls.
Teamwork will be your key to
Ms. Mary Schuhmann, what the series' designers
1AP) - Democrats, particularly liberal
WASHINGTON
Department of Education Adult Education Unit,
It will now be up to you tb. progress during the next 48 Against a backdrop of slumping Democrats, traditionally have coordinator of Jefferson planned, all the objectives will
talks with Fayette County Schools' Charles Black
make the overtures necessary hours Even if you have to call voter turnouts, a new effort is. found support among such po- County's Learning Lab and an have been realized.
And then, hopefully in the
(left) and Gentry LaRue. The men were among 19
to bring opposing forces people at a distance to help under way in Congress to in- tential Ooters.
adult education teacher, said
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aims,
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Oujda Jewell, Fulton writer
and historian, is having
published a local history book,
entitled "Backward Glance."
The book, which covers Fulton
County„ Kentucky and the
surrounding area, will be off the
press soon and will-be for sale at
V20.00, plus 11.50 for mailing.
The book is being printed by the
Fulton Publishing Company of
Fulton.
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The book is in three sections:
History of Fulton County and
surrounding area touching on
Hickman and Graves counties,
Kentucky and Obion and
Weakley counties, Tennessee);
of
Years
• Twenty-five
Newspapering—the author gets
personal; and Biographies. The
have pictures and
book will
• illustrations. There will be
seventy-five biographies of
• leading families in thea
plii Lse
• Those desiring to
a cotes ofithe brAIM Own,artfttrea very limited numlier of copies
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Jewell, Fulton,„Ky,
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Food Giant
Grade A Large

The Right To Limit

Wester'
WIN FREE CASH!!

Partici!

EGGS
3d0$1"
Shopping Center

Armour Testender

CHK. ROAST

TEAK

Ar*

I)Us
CUTLETS

lb.

49c

lb.

Country Style
lb

FRIED CHICKEN
49C

SPECIAL THIS WEEK!!
2-Pc Chicken.
LUNCH PACK
Jo Jo Potatoes, 2 Rolls

WHOLE CHICKEN

9-Pc. 2 Breast $199
2 Thighs. 2 Legs. 2 Wings, 1 Pull Bom

59c

reapsut.Hy2bolneegs.
.2
K2EvgNin3gsB

PORK SAUSAGE

BACON
59c

lb

One Pound Pkg.

69; PORK SAUSAGE
2C
lb. 29

FAT BACK

OIL

89;

48-0z. Bot

Mrs. Filbert's
4 o $100

SPAGHETTI8'canzs

16 Ounce

Double Luck

OLEO

PEPSI COLAS
8-Bot.
Ctn.

GREEN

GREEN BEANS

Plus
Deposit

61

tub

69'

Breast

5

Legs

39c

4 $1”

TISSUE
•

20-0z.
Loaves

slue

Meat Flavor

12-oz. jar

39c

PEANUT BUTTER

Frosty Acres

100
3
4P ik7s $

8-lb
box

CAT LITTER

00

ib 19c TOWELS 3
PORK & BEANS COFFE
F s E POT PIES
1

Roils

•

BEEF—CHICKEN—TURKEY

750s

Can

it

(Limit 6)

Folgees

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Folger's

COFFEE

1 -lb can

6-.oz. jar

COUPON NO. 36912
limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
LhnIt t Per Family

Betty Crocker

Heinz

BROWNIE
MIX
22/2oxoz.2/89c

75C

BABY FOOD
SAVE 10c

Expires 2-20.73
Good Only At Storey's

GRAPEFRUIT

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Famih

bag

Ballard

BISCUITS

Join the
Saving!

Can
8-oz.

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

King Size

Giant Size

Good Luck

Crystal White

Pruf

SWAN LIQUID

OLEO

DETERGENT

22-oz. Rot

1-lb. pkg.

48-oz. bot

STARCH
22-oz. can

LUX SOAP
Reg. size

on Pur. of 10 Jars

Expires 2-20-73
Expires 240-73
Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's

79c

(Limit 6)

COLD POWER
.99c

89C
Expires 2-28-73
Good Only-At Storey's

5-lb

8-oz.

(With Coupon Below)

COFFEE

Cln

Morton

Showboat

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

:
12-oz.
1G°

49c

Coronet

14 oz

JUICE
$100

Cans

KO Plus

APPLES

••••

PEAS

6

Red Delicious

I
- L

515.01sfi $100

Royal Prince

cans$1"
15.°z

lu'I DOG
Fr
FOOD

Delta

Big Chief
(limit 2 Ctns)

t4nn

lb.69c

FRYERS

Blue Plate Cooking

Showboat
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Cut-Up Family Pack

Salt

8c BREAD

BABY FOOD

Forest I

Krey Pure

Hyde Park
Heinz

$299

Call Us, We'll Fry It Especially For hi,'

PORK ROAST

39

1972 A

12-PC.I

Frontier

Fresh Picnic

BOLOGNA

99;

ib.99;

„Boneless

JOWL

Metzger Riverside

Chunk Style

A
.411111

Whole Smoked

99,

Jenny Waddell, Calvert City ... Unable to locate.
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TREASURE CHEST
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ArmOui Testender Swiss

Bel-Air
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Western Waterland To
Participate In Shows
Kentucky's
Western
Waterland, Inc, has announced
that it will participate in fifteen
outdoor and travel shows during
the coming months. KWW
executive director Hank Lindsey added that members of the
tourist promotion association
will be distributing more than
150,000
copies
of
the
organization's annual
promotional booklet at the slate
of travel shows.
Each year Kentucky's
Western Waterland goes to the
people who are interested in
taking a vacation, and in turn
tries to lure them to come to
western Kentucky for their
summer's relaxation," Lindsey
sattt
During January, February,
March and April, KWW
members viill be working with
the Department of Public Information at the nation's
largest tourist-related shows in
the area served by Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley. KWW

will man shows in Cincinnati,
Kansas City, Louisville,
Columbus, Indianapolis, St.
Louis, Chicago, Memphis,
Dallas, Atlanta, Houston,
Cleveland, Milwaukee,
Evansville, and Miami.
"The schedule of shows the
Department of Public Information has put together this
year will give those of us in the
tourist serving business a real
opportunity to get more people
to visit this part of the Commonwealth," Lindsey said."We
see the 1973 season as an even
better year for the industry in
western Kentucky. Summer
1972 was a record-setter for this
area, and we are hopeful that
next year will be even better,"
Lindsey added.
Kentucky's
Western
Waterland, Inc., is a non-profit
organization comprised of
businessmen in the eight
counties surrounding Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley.

197-2—A Record Year In
Forest Fire Prevention
The number of Kentucky
forest fires in 1972, and the
acreage burned, were both alltime low totals in theshistory of
the state.
In 1972 a total-of 977 forest
fires burned 9,424 acres according to the Annual Wildfire
Report of the State Division of
Forestry. This represents quite
a reduction when compared to
the previous eight years, during
which an average of 2,300 fires
burned 44,567 acres annaully
"The efforts put forth by our
fire control and law enforcement personnel were an
important factor in keeping
fires to aminimurn last year,"
said Forestry Director Harry
Nadler.
According to Nadler, fire
control personnel increased
both their person-to-person
r'offtacts and their use of the
communications media to
foster greater awareness of fire
hazards and looms. The division's law enforcement
personnel- -whose
job it is to investigate, interrogate and help to prosecute
those who are responsible for
forest fires-- were increasingly
effective last year. The percentage of prosecutions of
persons responsible for forest
fires rose from 30.8 per cent in
1971 to 38.9 per cent in 1972.
Another factor that kept the
fire total down last year, according to the forestry director,
was the heavy rainfall last
spring and fall.
"We are very much concerned about the spring of '73,"
said Nadler, "because weather
generally travels in ten and
twenty years cycles, and that
means we're due for another
dry spring this year like the
ones we had in '53 and '63. As a
matter of fact, '63 was the last
year we had an extremely
severe burn. That year, 4,100
fires burned over 400,000 acres
of forest land. And, the majority
of those fires occurred in the
spring. In view of the high fire
potential that will most likely
exist throughout the spring
months, I hope that everyone
will exercise extreme caution
when they are in and around the
woodlands of the state."
Far and away the number one
cause of forest fires is debris
burning which gets out of
control. State laws prohibit
persons from setting fire to
"any flammable material
capable of spreading fire,
located in or within 150 feet of
any woodland or brushland,
except between the hours of 4:30

Join the Payroll
Savings Plan.

Sock

some away.

p.m. and 12 midnight, or when
the ground is covered with
snow." This law applies during
the spring I March 1—May 15)
and fall fire season ) Oct. 1—
Dec. 15) and periods of declared
fire emergency.
The second greatest hazard to
forests is careless smokers who
discard cigarettes and matches
without first making sure they
are completely out. Matches
should be broken and held until
cold, cigarettes should be
crushed dead out.
The third chief cause is incendiarisrn, which includes all
fires started willfully or
maliciously.
Campfires, which get out .of
control when they are built too
large or in dangerous places,
are the fourth major cause of
forest fires, Campfires should
never be left unattended.
None of 1972's forest fires
were attributed to lightning or
other natral Cile,e11. Apparently all Kentucky's fires
were brought about by man's
carelessness.

New Management Ideas Will Mean Savings For Kentucky State Parks
successful *Inch-Oiler l
catering executive) promised to
save the department a million
dollars by the end of his first
fiscal year.
As of Dec. 31, 1972, sir months
ahead of schedule, the million
was saved.
"The million dollar savings la
the result -18f— effecti
management of time and
resources," said Johnson. "We
had to set some priorities to
operate the park system at a
lower cost, without curtailing
any service, quality or appearance."
The state parks system involves three avenues of funds—
two leading in, the third leading
out.
First of all, Parks is granted
an appropriation from the
General Assembly fol park
upkeep. Funds are also
generated by the department
itself—from room rental, food
service, gifts and park related
activities.
Parks is also responsible
for tourist attractions from
which no income is derived
nortresortjatults, Fitt
"lei-.
*TersOn Davis, My Old Kentucky
Home and Waveland. To these
are added administrative frosts,
HAT DANCE—Marsha Robertson practices for the Murray
and services which operate at a
High Mardi Gras by doing a Mexican Hat Dance. The festival will
loss
) cafeterias and toll road
be held February 17 at the high school, and is sponsored by the
gift shops for example) because
French and Spanish (lubs.
of insufficient income
-Since the department is not
set up to make a profit," said
Johnson, -savings had to be
accomplished through more
effective handling of labor,
stock, supplies and improved
maintainance."
According to Johnson, once
the department established
what amounts of labor,
equipment and supplies were
required to operate the parks
system, the department found
they were able to do more for
less As much or more work

FRANKFORT, Ky.—When
Gov. Wendell Ford appointed
Ewart Johnson
as commissioner of Parks, he did so to

Take stock in America

Buy U.S.Savings Bonds

put the system on a more
business-like basis. Given the
opportunity to implement his
management Ideas, Johnoon (a

could be done with fewer man-

MARDI GRAS—Lisa MeReyeelds does a ''ran-ean" while
practicing for the first annual Mardi Gras. to be held at Murray
High February 17. The affair will-be sponsored by the French and
Spanish Clubs. Seated are Sarah Sams and Kip Mason.

jeopardizing quality and appearance."
We receive and screen in
excess of 1000 comment cards
each month if there are any
compalints we know where the
problems are. But the comments are getting more and
more favorable—especially la_
food services. So, we feel we're
upholding, if not going Beyond,
the standards.

hours.
Johnson also indicated that a
fairly large amount of supplies
and equipment was lost through
waste, vandalism and theft. As
one means of correcting this,
the department instituted a
stronger security program in all
ci -the state parks. After six
months, the decrease in towel
loss
alone
has
shown
a significant savings in money.
Other savings are evident in
comparing resort parks' net
income figures for the six
months ended Dec. 31, 1972 with
those during the same time in
1971.
Of 16 resort parks, nine
showed a substanital profit—six
emerged from a year of loss. Six
others, while operating in the
red, evidenced a decrekse In
loss. Only one resort park,
Kenlake, experienced a decline
in income in 1972 and it still
operated at a profit. Total income for all 16 resort parks
went from a loss of $617,073 in
1971 to a profit to $254,170 in
1972.

Johnson pointed out that the
million dollars saved thus far
will be "recycled"-channeled
back into several park facilities
that have deteriorated over the
years.
According to Johnson, five of
the older parka (Cumberland
Falls, Lake _Cumberland,

Kentucky Dam, Carter Caves
and General Butler) have been:
authorized
$484,000
for :
renovation work-mainly for
cottage improvements.
An additional $235,000 has
been allotted for small unprovement projects on hiking
tails, displays and recreation
Sites. Funds for equipment:
repair total $140,000.
-Of course we'll try to contime to save money," added
Johnson. "However, as I've:
said, Parks is not a profitmaking organization, but a:
system to bring tourist business 7
in
ecto orn
Kenytuacnd
ky, spur the state
getts rw dollars
into the General Fund.And
that's a matter of better!

management for better Darks."

Dr, Richard Broeringmeyer of Broeringmeyer
Chiropractic Offices will be giving a lecture on arteriosclerosis and heart disease and the most recently
discovered means of treatment. Thursday evening, Feb. 15.
at 7:30. This is the second of a series of public education
Le be Musa us various 1opies..-44 -.wet lossed Lebo-4o
attend please phone 753-?962. Refreshments will be served.

14
non-resort parks, toll road Olt
shops and cafeterias) want
from a 1971 loss of 8655,484 down
to $464,885

BROERINGMETER CHIROPRACTIC OFFICES
3 Miles East on Hwy. 94
Murray, Kentucky

"What is important," said
Johnson, "is that we accomplished the savings without

Phone 753-2962 or 753 2961

* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY

(Murray Only)

Reg. Box $ 1 09
$ °9

Largest oil export
terminal is Iranian

$1.35 Value

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls

htid;v Island, about 25
miles off the mainland of Iran
and some 440 miles south of
Tehran, is the site of an Iranian naval base
It serves as the apex of a
vast network of oil lines, making it the world's largest oil
exportation terrrunal

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kettitekw fried Chicken.
12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

BAYER

DRISTAN

Reg. '1.39

15 C.C.
Sale

12-oz Jar

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
`,c7le 'Storrs Wednesday
Ends Saturday

EAST SIDE OF THE SOUARE

- SYLVANIA
LIGHT
BULBS
Inside Frost
Choice of
60 75 100 Watts

DRISTAN
NASAL
MIST

89c
GENERAL ELECTRIC

BAYER ASPIRIN
GILLETTE
TECH MATIC
ADJUSTABLE BANDS

Bottle of 25

Alka-Seltzer
ALKA-SELTZER
TABLETS

Reg. 79'

Sole

Spray, Steam & Dry

Bottle
of
100

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

46('

Reg. '1.10

Sale

64c
Wonder
cloth).

WELLA CARE

16-oz. Can
HERBAL Shampoo itity$
Choice of Regular, Hard to Hold,
your hair.
beauty
into
natural
Washes
Grey Hair, Super Hold, Unscented.
25 steam vents,
Reg. 2.00
instant spray,
Reg. '2.35
polished aluminum 4 oz tube $
09
sole plate for easy ironing.
sale
GEM
$988
-Mode
Scent,
for the
Sale
24-oz.
Bath Scene
Contains 15 Emery
Box
ONE-A- DAY
Boards, Nail File,
Multiple Vitamins
'Toe & Nail Clippers,
AYDS REDUCING CANDY
Tweezers, Nall Brush
Plus Iron
Choice of Vanilla, Chocolate
— Bottle of 100
Mint, Butterscotch
5

IRON

Reg. 3.39 $

4
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- Safe

1

$ 1 99
-preg.133-0 sou

Reg. 1200.

Sate

KOTEX
SANITARY NAPKINS
Choice of Regular or Super
Box of 24

PLASTIC COATED
PLAYING CARDS
Choice of Pinochle or Poker
By United States
--Playing-Gard-Co -sate -2--fp

_

PAc.F.

.THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENT
UCKY

Northside
Shopping
Center
10th &
Chestnut

WEDNESDAY—FEBRUARY 14, 473

JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.
Frykra s, Pork Loin
Cut-Up Family Pack

NO COUPONS
NO GAMES
NO FORCED
PURCHASES

Southside
Shopping
Center
12th lit
Story

NO COUPONS

Chops

NO STAMPS
lb

Sten
Ar0

11111111
1-

89

Very impressive Prices
For
Very Important People
(our customers)

Old Fashioned

-BOLOGNA

In-the-Piece

Bacon

39;

Corn Valley

SAUSAGE

2-1b. Bag

Chestnut

$1 19

Country Style

BACK RIBS

lb.

99c

6017

FIRST IN FINE MEATS!!

I.G.A.

BREAD

Purex
Detergent
G1,4r1

19'
19'
29'
43'

No 303 Can

SWEETHEART PINK LIQUID

I.G.A.

No. 303 Can

22;

22 oz

PET RITZ

Pkg of 2

I.G.A.

42 Gal

PEPSI or R.C.
16-oz.

8-Bot. Ctn.

139

Maxwell House

COFFEE
b

KELLY

with BEANS

BANANAS

9c

49'
25'
75'
8'

Eggs47,
Large

25'

RADISHES

24 oz.

I.G.A.

POT PIES
SOLID OLEO

VELVEETA
2-lb box

'WARS
CHECKER COLA
TOMATOES

Cello Bar
lb.

29

Each

I lb

No 300 Can

28-oz.
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Jim Adams - Dick George

Big Roll

9'
29'
29'

No 300 Can

TWIN PET

TOWELS

GERBER

25;

39

LUSTRE
HUNTS i SE PRAY
SAUCE
LCABIN
SYRUP
DOG FOOD

I.G.A.

BABY FOOD
BABY FOOD
SIMILAC
CHiLI

Twin Bag

(Free Pitcher)

7
1 9

HEINZ

20-oz Loaf

Potato Chips

CHERRIES

SCHOOL DAY

PEAS
DETERGENT
PIE SHELLS
ICE MILK

Round Top

Hart's

59

Member of

OneQuarter

Sliced Into
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